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Current guidelines for accounting for income taxes are given in 
Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 11. This Opinion 
requires comprehensive interperiod tax allocation using the deferred 
method of tax allocation. Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 
(SFAS) No. 19 and No. 25 require oil and gas companies to provide for 
deferred income taxes on the unamortized portion of intangible 
drilling and development costs and other costs of an enterprise's oil 
and gas producing activities. This position is a reversal of previous 
positions (SFAS No. 9 which was superceded by SFAS No. 19) giving the 
oil and gas companies the option of providing for deferred taxes when 
there were book/tax interactions caused by companies' build-up of 
reserves from successful drilling ventures. 
The deferred tax requirements of SFAS No. 19 and SFAS No. 25 have 
not been embraced by the oil and gas industry for some of the same 
reasons that comprehensive interperiod tax allocation is opposed by 
many accountants. Many in the industry argued that any potential 
liability due to reversal of the timing differences caused by pro-
ducing activities would be offset by the statutory depletion which 
would be realized in the future from these reserves. Others argued 
that the deferred tax credit was not a liability as defined in 
l 
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Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 3 and that the likeli-
hood of it being liquidated was remote. Since the intangible drilling 
and development costs (IDC) are a material portion of the total assets 
of most oil and gas companies, the provision for deferred tax credits 
on a long-term basis may cause a material long-term credit. 
Background 
Originally, the annual tax provisio.n was calculated by reference 
to the estimated amount of taxable income. Then the main concern was 
to provide the proper accrual for the income tax liability. However, 
when the APB issued Opinion No. 11, the income statement had become 
the major statement. The APB argued that the use of the estimated 
taxes payable for the current year as the tax expense could lead to a 
distortion of net income due to timing differences. A timing dif-
ference is defined as a difference between the periods in which tran-
sactions affect taxable income and the determination of pretax 
accounting income. Timing differences originate in one period and 
reverse or "turn around" in one or more subsequent periods. These 
timing differences are in contrast to permanent differences. 
Permanent differences are those items which are allowed as revenue or 
expense for either tax or financial accounting purposes, but not for 
both. Because timing differences affect more than the current 
accounting period, distortions in net income could result. To avoid 
these distortions, the APB required interperiod tax allocation. Since 
then, controversy has arisen as to when to apply tax allocation proce-
dures and as to how to show the results of such application on the 
financial statements. 
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Authoritative Support for Interperiod Tax Allocation 
The accounting profession's authoritative positions with regard to 
interperiod tax allocation have changed since the subject was first 
addressed. Accounting Research Bulletin No. 23 recommeneded that 
income taxes were an expense which should be allocated when necessary 
and practicable (when material and extraordinary differences between 
taxable income and pretax accounting income exist) as other expenses 
are allocated. However, the Bulletin permitted disclosure in lieu of 
allocation when allocation was not practicable and required neither 
allocation nor disclosure when the differences between taxable income 
and pretax accounting income resulted from a transaction that was 
expected to recur frequently over a long period of time. This proce-
dure continued through subsequent bulletins until 1962. 
Beginning in 1954, due to using accelerated methods in lieu of 
straight-line depreciation, timing differences started to become 
material since many industries had depreciable assets that were a 
substantial portion of total assets. Controversies grew until 1962 
when the APB issued Opinion No. 2 which required the deferred method 
for accounting for investment tax credits. The furor from the pro-
fession was so great that the APB had to issue Opinion No. 4 which 
gave approval to the use of the flow-through method as well as the 
deferred method. In 1965, the APB issued Opinion No. 6 which allowed 
income taxes to be computed either (1) at the tax rate for the period 
in which the provision was made (deferred method), or (2) at the tax 
rate which it was estimated would apply in the future when the origi-
nal timing difference was expected to reverse (liability method). 
Accounting Research Study No. 2_ concluded that corporate income 
taxes should be allocated on a comprehensive basis. The study also 
concluded that the liability method of allocation was superior and 
recommended that the long-term tax liabilities that would result be 
discounted in order to prevent overstatement of liabilities and mis-
statement of periodic net income. 
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The APB concluded in Opinion No. 11, however, that the deferred 
method of allocation should be followed rather than the liability 
method. After Opinion No. 11 was issued, whenever either the APB or 
Financial Accounting Standards Board {FASB) were considering a stan-
dard in which timing differences would result, the conclusions 
generally recommended that comprehensive interperiod tax allocation 
should be followed using the deferred method of allocation. Two such 
standards relating to the oil and gas industry were SFAS No. 19 and 
SFAS No. 25. 
Intangible drilling and development costs {IDC) represent those 
costs incurred with the drilling and exploring activities, excluding 
leasehold costs {property rights) and drilling well equipment. These 
costs are deductible as expenses in the year incurred according to 
Internal Revenue Code Section 612. The manner in which the costs are 
accounted for in the financial statements depends on whether the oil 
and gas company uses successful efforts or full costing. If the com-
pany uses successful efforts, then only those IDC costs pertaining to 
successful drilling activities are capitalized. They are subsequently 
amortized on the basis of units of production. IDC costs pertaining 
to unsuccessful wells are expensed as soon as it is determined that 
the well is a dry hole. If the company uses full costing, then all 
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IDC costs are capitalized and amortized on the units of production 
method, unless an entire field is determined to be dry. In that case, 
the IDC costs pertaining to that field are expensed. If any part of 
the field is productive, however, all costs are capitalized and 
amortized. The timing difference occurs because rarely does a well 
produce its entire reserve in a year's time. When considering the 
enormous amount of drilling activities that have taken place in this 
country during the last thirty years, the question must be asked why 
no interperiod tax allocation was provided, especially since the 
timing differences would be material. The reason was that, with the 
production expected in the future, any potential liability that might 
result from the IDC timing difference would be offset by the statutory 
depletion that would be received. This offset was called a book/tax 
interaction and was disallowed by SFAS No. 19. Prior to the issuance 
of SFAS No. 19, the FASB had issued SFAS No. 9 which required compre-
hensive interperiod tax allocation for IDC but allowed oil companies 
to recognize any book/tax interaction that might occur. Although most 
of the provisions of SFAS No. 19 have been suspended indefinitely by 
the FASB through issuance of SFAS No. 25, the requirement for provi-
sion of deferred taxes on these IDC costs remained intact. 
Literature Review 
Most of the empirical studies of interperiod tax allocation 
addressed whether or not a permanent deferral of taxes, in the aggre-
gate, resulted as a consequence of the timing differences. Although 
methods and emphasis differed, the results of the studies were usually 
consistent. 
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The first such study of importance was a simulation involving 
both static and steadily growing firms and was performed by Davidson 
(1958). For a steadily growing firm, depreciating assets were 
increased at the rate of 5% per year. For the static firm, replace-
ment of fixed assets was done on a periodic basis as these assets were 
retired. To test the reversal effect of the timing differences caused 
by accelerated depreciation, Davidson used sum-of-the-years' digits 
depreciation for tax purposes and straight-line depreciation for 
financial accounting purposes. Davidson found that, in the static 
firm, the provision for tax deferral remained on the books in per-
petuity unchanged from the original amount. With the steadily growing 
firm, he concluded that if a firm's rate or growth were maintained, 
the balances in the deferred tax account would grow each year, and 
eventually become one of the major balance sheet items. Davidson 
added that only a moribund firm with declining investment in capital 
assets would likely be faced with a substantial reversing of the 
deferred tax credit. 
Harwood (1961) ran a simulation under conditions that he felt 
would cause a reversal of previously established deferrals. These 
conditions included those of declining profit, declining investments, 
and increasing tax rates. The results showed that accelerated depre-
ciation would have exceeded straight-line depreciation in every year 
from 1929 to 1948. Therefore, even in the worst conditions, use of 
interperiod tax allocation would have led to the continual increase of 
the deferred tax account. 
In a Price Waterhouse and Company (1967) study, 100 companies 
were examined with respect to accelerated depreciation and installment 
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sales for the years 1954-1965. The purpose of the study was to deter-
mine if any earlier tax reductions were paid back in later years. Of 
the 100 companies selected, only 57 used the deferred method of tax 
allocation. For the 57 companies during this 12-year period, it was 
found that deferred taxes were provided 326 times for a total of $950 
million while reductions to the deferred credits occurred only 26 
times for a total of $20 million. These dollar amounts correspond to 
a ratio of 48 to 1. Price Waterhouse and Company argued that deferred 
taxes should not be provided when there appears to be indefinite 
reversals. 
Bevis (1968) showed through a case study of a retail store over 
the years 1936-1966 that reversals requiring payment (paybacks) could 
occur. The company studied had a large number of installment sales, 
reported taxable income on the collection basis and used the sales 
basis to compute the pretax accounting income. Bevis wanted to deter-
mine a method of reserving out of realized tax reductions enough funds 
to meet any paybacks. He found that over the period considered, less 
than half of the tax reduction would be needed to cover any paybacks. 
Although this company did experience some reversals, it should be 
noted that installment accounts are considered current and would tend 
to reverse more often. 
Livingstone (1967) examined asset expenditure patterns to deter-
mine the conditions under which a deferred tax liability would 
reverse. He used Davidson's (1958) conclusions as a basis for his 
study but varied it through the use of cyclical asset expenditure pat-
terns, which he believed, could have an effect on the timing differen-
ces. He developed a cyclical asset expenditure model which would 
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forecast future asset expenditure patterns and, using data from the 
electric utility industry, projected expenditures as far as 100 years 
into the future. Livingstone found that the critical factor in deter-
mining the existence of the deferred tax liability was the ratio of 
the trend of the expenditures over time to the cycle amplitude of 
asset expenditures. Given a sufficiently strong upward trend in asset 
expenditures, the presence of regular period cycles need not give rise 
to a liability for deferred taxes. Livingstone (1969) followed up 
this study, although the model was improved, with large manufacturing 
companies listed in the Fortune 500. Again, his results showed that 
tax deferral credit repayments were the exception and not the rule. 
Voss (1968) conducted a study in which he tried to determine if 
small companies would experience quicker or larger reversals of tax 
deferrals than large companies. Voss hypothesized that the small 
firms would be more likely to repay deferred taxes than large firms 
because of the probability of an irregular investment pattern. Firms 
which owned only a few large assets relative to total assets would be 
more likely to have the tax deferral reversed quicker. Voss found 
that there were more reversals or repayments of deferred taxes for 
small firms than for large firms, but the frequency of repayment and 
the dollar amounts were both very small. 
Adler (1972) performed a simulation of deferred taxes on a macro 
level for investments, tax life, and book life under various assump-
tions for the period 1929-1968. He included the effects of real 
growth and price inflation and felt that no blanket statement could be 
made that deferred taxes would never be paid. Repayments depended 
upon the nature of economic conditions and asset life patterns. 
Economic conditions since 1929 had not displayed any characteristics 
sympathetic to the repayment of deferred taxes on a macro level. 
Adler also concluded that {l) if tax allocation procedures had been 
followed since 1929, there would have been an almost uninterrupted 
stream of accumulations in every year leading to an average of 5-year 
investments in depreciable equipment; {2) high growth and high infla-
tion both work against the repayment of deferred taxes; and {3) the 
absence of either high growth or high inflation was not strong enough 
historically to cause repayments. 
Herring and Jacobs {1976) examined changes in the deferred tax 
accounts over a 20-year period for nearly 3,000 Compustat firms. 
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Their results showed that the percentage of firms experiencing 
decreases ranged from 42% to 58% while increases ranged from 36.9% to 
55.1%. Therefore, they concluded that it could be argued that the 
probability of deferred credit liquidation in any one year approached 
50%, thereby causing a reasonable basis for comprehensive interperiod 
tax allocation. However, these findings were subsequently challenged 
by Davidson, Skelton, and Weil {1977) who replicated the Herring and 
Jacobs study. Their replication found a much smaller percentage {21%) 
of changes in the deferred tax credit account where a decrease 
occurred. Further analysis found that only a small portion of the 
decrease could be associated with depreciation timing differences. 
When the dollar amounts involved were examined, it was found that the 
dollar amount of increases approximated $39.5 billion while decreases 
amounted to only $5.9 billion. Thus, they concluded that Herring and 
Jacobs had erred and therefore the likelihood of payment of the 
deferred tax credit was minimal. 
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Statement of the Problem and Hypotheses 
Both Davidson (1958) and Livingstone (1967, 1969) demonstrated 
that the existence of a liability for deferred taxes depended on the 
trend over time of a firm's expenditures on depreciable assets. 
Davidson's conclusions were based on the cases where depreciable asset 
expenditures displayed an unbroken trend whereas Livingstone dealt 
with the case where asset expenditures were cyclical. The amount and 
timing of tax deferrals depend on the stream of asset acquisitions, 
since depreciation in any year is a function of asset expenditures of 
several preceding years. Livingstone found that in order to determine 
the extent to which tax deferrals from accelerated depreciation are 
temporary or permanent, it was necessary to (1) identify classes of 
asset expenditure patterns by firms over time and (2) derive from 
those patterns the conditions for tax deferrals to be permanent or 
temporary. That is, research needs to be done on a case by case 
basis. This study uses the oil and gas industry where large amounts 
of investments are required in order to pursue drilling activities on 
an aggressive basis. 
It is not certain that the conclusions of Davidson and 
Livingstone would hold for expenditures related to intangible drilling 
and development costs because IDC expenditures that are deducted for 
tax purposes may be considered to be the extreme case of accelerated 
depreciation. These expenditures are "depreciated" 100% for tax pur-
poses in the year incurred. However, IDC deducted for tax purposes is 
different from other accelerated depreciation methods used for tax 
purposes in that the "depreciation" is a function of current year 
expenditures only and not a function of expenditures of several 
preceding years. The timing difference for depreciable assets can be 
computed as follows: 
Dt=(SYD rate x P)-(SL rate x P) 
where Dt is the timing difference in year t and Pis the pattern of 
asset expenditures over time, (i.e., the sum of current year and prior 
years' asset expenditures). Livingstone (1967) showed that by fac-
toring out P, the equation would be (SYD rate-SL rate) x P. SYD 
rate-SL rate can be expressed as a vector of constants thereby making 
the timing differences dependent on Palone, i.e., on the pattern of 
asset expenditures over time. However, this same relationship does 
not hold for the oil and gas industry with regards to IDC expen-
ditures. Rather, the timing differences computed as a result of IDC 
expenditures would be as follows: 
Dt=Pt-Utfrt( Pt-1) 
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where Pt is the current year's IDC expenditures for tax purposes, utfrt 
is the amortization rate (production/estimated reserves), and Pt-1 is 
the sum of all prior years' IDC expenditures. Therefore, the timing 
difference is not dependent on the stream of asset expenditures alone. 
Rather, it is dependent on three variables, (1) Pt, the current year's 
IDC expenditures, (2) Ut, the current year's production, and (3) rt, 
the estimated reserves for the current year. Since production can be 
controlled by management, production can fluctuate significantly from 
year to year. Similarly, procedures for estimating reserves are 
inexact and the estimates can also fluctuate significantly from year 
to year. Thus, the amortization rate (utlrt) can be as significant 
a factor in causing reversals or paybacks as the stream of asset 
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expenditure patterns. For financial statement purposes, the amor-
tization deducted in any year would be a function of several preceding 
years• expenditures. Also, the method of amortization is based on the 
units of production rather than time. Therefore, the situation with IOC 
differs significantly from that of other depreciable assets. Yet, when 
considering the materiality of the expenditures, the tax deferral pro-
vided as a result of the timing difference can be material not only on 
the income statement but also on the balance sheet. Since misleading 
cash flow signals can be received by investors as a result of the long-
tenn deferred credit, it is important to determine if this deferral will 
reverse or if reversal will be indefinitely postponed. If it can be 
shown that the tax deferrals are temporary, then it could be concluded 
that there is a basis for using interperiod tax allocation for IOC 
expenditures. If it can be shown that the tax deferrals are permanent 
then it could be concluded that the cash flow signals to be received 
from this long-tenn deferral are questionable and that the requirement 
for the provision of long-tenn deferred taxes payable for IDC costs 
should be reassessed. Therefore, this study simulated IDC expenditure 
patterns, production patterns, and estimated reserve patterns for a 40 
year period to detennine those conditions under which the aggregate tax 
deferrals arising from the timing differences would or would not 
reverse. The simulation assumed that each of the three patterns was (1) 
increasing (positive growth), (2) decreasing (negative growth), and (3) 
relatively constant (no real growth or decline). In addition, it was 
assumed that the patterns would be cyclical because 11 there is reason to 
believe that, for many finns and industries, asset expenditures over 
time are lumpy or cyclical 11 (Livingstone, 1967). Also, since there are 
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two different accounting methods allowed, the simulation was done for 25 
successful efforts firms and 25 firms using full costing. The hypothe-
ses tested are shown in Table I. 
Policy Implications and Contribution of the Study 
If both of the null hypotheses are true, then the implication is 
that there was no basis for the conclusions of the FASB in requiring 
comprehensive interperiod tax allocation for IDC costs. If both of the 
alternate hypotheses are true, then the results would indicate that 
there was a basis for the FASB requiring interperiod allocation. In 
addition, if it is found that reversals do not occur, then these 
results would be consistent with the findings of Davidson and 
Livingstone. If the study shows that reversals do occur, then these 
results would be the opposite of earlier studies. Also, if some of 
the conditions do indicate reversals, then the implication would be 
that blanket application of APB Opinion No. 11 is not warranted for 
all cases in which timing differences result. Rather, it would indi-
cate that the allocation should be a partial allocation. However, if 
the results indicate that the null hypothesis is true for the success-
ful efforts while rejected for the full costing firms or vice versa, 
then the results would indicate that the use of two different 
accounting methods within the same industry could be producing dif-
ferent information cues to the financial statement users. 
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TABLE I 
HYPOTHESES TESTED IN THIS STUDY 
HYPOTHESIS 1 
There are no reversals each year when expenditures on 
intangible drilling and development costs were cyclical 
over a period of 40 years for those oil and gas firms 
using successful efforts accounting under the conditions 
below. 
There are reversals each year when expenditures on 
intangible drilling and development costs were cyclical 
over a period of 40 years for the oil and gas firms using 
successful efforts accounting under the conditions below. 
HYPOTHESIS 2 
H0 : There are no reversals each year when expenditures on 
intangible drilling and developement costs were cyclical 
over a period of 40 years for those oil and gas firms 
using full costing accounting under the conditions below. 
Hi: There are reversals each year when expenditures on 
intangible drilling and development costs were cyclical 
over a period of 40 years for those oil and gas firms 
using full costing accounting under the conditions below. 
Conditions: 
lA 18 lC lD lE lF lG lH 11 
2A 28 2C 20 2E 2F 2G 2H 21 
3A 38 3C 30 3E 3F 3G 3H 31 
The following is a legend of the conditions listed above: 
1= Increasing IDC expenditures over time 
2= Constant IDC expenditures over time 
3= Decreasing IDC expenditures over time 
A= Increasing production/Increasing estimated reserves 
8= Increasing production/Constant estimated reserves 
C= Increasing production/Decreasing estimated reserves 
D= Constant production/Increasing estimated reserves 
E= Constant production/Constant estimated reserves 
F= Constant production/Decreasing estimated reserves 
G= Decreasing production/Increasing estimated reserves 
H= Decreasing production/Constant estimated reserves 
I= Decreasing production/Decreasing estimated reserves 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Davidson {1958) and Livingstone {1967, 1969) demonstrated that 
the existence of a liability for deferred taxes depended on the trend 
over time of a firm's expenditures for depreciable assets. Davidson's 
conclusions were based on cases where depreciable asset expenditures 
displayed an unbroken trend whereas Livingstone dealt with cases where 
asset expenditures were cyclical over time. Both showed that there 
would not be a long-term deferred tax payback or reversal. 
Livingstone did his research for the electric power industry by deter-
mining cyclical asset patterns and using these patterns to determine 
the conditions for tax reductions. A similar approach was also done 
by Livingstone for large manufacturing companies. The purpose of the 
present study was to determine if such conditions could be found for 
intangible drilling and development costs {IDC) in the oil and gas 
industry. Since roe is deducted 100% for tax purposes and is amor-
tized on the basis of units of production for accounting purposes, IDC 
could be considered the extreme case of accelerated depreciation. 
The first phase of the present study determined, via simulation, 
the IDC expenditure patterns, production patterns, and estimated 
reserve patterns. These patterns were then used to determine the 
timing difference that would arise for individual firms using either 
{a) successful efforts or {b) full costing accounting. Twenty-five 
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publicly-traded oil firms using successful efforts accounting and 
twenty-five firms using full costing accounting were randomly 
selected. IDC expenditures, production and reserve data for these 
companies were obtained from the published annual reports and SEC 
filings for the last ten years. The second phase of the study 
observed the trends of any reversals or paybacks that occurred for (1) 
all 50 firms together, (2) for successful efforts firms only, and (3) 
for full costing firms only under each of 27 possible conditions that 
could cause timing differences given the possible combinations of pat-
terns of IDC expenditures, production, and estimated reserves. These 
trends determined the conditions which allowed the tax deferrals to be 
classified as temporary or indefinitely postponed. It was assumed 
during this phase that IDC was deducted 100% for tax purposes but 
amortized on the basis of units of production for accounting 
purposes. 
Simulation as a Research Methodology 
The problem posed in this study was to determine the conditions 
where reversals or paybacks occur given the patterns of increasing, 
constant, and decreasing IDC, production, and estimated reserves. 
Three possible methodological approaches are available for studying 
this problem: empirical analysis, analytical analysis, and computer 
simulation. The simulation method was chosen for several reasons. 
First, an empirical study would require the availability of historical 
patterns that could satisfy each of the 27 possible conditions being 
examined. While it is probable that many of the conditions have 
occurred historically, the likelihood of all 27 conditions having 
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existed in the past is remote. Most oil and gas companies experienced 
substantial increases in IDC expenditures, production, and reserves 
during the 1970 1 s and early 1980 1 s. However, during 1982, the oil and 
gas industry experienced declines in exploration, drillings, produc-
tion, and new discoveries due to a recession in the U.S. economy and a 
drop in consumer demands. Thus, any reconstruction of past events to 
fit the 27 conditions would be difficult since it would not be 
likely that all 27 conditions had existed for each firm. Regression 
analysis or some other mathematical technique would present similar 
problems since the use of historical data required in an empirical 
analysis might eliminate several of the patterns examined in the 
study. In addition, much of the data needed for any period longer 
than 10 years was not disclosed in many financial statements prior to 
1972. Finally, the oil and gas industry is so volatile in its reac-
tions both to changes in economic conditions and to the factors of 
supply and demand, that historical patterns would not be any more 
reliable a predictor of future patterns than any other source. 
Computer simulation, on the other hand, provides a vehicle for over-
coming the data limitations that would result in an empirical study. 
Data for each of the alternative patterns can be simulated easily by 
the computer using the Monte Carlo method. The simulation allows 
control, in an experimental sense, of the changes in the parameters 
that could affect the patterns of IDC, production, and estimated 
reserves, and thus, allows exploration of the impact of a change in 
one pattern at a time. Precise statements about the properties of the 
various patterns can then be made. Naylor (1971) stated that simula-
tion of complex systems can yield valuable insight into which 
variables are more important than others in the system and how these 
variables interact. 
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However, using the simulation approach as a research methodology 
does have its limitations. Revsine and Thies (1976) argued that 
because the simulation model incorporates specific characteristics, 
generalizability of the results beyond the specific configuration may 
be limited. 
Both analytic analysis and computer simulation require the use of 
either simple or complex mathematical models. Analytical analysis may 
or may not require numerical data to evaluate a solution while a com-
puter simulation clearly does require such data. When a problem 
requires numerous random variables or independent functions, as in 
this case, simulation may be the only feasible method of studying the 
problem. Simulation is also less costly in terms of time. In addition 
it is possible to examine all 27 conditions using computer simulation. 
The Model for the Timing Difference 
In the first phase of this study, a simple algebraic model of IDC 
expenditures and the amortization of these expenditures was con-
structed as follows: 
Lett= the year in which the IDC expenditures are incurred, i.e., 
year 1, 2, 3, etc. 
Pt= the IDC expenditures incurred in year t and deducted for 
tax purposes. 
dt= amortization of the sum of prior years' financial accounting 
capitalized IDC expenditures. 
ut= current year's production. 
rt= estimated reserves in year t. 
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The timing difference in any year will result from the difference bet-
ween the IDC expenditures (pt) and the amortization computed for finan-
cial accounting purposes (dt>· Therefore, the timing difference can 
be expressed as Pt-dt, where dt=utfrt( Pt-l>· For the industry as a 
whole, the production rate for the last twenty years has averaged 
between 9% and 10% per year. Therefore, it was decided not to carry 
IDC costs for any period longer than ten years. As long as Pt is 
greater than dt, an addition to the long-term deferred tax credit will 
result. When Pt is less than dt, a 11 payback 11 or reversal of the 
deferral will occur. Since the amount of reversal or payback can 
never be more than the amounts that were deferred in prior years, the 
IDC deferred tax timing difference is dependent on the pattern of IDC 
expenditures. However, the rate of amortization can affect the rever-
sals as well. The timing difference was chosen as the basis for the 
simulated testing rather than using the deferred tax credit since the 
addition to the credit or reduction of the credit (reversal) can be 
determined by multiplying the positive or negative timing difference 
by the applicable income tax rate in the year in which the timing dif-
ference occurs. 
Production and Estimated Reserves 
The amortization of costs for financial accounting purposes is 
based on the units of production. For the oil and gas industry, the 
units of production rate is computed as utfrt, where Ut is the current 
year's production and rt is the estimated reserves. Therefore, the 
rate of amortization is dependent on both production and estimated 
reserve amounts. However, unlike depreciable assets, whose estimated 
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service lives are determined when the asset is acquired and is 
generally not changed, the rate of amortization in the oil and gas 
industry can be controlled by management to a reasonable extent 
through production changes, and the· procedures for determining esti-
mated reserves are not exact. To compensate for this potential vola-
tility in the amortization rate, different production and estimated 
reserve amounts were computed under each of the following assumptions: 
1. increasing production and reserves, 
2. constant production and reserves, 
3. decreasing production and reserves, 
4. combinations of the above. 
The Simulation Model 
Simulating the data offered numerous advantages for observation 
that the use of empirical data would not allow. The greatest advan-
tage of the simulation was that it allowed observation of data under 
various assumptions. Also, since the deferred tax requirement for IDC 
expenditures was recent, the availability of historical data was 
scarce. Therefore, IDC expenditures, production, and reserve projec-
tions were made possible by the simulation. While forecasts of this 
data are generally available for the industry as a whole, such fore-
casts are usually not done by individual firms for very many future 
time periods. If available, these firms consider such forecasts to be 
confidential firm information and do not release them for public use 
unless ordered to do so by the Federal government. Therefore, the 
simulation allowed the generation of data that would otherwise not be 
available for analysis. This projection was especially beneficial in 
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that it was necessary to observe the deferred taxes payable account 
over a long period of time and under various assumptions thereby 
allowing examinations of conditions that may not have existed histori-
cally in all firms. 
Since drilling activity within the last 20 years has increased 
rapidly, it may be valid to assume such increases would continue. 
However, it is just as valid to assume that the drilling activity will 
start to decline or remain at constant levels. In addition, production 
and estimated reserves could exhibit similar movements. Current econo-
mic conditions indicate this possibility. Thus, the assumptions of 
increasing, decreasing, and constant levels were made. Since the pat-
terns would not be necessarily in conjunction with one another, (i.e., 
increasing IDC with increasing production and reserves, etc.), it was 
assumed that various combinations of the variables would occur. The 
simulation was done for increasing IDC with increasing production and 
constant reserves, increasing IDC with increasing production and 
decreasing reserves, etc. 
Given that this study was concerned with the patterns of IDC, 
production, and reserves, the problem became how best to simulate the 
needed data. Davidson (1958) performed a very simple simulation. His 
firms were either completely static (no change in expenditure patterns 
from year to year) or experienced a constant 5% growth in expenditures 
from year to year. Davidson noted that such assumptions caused an 
artificial simplicity since it was highly unlikely that a completely 
static firm would be encountered n the real world or that a firm would 
increase expenditures in the same amount from year to year. 
Livingstone (1967), realizing the problem with such simplicity, 
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assumed that firms would experience cyclical or lumpy patterns as 
opposed to the linearity of Davidson's simulated data. Therefore, he 
simulated his data via regression analysis. Such an approach would 
have been ideal for this study if only the increasing patterns were 
being examined. IDC, production, and reserves have increased for most 
oil and gas firms over the last 20 years. Thus, equations derived 
using regression analysis would exhibit increasing patterns. Constant 
and decreasing patterns could not have been derived from the regress-
ion equation since such patterns have not existed historically to any 
great extent. On the other hand, the simplicity of Davidson's design 
would not be totally realistic for the oil and gas industry in that it 
is unlikely that any oil and gas firm would exhibit any type of a 
strictly linear pattern. Thus, the simulation was performed using the 
Monte Carlo method. This technique allowed for a sampling of random 
digits that represented the percentage change in IDC, production, or 
reserves from one accounting period to the next. This method enabled 
the assumptions to be examined individually yet still permitted random-
ness in the data rather than a strict linearity. 
Naylor (1971} stated that if one or more of the exogenous variables 
included in the simulation model is a stochastic variable with a known 
probability distribution, the researcher is confronted with the problem 
of devising a process of random selection from the given probability 
distribution. In the present study, it was possible to know the recent 
historical probability distributions for the three variables being exa-
mined for the firms used in this study. Therefore, a probability 
distribution of sampled values that corresponds to the probability of 
the population would be desired. This distribution can take one of two 
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forms. The random numbers generated could be a distribution in which 
the numbers are uniformly distributed random variables on the interval 
(0,1). These numbers are called pseudorandom numbers in that they are 
generated from a completely deterministic recursive formula. Their sta-
tistical properties coincided with the statistical properties of numbers 
generated by an idealized chance device that selects numbers from the 
interval (0,1) independently and with all numbers equally likely. The 
second form of distribution would be to generate a specific uniform 
variate. For example, the Central Limit Theorem can be used to derive a 
random number generator for normally distributed random variables (with 
given means and variances) by simply taking the sum of N uniform 
variables. The normal distribution was selected as it was believed 
that a normal distribution would more closely resemble the population 
being tested. This data was generated separately, for each of the 
three variables of IDC, production, and reserves, for full costing 
firms and for successful efforts firms. The means and variances used 
in the generation of the normally distributed random data were based 
on the data from the sample firms. The simulated data was constructed 
as follows: 
1. Data were obtained for 25 full costing firms and 25 success-
ful efforts firms for at least the last 10 years in order to have some 
idea of recent means and variances within the oil and gas industry. 
This historical data was used to allow boundaries for the range of 
distribution in the simulation since it would be possible to generate 
an infinite number of data points. In addition, the use of historical 
means and variances helped to make the simulated data more realistic. 
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2. The data for the most recent fiscal year was used as the 
starting point or base amount for each company. In addition, each 
company's individual means and variances were used to develop the nor-
mal distribution for that company. 
3. Data was generated for a 40-year period. There would be 5 
cycles, each of 8 years duration. Therefore, for the increasing 
assumption, the first two years increased, with decreases the next 
four years, and increases the last two years. In order to maintain 
the increasing function for the next and all subsequent cycles, the 
starting point for each new cycle was greater in amount than the pre-
vious cycle's starting point. This starting point was generated in 
the simulation. This procedure was repeated for all subsequent cycles 
and simulated the IDC, production and reserves. For the decreasing 
function, a "mirror image" of the increasing function was followed in 
that the first two years decreased, then the next four years 
increased, and the last two years decreased. Also, the starting point 
for the next new cycle was simulated to be less than the starting 
point of the previous cycle. 
4. For the constant assumption, it was decided to allow the ran-
domness of the normal distribution to impose the cycle effect rather 
than the sine wave cycle effect done with the increasing and 
decreasing functions. However, a boundary was set for each company in 
that a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 10% was used. 
5. In simulating the data, boundaries were set so that no nega-
tive amounts were generated. It would not have been reasonable to 
have negative IDC, production, or reserves. 
6. Once the simulated data had been generated for all 50 com-
panies, the amortization rates {utfrt> for each year for the nine 
combinations of production and estimated reserves were computed. 
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Thus, there were nine rates for each year or a total of 360 rates for 
each company {nine rates per year x 40 years). In addition, no amor-
tization rate was allowed to exceed 30% since it was believed that any 
rate higher than 30% in any one year would not be realistic. 
7. The timing differences, Pt-dt, were computed for each of the 
40 years under each assumption. As noted before, no IDC amount was 
carried for more than a ten year period. However, since no more can 
reverse than was deferred, a check was made each year in the computer 
program to determine if a particular year's balance was fully amor-
tized before the end of its respective ten-year period. This step was 
done to prevent including in the amortization expense used for finan-
cial accounting purposes amounts that pertained to fully amortized IDC 
balances. If by the tenth year, an IDC balance had not been fully 
amortized, then the remaining unamortized balance was included in the 
calculation of the amortization expense for that year. Thus, when all 
computations were completed, for each company, there were 27 different 
timing differences for each of the 40 years. 
When the simulation was completed, there were 25 full costing 
companies with 27 timing differences each year over a 40 year period 
and 25 successful efforts companies with 27 timing differences for 
each of the 40 years. Then, these timing differences were grouped by 
company type and in total. Means were computed for each year. The 
use of means allowed the magnitude, as well as the sign, of a reversal 
or addition to the deferral to flow into the analysis. The use of the 
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sign only would allow treating immaterial and material changes alike. 
Since materiality is a factor to be considered in deferring taxes, the 
consideration of sign only was believed to be misleading. Also, the 
means over the 40 year period allowed observation of the trend of the 
timing differences for each condition for successful efforts firms, 
for full costing firms, and for all 50 firms. Thus, those conditions 
which caused the tax deferrals to be either temporary or indefinitely 
postponed could be identified. That is, by observing the trend of the 
timing differences over the 40 year period, this study was able to 
determine which of the 27 conditions caused the tax deferrals to 
reverse or not to reverse. If the trends indicated that the deferrals 
were temporary, then there would be a basis for interperiod tax allo-
cation. The type of allocation would depend both on the condition 
that caused the deferral to be temporary and on the time the reversal 
took place given that particular condition. If the trends indicated 
that the deferrals were indefinitely postponed, i.e., no reversals 
occurred during the 40 year period for any of the conditions, then 
there would be some basis for questioning the blanket use of compre-
hensive tax allocation regardless of the conditions that gave rise to 
the tax deferral. If reversals do occur but occur in the end of the 
40 year period, then there would be some basis for tax allocation, but 
the indication would be that it should be done on a case by case basis 
depending on the conditions that caused the reversal to occur. The 
recording of the deferral at its present value should also be con-
sidered in the above circumstance. 
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Scope and Limitations 
This study examined comprehensive interperiod tax allocation 
timing differences that arise as a result of !DC expenditures in the 
oil and gas industry. Other costs, such as geological and geophysical 
costs, were considered immaterial in relation to the !DC costs. Tax 
accounting for the oil and gas industry is a highly complex area whose 
provisions could cause limitations to the results of this study. 
However, since the FASB specifically excluded any book/tax interaction 
from consideration in determining the timing differences associated 
with !DC, this study ignored such book/tax interactions also. 
Therefore, such items as statutory depletion, selection of loss, etc. 
were not considered. There are other possible assumptions regarding 
the patterns of the three variables that were not examined in this 
study. The three assumptions examined represent the extreme cases. 
Finally, it should be noted that this study is not trying to predict 
future !DC expenditures, future production, or future reserves. 
Rather, it is simply trying to examine what the effect on deferred 
taxes would be if these simulated patterns were to occur. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION 
This chapter presents the results of the simulation of the 
intangible drilling and development costs (IDC), production, and esti-
mated reserves. It shows the timing difference means that were com-
puted from the simulated data. The means· were computed (1) for all 50 
companies together, (2) for the 25 full costing companies only, and (3) 
for the 25 successful efforts companies only. Then the computed timing 
difference means for the three classifications were grouped into various 
combinations of the twenty-seven conditions that were examined in this 
study. These groupings of the means resulted in four general sets of 
tables. 
The first grouping of tables presents the twenty-seven conditions 
(see Table II) in a numerical order that corresponds to the order 
listed in the hypotheses. This grouping allows the reserves to vary 
while holding IDC and production constant. The second grouping of 
tables presents combinations of the twenty-seven conditions in which 
production and reserves were held constant and IDC was allowed to vary 
under the three assumptions of increasing IDC, constant IDC, and 
decreasing IDC. The third grouping of tables presents combinations of 
the twenty-seven conditions in a manner similar to the second grouping 
except that in this grouping, IDC and reserves were held constant and 




CONDITIONS BY NUMBER AND TYPE 
Condition 
1 Increasing !DC-Increasing Production-Increasing Reserves 
2 Increasing !DC-Increasing Production-Constant Reserves 
3 Increasing !DC-Increasing Production-Decreasing Reserves 
4 Increasing !DC-Constant Production-Increasing Reserves 
5 Increasing !DC-Constant Production-Constant Reserves 
6 Increasing !DC-Constant Production-Decreasing Reserves 
7 Increasing !DC-Decreasing Production-Increasing Reserves 
8 Increasing !DC-Decreasing Production-Constant Reserves 
9 Increasing !DC-Decreasing Production-Decreasing Reserves 
10 Constant !DC-Increasing Production-Increasing Reserves 
11 Constant !DC-Increasing Production-Constant Reserves 
12 Constant !DC-Increasing Production-Decreasing Reserves 
13 Constant !DC-Constant Production-Increasing Reserves 
14 Constant !DC-Constant Production-Constant Reserves 
15 Constant !DC-Constant Production-Decreasing Reserves 
16 Constant !DC-Decreasing Production-Increasing Reserves 
17 Constant !DC-Decreasing Production-Constant Reserves 
18 Constant !DC-Decreasing Production-Decreasing Reserves 
19 Decreasing !DC-Increasing Production-Increasing Reserves 
20 Decreasing !DC-Increasing Production-Constant Reserves 
21 Decreasing !DC-Increasing Production-Decreasing Reserves 
22 Decreasing !DC-Constant Production-Increasing Reserves 
23 Decreasing !DC-Constant Production-Constant Reserves 
24 Decreasing !DC-Constant Production-Decreasing Reserves 
25 Decreasing !DC-Decreasing Production-Increasing Reserves 
26 Decreasing !DC-Decreasing Production-Constant Reserves 
27 Decreasing !DC-Decreasing Production-Decreasing Reserves 
The last grouping of tables was done to allow examination of the 
timing difference means for the full costing finns and for the suc-
cessful efforts finns. 
Results of the First Grouping 
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The tables in this grouping were fonnatted so that the conditions 
were in sets of three. The reason for these sets is that it allows for 
one of the three variables to vary given the three pattern assumptions 
while the other two variables are held constant. For this grouping of 
tables, IDC and production are held constant while the estimated 
reserves vary under the assumptions of increasing, decreasing, and 
constant. Thus, for all of the first set of three conditions (Condition 
1, Condition 2, and Condition 3), IDC and production are assumed to be 
increasing while the reserves are increasing (Condition 1), constant 
(Condition 2), and decreasing (Condition 3). Such groupings of three 
conditions allow for the observation of the effect of changing one of 
the variables. Table III, Table IV, and Table V present the overall 
results for the twenty-seven conditions for all 50 oil and gas com-
panies. In addition, a histogram of the reversals for these first 
sets of tables can be seen in Figure 1. 
Table III shows the timing difference means for the first nine 
conditions. All nine conditions exhibited a reasonably substantial 
number of reversals (reversals correspond to the means with the negative 
sign}. The number of reversals for these conditions ranged from a high 
of 24 out of a possible 40 timing differences (60%--Conditions 1, 4, 5, 






















































Figure 1. Reversal for All Companies 
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The dollar amounts in each of the nine conditions generally 
exhibited a pattern that was similar to the sine wave cycle that was 
imposed on the increasing IDC assumption. That is, the timing dif-
ference amounts for each 8-year cycle appear to be going up for two 
years, down for the next four years, and then up the last two years. 
While this pattern did not hold strictly in all conditions, it did hold 
for most of the cycles in each condition. 
It should be noted that the reversals seem to begin during the 
downside of the sine wave cycle. In all nine conditions, the reversals 
usually began in Year 5 or Year 6 of the first 8-year cycle. Once the 
reversals began, there were clusterings of four or five years of rever-
sals. Only as the pattern of expenditures began to move on the up side 
of the cycle were there breaks in the patterns of reversals. These 
breaks were usually three or four years in length before the reversals 
would begin again, corresponding to the down side of the cycle. 
Within these first 3 sets of conditions each, the only variable 
that changed in each set was the estimated reserves. In fact, the IDC 
tax expenditure that was simulated for each year was the same for each 
of these nine conditions. Yet, a scan of these timing difference means 
shows substantial differences in the amortization rates across the con-
ditions that were computed each year on the basis of units of production 
(production divided by estimated reserves). Within each set, the only 
number that could change the amortization rate would be the estimated 
reserve number. In examining these three sets of varying reserves, the 
three conditions of the first two sets have 22-24 reversals and exhibit 
similar patterns of positive and negative timing difference means. 
However, the number of reversals do not hold in the third set. The 
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first two conditions {Condition 7 and Condition 8) have substantially 
fewer reversals than the first six conditions with 11 reversals and 12 
reversals, respectively. Yet, the third condition in that set 
{Condition 9) jumps up to 21 reversals, and is very similar in its 
patterns to the first six conditions. Still, only the reserve number 
has changed in Condition 9 from the numbers used to compute the timing 
difference means in Conditions 7 and 8. 
Table IV shows the timing difference means for the second nine 
conditions {Conditions 10 through 18). This table reveals several dif-
ferences from the results shown for the first nine conditions in Table 
III, and these differences are readily apparent in the histogram seen 
in Figure 1. First, these conditions have significantly fewer rever-
sals. With the exception of Conditions 11 and 12, which had 13 rever-
sals and 16 reversals, respectively, most of the conditions in this 
group had 10 or fewer reversals. In fact, Condition 10 had no rever-
sals, Condition 14 had only one reversal occurring in Year 40, and 
Condition 17 had only three reversals. A further examination of the 
conditions that had few reversals reveals that the dollar amounts of the 
reversals were considerably smaller than the dollar amounts for the 
positive timing differences. Thus, the impact of any reversals would be 
minimal. Another aspect of these nine conditions that differs from the 
first nine conditions was the lack of the sine wave pattern that was 
prevalent in the first nine conditions. However, it should be noted 
that the lack of a pattern is not unexpected since no sine wave cycle 
was imposed in the constant IDC assumption. Rather, any cycles that 
occurred with the constant assumption were due to the randomness of the 
Monte Carlo simulation method and the normal distribution. The fact 
TABLE IV 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - ALL COMPANIES - CONSTANT IDC 
CONO 10- CONO 11- CONO 12- CONO 13- CCNO 14- COND 15- cot.a 16- CONO 17- C01',0 18-
CON IDC CON IOC CON ICC CON IDC CON IDC CON IDC CCN IDC CON IDC CON IOC 
INC PKOO INC PROO H,C PROD CON PROO CCN PROD CON PROO cec PROO DEC PROO DEC PROO 
YEAR me ,RES CON RES DEC RES INC RES CON RES DEC RES IIIC RES CON RES OEC RES 
1 12891 • 72745 • 73255. 733Tt,. 73262. 73298. 73549. 73481. 7355 7. 
2 b5c32lo b4768 o b l'l70. 66595. 65b36o 62420. 69386. 686930 663270 
3 56707. 570740 53352. 571590 57433. 5353 80 60178. 60461. 57464. 
4 480020 53377 • 501650 421325. 48930. '45477. 451C?• 50960. 47652. 
5 3656be 4 7963 • 49104. 221:166. 36837. 38727. 18219. 32578. 34452. 
6 33350 • 48904. 52203., 14d 11. 32294. 39397 • 4362. 20626. 29232. 
7 Z 8689. 372 80 • -46172· 15481. 24419. -48340. 60247. 650920 51. 
8 211530 24804. -62140. 16830. 15611. -546720 742180 74758. -13564. 
9 12722 o -35 l't • -4120· 264420 116400 127900 346230 255290 21854. 
10 773'to -183 59 • -60950 26276 o 5627. e220. 38449. 260820 14303 • 
11 848· -11827. 15921 o 20061. 82030 21835. 298570 212800 21489. 
12 5208. 6169. 286000 5d45. 38390 237480 8736. 8728. 188020 
13 36880 15573 • 33512 • -2364. 9278. 24653. -21451. -56030 13838. 
14 !OJ.9t. 28592 o 41272. -1010,,. 95740 264610 -33615. -85720 131710 
15 9004. 17037 o -65136. 27't. 7600. -663720 5't338o 5'l't97o -21026. 
16 43850 732:.. -581650 99890 97660 -56178. 71715. 720600 -24306. 
17 68750 -131:177 o -5524. 237800 5760. 11441. 32640. 18835. 177100 
18 7574. -21327 • -385'l. 272250 52030 8354. 444370 309490 17400 • 
J.9 23660 -8'405 o 10309. 16081. 5062. 152560 34304. 253330 164280 
21) 789't. 6d23. 22368 o 94580 551~. 19168. 180530 12294. 15176. 
21 !1429. 16444 • 2755Co 986. 75480 210580 -2233. 4092. l361C. 
22 67540 22319 o 339410 -119650 3087. 199760 -25414· -8855. 8337. 
23 95640 155 32 o -41100. 1622 o 4509. -53257. 571350 60490. -17190. 
24 4575. 51 Od • -46049. 12546 o 8b67o • -45 349. 718940 71993. -2b258o 
25 lb27e -22915. -1"936 o 2b350. 6660. 106050 387460 22717. 1 a 12 o. 
26 91660 -22304 • 2132. 294590 5493. 7716. 490760 32998. 15825. 
27 3't72o -902bo 5538. 22493. 91420 13b9lo 403420 27575. !54430 
28 85750 J.0525 o 21120. 1303!. 8601. 215410 301010 216010 21842. 
29 79910 160740 22785. 965. 3947. 1623 7. 103590 10075. 14 596 • 
30 7596 • 26500. 296410 -58980 11325. 208400 -90'l4. 651·1. 1433 7. 
31 9't98o 19130 o -340890 3729. 7735. -44718. 625830 65027. -11884. 
32 7996. 10476. -36371 o 14505. 11688. -423760 72727. 728550 -25820. 
33 25230 -2428'to -13990. 27779. 629Co 6545. 45334. . 29613. 1536 7 • 
34 1121. -237600 655 o 335130 7919. 7048. 533S9o 36585. 16064. 
35 7041. -6502 o 5856. 253160 6747. '125440 46le4e 31930. 15581. 
36 3116. 7341 e 127200 175880 92180 17619. 363750 26265. 19591. 
37 120 ll o 23 .. 31 • 22466. 89700 4047.Lo !869Bo 279660 24339. 20704. 
38 'l519o 2293bo 25201. 
-:~,~~= 48170 16819· 3375. 'l242o 13688. 39 11031 o 17162. -26'l21· 5871. -412980 659270 65780. -18803. 
40 62600 -249. -312510 13:342. -1368. -40052. 71093. 707590 -30'163. w 
<.n 
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that so few reversals did occur in most of the conditions where a cycle 
was not imposed and substantial reversals did occur in many of the 
conditions where the cycle was imposed is important since Livingstone 
(1967) had concluded in his study that the cycle pattern had no effect 
on the timing differences and reversals. Also, as time goes on, the 
differences in the dollar amounts of the timing differences and rever-
sals become substantially greater much in the same way as the dollar 
amounts in the first nine conditions did. Finally, in examining the 
three sets of conditions in which the reserve balances were allowed to 
vary, some observations are worth noting. For example, in the first set 
of three (Conditions 10, 11, and 12), Condition 10 had no reversals but 
Conditions 11 and 12 had 13 reversals and 16 reversals, respectively. 
Yet, in each case, only the estimated reserve number changed. In the 
second set, Conditions 13 and 14 had only 5 reversals and 1 reversal, 
respectively, while Condition 15 shot up to 10 reversals. Again, the 
only number changed between the conditions was the estimated reserve 
number. A similar pattern emerges with the last set in that Conditions 
16 and 17 had 5 reversals and 3 reversals, respectively, while Condition 
18 jumped to 9 reversals. 
Table V shows the timing difference means for the last nine con-
ditions in which the IDC expenditures were simulated under the 
decreasing assumption. As with the first nine conditions, most of these 
last nine conditions exhibited a substantial number (15 to 21) of rever-
sals. However, unlike the first nine conditions, Condition 25, like 
Condition 10, had no reversals, while Condition 26 had only 3 reversals. 
The dollar amounts of the timing differences exhibit a pattern 
similar to the sine wave pattern that was imposed on the decreasing IDC 
TABLE V 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - ALL COMPANIES - DECREASING IDC 
CONO 19- CuNO 20- CONO 21- CONO 22- CONO 23- CCNO 24- CONO 25- CONO 26- COIIO 27-DEC IDC DEC IDC DEC ICC DEC IOC . DEC IDC DEC IOC DEC IDC DEC IDC DEC ICC INC PROO INC PROO I,.C PROO CON PROD CON PROD co~ PROO DEC PROO DEC PROD DEC PROO YEAR INC RES CON RES DEC RES INC RES CON RES DEC RES INC RES CON RES DEC RES 
1 481n. 48089 • 48468. 48474. 48399. 49476. 48604. 48565. 48602. 2 22't50o 217 12 • 19941 • 22926• 22262. 20155. 24752. 24271. 22599. 3 31019. 31215. 292"37 • 31213. 313400 29242· 32692. 32780. 31190. 4 42194 •. 45b70e 43341. 39612· 43076. 409670 't0672. 44021. 4206't. 
'5 53512 • 60d813 • 61591. 45960. 545760 55695. 43103. 519270 53106. 6 70117 o 81510 o 937990 57771. 700760 75019. 508780 61977. 68040. 7 29960 11592 o -529980 
-88750 9280 -55881. 27940. 334160 -17926. 8 -267880 
-22202 • -883210 -319130 -304660 -85005. 14269. 15266. 
-520250 9 
-2112. 
-1469d • -19243. 6179. -4864. -85090 119050 5680. 7780 10 -17939. -36439. -280710 
-5205. -202950 -182750 2't6't. -59580 -161240 11 -152140 -24176. 210.3. 
-3.311. -10893. 4156. 2132. -3590. 
-23780 lZ 253b. 3196 • 22114.3. 2926. 1188. 211640 2538. 2563. 11822 • 13 21264. 293 24 • 4360be 18961. 2417 8. 39201. 2393. 125810 297050 14 44175. 55167 o 66480. 33405. 44997. 58623. 14266. 298090 488210 15 -7227. -1506 o ·-495220 
-11977. -6222. -49968. 22692. 26494. -21CS9o 16 -307440 -27913. -705260 
-27373. -262940 -700450 11618. 11921. -45417. 17 -1563. -14229. -14149. 74330 
-3438. -4543. 127380 52520 9110 18 -139650 -317190 -210960 
-31450 -16668. -14i130o 6495. -1064. 
-ll't55o 19 
-71115. -140Zil o 4d46. 
-4410 -69150 5051. 93030 33360 -122 ... 20 33670 3150 • 1618'to 37300 17100 14568. 6487. 35370 75990 21 24't70o 282 55 o 38287 o 211950 242650 35391 o 154880 197460 29C07. lZ 38.35uo 473530 55691. 29290. L31081. 489020 184120 28274. 424390 
23 -7531. -3091 o -386810 
-12512. 100430 -41179. 19952. 220960 -192680 24 -267390 -243310 -578110 
-23422. -23341. 1 -572680 108310 109110 
-41237~ 25 -2762. -16'tl6e 
-176410 813850 -12360 
-28250 15424. 79980 2't83~ 26 -114470 -28780. :.122860 
-1311 o -145520 -12798. 8157. 3900 -109980 27 
-59180 -1190!,o 44840 3011. 
-33400 52780 109390 4821. -7590 28 11930 2692 o 1356do 3689. 163 lo 128480 102480 62530 8l:3 5 o 29 192130 236900 29001. 16610. 175e4o 273270 17369. 178220 238880 30 35196. t,6162 o 473180 293380 372770 440540 238660 328940 4088 lo 31 -lOJ2ile -39470 -32963. 
-14061. 
-110020 -36848. 165800 179660 -18255. 32 
-22611. -2C935o -480390 
-20630. -199360 -496030 8654. 8749. -362!!40 33 -4387. -17457 o 
-16072 • 6308. -3148. -6167. 13968. 75960 -1234. 34 -llu79o 
-255 7b • -8924· 111. -116050 -103'l8. 8507. 1704. 
-9260. 35 -2ao1. 
-7263 • 6529. 4491. -2559. 7293. 12678. 68030 738. 36 22810 47 66 • 11293. 7048. 41640 12368. 13706. 9668. 92740 37 16947. 23183 o 237570 15185. 16580. 23343. 20746. 19701. 216220 38 3016be 37b 55 o 37436. 25054. 287500 352460 24995. 289260 342490 39 
-6602. -3098 o -25223. 
-94030 
-8470. -2917Qo 172620 173040 -156690 
'tO -18303~ 




assumption with the first 2 years decreasing, the next four years 
increasing, and the last two years decreasing, within each 8-year cycle. 
Again, as seen in Table III and in Table V, the cycle is on the down 
side of the sine wave when the reversals begin to appear while the posi-
tive timing differences coincide with the up side of the sine wave. 
Thus, clusterings of 4 to 5 reversals and 4 to 5 additions can be seen. 
It is also worth noting that the decreasing IDC had fewer reversals than 
the increasing IDC. This fact is different from what was expected given 
the results of the previous studies done on depreciation and the 
deferred method. Once again, it is interesting to examine the three 
sets of the conditions where the reserves were allowed to vary. The 
first two sets exhibited few differences except in the dollar size of 
the timing differences. However, the third set is similar to the third 
set in Table III in that Condition 25 and 26 in the set have few rever-
sals (zero reversals and 3 reversals, respectively) while Condition 27 
soared to 18 reversals. Again, the only difference in this three con-
ditions was the variation of the reserve amount. 
Table VI, Table VII, and Table VIII correspond in format to the 
first three tables except that the timing difference means are for the 
25 full costing companies only instead of all 50 of the oil and gas com-
panies used in this study. A histogram showing the reversals that 
corresponds to the results of these tables can be seen in Figure 2. 
Table IX, Table X, and Table XI also correspond to the format of 
the first three tables except these timing difference means are pre-
sented for the 25 successful efforts firms. A histogram showing the 
reversals for these 25 successful efforts firms can be seen in Figure 3. 
























































Figure 2. Reversals for Full Costing Companies 
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TABLE VI 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS· FULL COST - INCREASING IDC 
COND 1-- COND 2- COND 3-- CONO 4-- CONO 5--· COND 6-- CONO 7-- COND 8-- COND 9--
INC IOC HIC IDC INC IDC INC IDC INC IOC INC I DC lt;C I DC INC IDC INC IGC 
INC PROD INC PROD INC PROD CON PROO CON PROO CON PROO DEC PROO DEC PROO DEC PRIJO 
YEAR INC RES CON RES OEC RES INC RES CON RES DEC RES lhC RES CCl'l RES DEC RES 
1 82885. 82885 • 82885. 82885. 82885. 82 885. 82885. 82885. 82885. 
2 90599. 89352 • 85135. 91586. 90551. 85848. 94718. 93991. 90173. 
3 36143. 3540t>e 30965. 37303. 36487. 31889. 41821. 41563. 38216. 
" 
5d20. 15198 • 7913. 13'i7e 10518. 3854. 3870. 130l'te 6386. 
5 -12573. 2178. 'il87. -26156. -10407. -6166. -27254. -11674. -7331. 
6 -2T23be 
-7232 • -3221. -40299. -21154. -1351"1· -'1909&. -30760. -21396. 
7 -13233. -ao 19. -63669. -22485·· -17708. -6514/ie 10915. 15622. -16808. 
8 -8772. -6959. -'t9726e -1022. -10958. -41348. 29033· 29162. -20007 • 
9 55209. "103 36 • 52296. 66747. 53571. 66C83e 68691. 60820. 5551,.. 
10 711669. 5,.523 • 74313. 942111. 76693. 83870. 97057. 85925. 72883. 
11 20591. 4177. 18227. 32,.38. nan. 22899. 33760. 23422. 23727. 
12 -12496. -SZ 13 • -3656. -7506. -5473. -6037. -6963. -5034. _,,513. 
13 -26931. -13712 • -9008. -33082· -19379. -16070. -39838. -25747. -19C94o 
14 -35869. -l6J47. -12748. -51478. -32426. -25067. -6151'1. -38665. -295a6. 
15 -23547. -15085. -74583. -30814. -23368. -742'H• 10221. 18833. -25627. 
16 -13393. -10484. -43751. -12266. -1'1828. -41253. 31507. 33825. -23055. 
17 56035. 36459 • 59417. 66554. 50237. 687?6. 71241. 58928. 53913c;. 
18 87!192. 58992 • 85924. 103291. 82250. 94688. 115832. 10249,.. 86135. 
19 31139. 1'3144 • 19246. 44275. 32008. 28626. 512'ilo 39837. 26935. 
20 -6447. -4102· -8863. -1015. -1a00. -7913. 35,.0. 413. -3865. 
21 -30554• -16764. -2 5324 • -40600. -25639. -31098. -38649. -22891. -27758. 
22 -41994· -20956e -19467. -59003. -37646. -33274. -65131. -41561. -38088. 
23 -28857. -21519. -69394· -33957. 
-30180·~ -74944. 13527. 2167'to -27832. 
24 -14696. -18900. -35023. -7"97 • -17213· -35162. 39135. 39433. -31 Z't4e 
25 60117 e 34403 • 66730. 75001. 52827. 77319. 84032. 68696. 60370. 
26 100892. 70351· 101744. 122537. 97,.12. 110444· 138836. 121521. 9&508·. 
27 23404· !U45e S039. 41705. 28693. 22359. 57386. 39340. 24203. 
213 -1110. -6434. -22815. -1120. -6120. -1"1587. 14623. 6410. -2370. 
29 -.354 lbe -23218. -37968. -45226. -29825. -39656. -31064. -20809. -3i009e 
30 -50041. -29327. -29845· -65598 • -40569. -3793"1· -64572. -37148. -37039 • 
31 -31065. -24886. -57221. -32620. -30833. -74497. 21281. 270640 -25220. 
32 -15338. -19067. -290"14• -19·52. -18374. -34317. 41911. "12321. -33142. 
33 69534. 48357 • 82331. 86736. 63441. 9032 "· 101254. 86458. 67258. 
34 116&55. 92434. 115045 • 1"12209. 114238. 123972. 158530. 139219. 111210. 
35 36190. 16869. 5621. 51579. 28655. 21313. 74899. 54769. 30852. 
36 -.11768. -.L 3473 • -"12626. 847. -1000. -20605. 28138. 18112. . 139. 
37 
-42741. -33526 • -56388. -·'t1680e -32895. -51003. -15729. -15842. -34690. 
38 -54598. -36175 • -34475. -68945. -"18403. -47522· -58001. -34994. -40916. 
39 -347 22. -31013 • -46657. -4404'te -311932. -78250. 28843. 3073"to -35498. 




TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - FULL COST - CONSTANT roe 
CONO 10- CONO 11- CCNO 12- CONO 13- COND 14- CONO 15- CCI\O 16- CONC 17- COI\D 1.9-
CL)"', rnc CON r..:c CON roe CON roe CON I OC CO"I IDC CCN !DC CON IDC CCN I CC 
INC PHOJ INC PROD INC PROO CON PROO CON PROO C0!'4 PROO DEC PROD DEC PROU DEC PR'JD 
YEAR INC RES CilN RES DEC RES INC Ri:S CON RES DEC RES tt,C RES CCN RES DEC RES 
l 70720. 707 2tl • 10120. 10120. 70720. 70720. 70720. 7')720. 70 720. 
2 63491. 623 32 • 58468. 64504. 63559. 59332. 67219. 66547. 63079. 
3 ,09'l0 • 504 60 • 47111. · 51799. 51212. 47659. 55160. 54936. 52295 • 
4 . 40o2be 48911 • 42341. 311559e 4457', • 36621· 38950. 46907. 40962. 
5 312.67. 45115. t,8179. 1116a. 32b46. 37015. 15553. 31042. 35575. 
6 204 77 • 42b 12 • 't7094e 4050. 26d21. 35325. -5660. 16101. 26604. 
7 2 3799 • 3426.3 • -39346. nu,. 21379. -42627. 56564. 64509. 22022. 
'l 12000. 206 lC • -52058. llb59. 13 593. -46719. 70672. 72043 • -3699. 
9 12062 • -6401. -9162. 21102. 10416. 10131. 34460. 25426. 12600. 
10 606.J. -22d3~. -10969. 29128. 5693. 5552. 3'!6';1. 24763. -12. 
11 21110 • -1 lei 3,, • 112460 15734 • -l 9990 147410 23172· 11205. 62330 
12 -420. 3710. 236160 5! lJ. • 605bo 207220 60370 9565. 9640. 
13 -171170 11a~3 o 296610 -60610 4504. 211650 -231350 -6006. 9C3 7 • 
L4 1299. 24197 o 35d29e -1'1191. 3359. 207380 -39196. -11ao1. 1236. 
l 5 -4clo 124 6.! • -545 'l2 o -9934. 22090 -57275. 47590. 56?75o -2170 o 
16 -2141. 62 76 • -483320 . -14370 16920 -471860 66453. 67157. -126640 
.17 !069be -137970 -119960 23759. 2 7930 8469. 318500 156713. 7641. 
18 4771 o -32223 o -97970 26127. -2352. 2769. 43320. 28060. 3C95o 
19 3LJ2"o -132. 30 o 6139. 19094 • 4507. 133990 29935. 199020 252. 
20 3615 • 60 66 • 21445. 95350 76500 18242. 164440 13852. 9268. 
21 3250. 17023 • 233990 -79900 45660 16943.o -'H92o 6b02o 7624 • 
22 ll21le 24306. 33984. -17396 o 4374. 10e63o -321790 -6733. 5092. 
23 2200. 1254<> • -35!l6do -!,559. 110. -435530 52154. 59146. 470. 
24 lill2o 3595 • -36313. 8151. 3897;. -35414. 702960 706800 -17510. 
25 8257 o -21639. -16206. 24521. 29. 504 3o 383040 196920 76,Ho' 
26 2 .. 21. -392 30 o .5753. 27314 • -8130 2159. 47249. 29156. -159e. 
27 -10470 -170150 3479. 22042 o 6318. 13199. 374'330 2152 1. 113140 
2'1 7cil3o l 326d o 190050 12093.· 10012. 207440 33129. 26185. 17491. 
29 11200 19009 • 19249 • -9402 o 405Co 13099. 23970 l27cl lo 6'i50o 
30 122. 26062 • 2 8394 • -183650 7318. 192920 -22269. 54300 12 52 6 o 
31 14 73 • l4u 11. -269440 -4493. 2006. -388190 56372. 61549. 58!,0. 
32 2ll90. 4143 o -31360. 61070 2464. -366460 67478. 67786. -169~20 
J3 514Co -24232 • -17091. 21760. -1957. 559. 41062. 24743. 970. 
34 7601 o -31977· 1281. 343300 57940 59310 526020 34459. 1341. 
35 1524. -16267 • 17750 21297. -1296. 76720 419590 25564. -445. 
2,!, 
-3u27 • 632& • 6849. 11934 • 4199. 132650 355300 27784. 13126. 
37 -.:;9:io 11!353 o 12702 • -3239 • 3'70lo 109810 1~7A7e 16 7150 ll436. 
3'3 209do 240 13 0 246560 -16530. 3232. 161se. -10960. C,c,43o 11590 • 
39 4672. 153 94 • -lbtll5. -66500 20380 -31501. 61167. 6271 Oo -279. 




TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS FULL COST DECREASING IDC 
CONO 19- CONLl 20- CC Nu 21- CONO 22- CONO 23- CONO 24- CGNO 25- CONC 26- CGl'.O 27-DEC IDC DEC I or: OEC roe DEC IDC DEC roe DEC roe OEC roe OEC roe DEC ICC INC Pi<OO INC PKOJ u;c PRCO CO!II PROO CON PROO CO'I PROO OEC PROO DEC PROO OEC PROO YEAR INC R~S CON RES OEC RES INC RES CON II ES DEC RES 11\C RES CON rlES oec RES 
l 45092. 45:J 92 • 45J92 • 45092 • 45092. 45092. 45092. 45092. 45C92. 2 2 418 7 • 232 66 • 20733. 241357. 24103. 21232. 26533. 25993. 23491. 3 2 8(.9 3 • 2.7835 • 25835. 28;186. 28063. 2592 3. 3()031. 2985 a. 28231. 4 3 72 65 o 42306 o 381430 35271. 3'l935. 36299. 363610 41086. 373'H• 5 4624.::. 5574U• 576470 38649. 4d655o 5127 6 • 37676. 4756J. 50295. 6 61743. 1S336 • lll52lo 51150. 67271. 73456. 44814. 594'11. 67133. 1 963. 126 'l7 • -43 739 o 
-11:n2. 2039. 
-413201. 26 791. 36091. 3290. 8 
-31594 • -21965. -78077 o 
-33989. -288030 -767'l9o 14052. 16069. 
-39423. 9 
-1<;43. -16615 o 
-24297. 7378. -5620. 
-12283. 12393. 6028. 
-515 4 • 10 




-25943. 11 -119500 -26">30o H5o 
-4234 • -16435. 2433. 1012. 
-66220 -lOb'Ho 12 -19990 
-541 • 18907. 1149. 141. 18168. 
-573. 1495. 35fl6o l3 134460 219 07 • 369600 11157. 17 366. 32654. 
-4240. 6944. 19l'l4o 14 33604 • 4777'1 o 581390 241230 36929. 500550 47420 21525. 37 95 3 • 15 -94960 
-485 • -3970ao 
-150810 -5804. 
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all 50 companies, most of the observations noted previously still hold. 
The full costing firms in Table VI have the number of reversals 
occurring in a range of a high of 24 reversals (Conditions 5 and 6) to a 
low of 11 reversals (Conditions 7 and 8). These numbers correspond very 
closely to the number of reversals for all 50 companies in Table III. 
Similarly, the successful efforts firms in Table IX had reversals 
ranging from a high of 24 reversals (Condition 5) to a low of 11 rever-
sals (Condition 7). While the number of reversals in Tables VI and 
IX do not correspond exactly to Table III, there is little dif-
ference. Both the full costing firms' means and successful efforts 
firms' means exhibit the sine wave pattern imposed during the 
simulation. 
In comparing the results of Table VII and Table X to the 
results for all companies in Table IV, there would appear to be 
discrepancies. For example, Condition 10 in Table IV had no rever-
sals. Yet, Condition 10 in Table VII had seven reversals while 
Condition 10 in Table X had 3 reversals. Conversely, Condition 11 
had 12 reversals in Table VII and X, yet, had 13 reversals in Table 
IV. Other such differences can be observed. However, a closer 
inspection of when the timing differences are positive or negative in 
the three tables indicates that a discrepancy does not exist. The 
reason that Condition 10 in Table IV has no reversals when Condition 
10 for the full costing firms and for the successful efforts firms 
have reversals is that in the year a full costing mean is a reversal, 
the successful efforts mean is not, and vice-versa. Also, the mean 
that is positive is of sufficient size to offset the reversal of the 






























Figure 3. Reversals for Successful Efforts Companies 
TABLE IX 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - succ. EFFORTS - INCREASING roe 
COND 1-- COND 2- CGNO 3-- COND 4-- CCNO 5-- COND 6--
CCND 7-- CONO a- cat.a 9-
INC Ii.JC ltlC [DC INC [DC INC IDC It.C I DC INC IDC 
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TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - SUCC. EFFORTS - CONSTANT IDC 
COND l 0- CUNO 11- CQNO 12- CONO 13- CCNO 14-· cm10 15- ccr,,o 16- CONC 17- cor.o 18-
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IV holds for both Table VII and Table X. Similarly, the observations 
noted for Table V also holds for Table VIII and Table XI, and the number 
of reversals for the respective conditions corresponds very closely. 
Results for the Second Grouping 
The tables for this second grouping were formatted similarly to 
the first grouping. Within this grouping, production and reserves 
were held constant while IDC was allowed to vary under the three pat-
tern assumptions. Therefore, the first set shows a cluster of 
Condition 1, Condition 10, and Condition 22. Table XII, Table XIII, 
and Table XIV show the timing difference means for all companies. In 
addition, a histogram that shows the reversals that corresponds to the 
clustering of conditions for these tables can be seen in Figure 4. 
These tables would hold production and reserves constant while 
IDC was allowed to vary under the three assumptions of increasing, 
constant, and decreasing. In examining Table XII, several aspects of 
this clustering are worth noting. The conditions that correspond to 
either the increasing IDC or decreasing IDC have few differences in 
the number of reversals. Yet, when these two assumptions are compared 
to the constant IDC means, there is a substantial drop in the number 
of reversals. One exception was Condition 12, whose 16 reversals was 
comparable to the 22 reversals for Condition 3 and the 18 reversals 
for Condition 21. Another aspect worth noting was the substantial 
differences in the dollar amounts of the means in each set. This dif-
ference would indicate that the pattern of IDC expenditures does 






















































Figure 4. Reversals for All Companies-Varying IDC 
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TABLE XII 
TIMING DIFFERENC·E MEANS • ALL COMPANIES • VARYING IDC 
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35 361600 7041 o -2r101. 25350. -6502. -7263. 16529. 5656. 65290 
36 -8u52 o 3Ub. 2261 o -110190 73410 47660 -28bb8o 12721Jo 112930 
37 -::;1;;.49. 12011 • 169470 -262 70 o 234310 2318 3 o -42652. 2246b. 23757. 
JS -4251./o 9~ 19 • 30161> • -322 51. 22936. 3765 5o -322140 25201. 3743b. 
n -2'H17o 11·)3lo -6602. -249!> 7 • 17H,2e -3091l. -5il739o -26?2lo -25223. 
40 -122330 b26b • -18303. -20372 • -249. -2147 5o -263160 -312510° -390470 u, 
0 
TABLE XII I 
T~MING DIFFERENCE MEANS= ALL COMPANIES - VARYING IDC 
CONu 4-- co~rn 13- COI\O 22- CONO 5-- COND 14- CCNC 23- COl'<D 6-- CD'rn 15- CCI..O 24-
INC It;C CCN IOC CcC tac INC toe CON IOC DEC ICC INC IDC CCN IDC DEC I CC 
CO"l PROD CON PROD CCN ?ROO CO"l Pl{OD CCN PROO CON PROC CON PRCD CON ?ROD CCN PROO 
YEAK INC RES INC r!E S INC RES CON RES CON RES CON P.ES CEC '\ES DEC RES DEC Rt:~ 
l 7S53be 733 76 • 4!!474. 7'1477. 73262. 4e3q•h 7'1462· n2qs. 4~47o. 
2 915'1!:l. 06595 • 22926· 900 32 • 65636. 22262 • 871:?4. 62420. 20155. 
3 <t08 3& • 57159 • 31213. 41053. 57433. 31340· 36300. 53533. 29z,,z. 
4 6982 • .:.2a 25. 39612 • 13661 o 48930. 43076. 9748. 45't77. 40<;!, 7. 
5 -2 0645 • 22d66o 45'ibllo' -726do 368370 5457 60 -5370. 387270 55635. 
6 -331070 14811 • 577710 -181:3950 322940 700760 -127340 393970 75019. 
7 -u,0100 15481 • -!ll:l75o -13571 o 244190 92 6. -64615. -4'1340. -55831. 
8 -467 lo l&>l 30 • -319130 -9579. 15611· - 30466. -46593. -54672. -85005. 
? 620670 26442 • 61790 52447· !1640. -48640 62960. 12790. -a 50 9. 
... a 95480. 26276. -5205. 81112 • 5627. -20295. 88033. '!220. -18275. 
11 323 27 o 20061 o -3311. 22074. 8203. -108930 27062. 21~35. 4156. 
12 -6 .. 550 5o45 o 2926. -7561:lo 3839. 11880 -2402. 237480 21164. 
13 -29063. -2.:.64. 18961. -1~20lo 9278. 24 77 6 • -14002. 24653. 3'1201. 
14 -46.:. 62 • -10706 o 334050 -2q4,cit,. 95740 449'Ho -21987. 2o46lo 58 62 3 • 
15 -23128. 21 ... -119770 -19045. 7600. -6222. -78170. -1:63720 -499"8. 
lo -650do 99!19 o -27373. -9661. 97660 -26294. -40603. -56173. -70C45. 
17 64392. 23780 o 74330 51401. 57o0o -34360 66820. 11441. -4 5,. 3 • 
16 102933. 27225 o -31450 86591. 5203. -166680 968620 83540 -14830. 
.9 38& 77 • J.6J:h o -4410 2q373. 50620 -6915. 309810 15250. 'iOSl. 
20 -3GBO o 945.; o 3730. -6118 • 55130 171 c. -7050. 19168. 1456 8. 
ll -312i!3o 9ilo o 21195 o -237630 75480 242650 -244770 2105eo 35391. 
22 -507ldo -11965. 292qoo -364940 30'l7. 37081. -29152. l ',976. 4'l'iO;o:, 
.::3 -260930 11,22 • -12512. -253100 45090 -10043. -790270 -532570 -411790 
.!4 -32floe 12546 o -23422 o -9q40. il667o -233410 -4z9q1. -453490 -572'>8• 
25 7 25 88 o 26350 o 68!l5o 55900 o 6&60. -1236. 738550 1Cb05. -28?.5. 
.:!, 115065 o .:9459 • -1311 o 942740 54930 -145520 1057540 77100 -127~8. 
,.:7 426480 22493 o 3011. 307S4o q 1420 -33400 2687qo J. 3 691 o 527 a. 
.::i3 -3l ll9 o 130 31 o 36690 -5166. 8601. 1631. -11q1. 21541. 12 il4d. 
2q 
-3 31360 ·'J65 • 16610. -28561>0 3947. 17584 o ~3lo23o lb237. 27 32 7 • 
j,) 
-517850 -5898 o 293380 -35957. 1132 5o 372770 -340640 200400 44054 • 
.H -2Bbl9o 3729. -14061. -270980 77350 -1100 2o -799340 -447ltlo -31,e:,s. 
32 -3b5 3 o 14505. -206300 -%'39o 111,08. -.l. 993 60 -424120 -423700 -49603. 
33 dl362o l7779. 63030 62152. 62900 -3148. 8157bo 65450 -o 16 7, 
.>4 1312760 33513 • l 77 o 107049 • 79190 -111,oso ll6l6't. 7C46o -l03J8. 
.35 540650 25316 • ',4'll. 354960 6747. -2559. 311430 12544. 729 3. 
.>6 5't83o 175 ea. 704tle -1<149. 0210. 4164· -113750 176190 1231,6. 
j7 
-31573. 8970. 151850 -29795 • 104710 1651l0e -406030 186980 233't3o 
.;e 
-s2c:n. -3a70 • 2505• .. -44oqt1• 4tll 7. 21!750io -42114· lbdl9o 35 2'-6 • 
39 -31191 o 'i.35~ o. -9403. -309''17 • 58710 -13470. -e286lo -4 l29!lo -29170. 





TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - ALL COMPANIES - VARYING IDC 
't· . 
C.:JND 7-- C:.JNO H,- co"'o 2'5- COND a-- CCNO 17- COND 26-
cc~o 9-- CONO 16- cc~o 27-
INC toe CON llJC DEC toe INC I,JC CON IDC DEC IDC l~C IDC 
CON ICC DEC r cc 
DEC pl(QO DEC PROO DEC PROD DEC PROD DEC PROD DEC PROC CEC 
PROO DEC PROD DEC PROD 
YEAR INC RES INC II.ES INC RES CON RES CCN RES CON PES 
cec RES DEC RES DEC RES 
l 7 8b0l e 73549. 't8604e 7a547. 73481. 48 '565· 
78632. 735'57. 481:02. 
2 94474. b938be 24 752 • 93781. 6869 3. 
24271. 91270. 66327. 225~'l. 
3 44595. 601 7d • 32692. 44939. 604~1· 
32780. 41314. 57464. 31 BG. 
4 9410. 45102 • 406 72 o 15918. 50960. 44021· 
12lllo 476520 42Co4. 
5 -24363. 1 3219 • 431030 -10746. 325780 
5192 7 o -9017. 34452. 531:)6. 
6 -416'!70 4362 o 508780 -28578. 20626. 
61977. -21305. 2923 2. 68040. 
1 13259. 60247 • 279400 15963 o 650920 33416. 
-2~976. 51. -17926. 
8 l9093. 74l 1B • 14269. 29094. 74758. 15266. 
-23·197. -135640 -52C25. 
9 b5465. 34623 • 11905. 584060 25529. 568Co 
60659. 21654. 77 8. 
10 101283. 38449 • 24640 92229 • 2608 2. 
-59580 877430 1430lo -161240 
11 3 75 3il. 29~ 57. 21320 304450 212900 
-359Co 320050 214690 -2378. 
12 -4253. ~736. 2538· -4b27. 8 7280. 2 5630 
14280 18tl02, 1162.'.'.. 
13 -3 8726. -2145.1. • 2393 o -266830 -560 3. 
12 561 o -l '>530. 13836. Z'l70">. 
14 -578050 -33615· 14266. -38318. -S572e 
29tl09. -29466. 13171. 48821. 
15 14294. 5433'1. 22t:92o 189'35. 594970 
26494, -40619. -2102 6. -21039. 
16 33597 • 71715 • 11618· 337460 72060. 11921 • 
-323610 -243060 -45417. 
17 69006. 32640. 12736. 587:?9· 138350 
5252. 615<;90 !771 a. 911. 
18 ll 513de 444 37 • 6495. l038'l6o 309490 
-10640 97542. 1741JIJ. -11455. 
19 53S9lo 34304 • 8303. 44837. 253330 
33360 39069. ll.>42Bo -l 2i-: 4 • 
20 3b4l o 18053. 6'187. -1740. 12294. 
3531. -954. 151760 759<;. 
21 -509160 -22 33 • 15488. -24203. 40920 
19746. -238200 13610. 290'17, 
22 -56509. -254140 1fl4 72o -41678. -sass. 
2827't. -35218. 8337. 42 43 9 • 
,"3 16909. 5 7135 • 19952 • 20976. 60490. 
22096. -44457. -171900 -192080 
24 39311. 711194 • 101:131. 3q46lo 
7199 3. 10911 o -371"lo -2625Co -41237. 
25 79422· 31!7 4ci • 15424. 666630 2271 7. 
79980 67211. 181200 ?. 49 3 • 
26 1307 6). 490 78 • 8157· 116170. 32 9980 390. 
106271 o 159250 -10<;'18, 
21 59a25. 40342 • 109390 463960 27575. 
4821· 375590 15443. -759. 
~a 14770. 30101. 102'tdo 5943. 2160 1. 
6253. 43530 2ld42e d63 5o 
29 -20991. 10359 • 1736'}. -207115. 10075. 17822. 
-241730 145960 236'38. 
30 -50300. -90940 238660 -35227. 6577. 
328940 -35812. 14337. 4;:i 8~ l • 
31 2?978 • 1,25830 16580 • 25701. 65021. 
17966· -45723. -U804o -J.'l255. 
32 429900 72727 • 8654. 43110. 72855. 
87490 -405670 -258200 -36234. 
33 93607. 45334. 13968. a 0031. 296130 
75116. 724630 15367. -1234. 
34 147712· 53J 89 • 8507. l309S3 o 36 5850 
1704. 11 n220 16064. -'IL~O. 
3S 76511 o 46184 • 120780 601400 31930· 
6803. 46354. 155g1. 7]1)o 
36 26't03o 36375 • 13706. 14755· 262b5o 
96680 5327. 1959h 9274, 
37 -9937. 2796bo 207460 -135530 l!4339o 
19701. -2518:J. 207040 211:22. 
38 -'tlbll o 3375 • 24995. -34121· 92420 
2i.l926o -3!!356 • U6'38o 34 249 • 
39 2990'to 65927 • 17262. 3 C07 2 • 65780. 
173040 -53 llb· -18803. -15669. 
40 483Bo 71093 • 8093. 480860 
71)7590 7978. -47598. -~(1463. -3116'1. u, N 
53 
Table XIII shows the results of grouping the next three sets of 
conditions. The first two sets are similar to the first two sets in 
Table XII in that the increasing and decreasing show a high number of 
reversals. Yet, the constant has few reversals and when there are 
reversals, the dollar amounts are virtually inconsequential. The third 
group shows a similar pattern in the incidence of reversals for the 
increasing and decreasing assumptions. The constant assumption, while 
higher than the other two constant conditions, is still substantially 
less than either the increasing or decreasing assumptions. 
The most interesting groupings of conditions, however, are shown in 
Table XIV. In this grouping, only the third set shows a similarity in 
the number of reversals between the increasing and decreasing assump-
tions. The first two sets show that both the constant and decreasing 
assumptions had virtually no reversals or few reversals which were of 
any consequence. In fact, even the increasing assumption had a substan-
tial drop in the number of reversals from those of other conditions. In 
all three of these tables, the timing difference means were generally 
much lower in number and amount than for the other two assumptions. An 
examination of the tables for the full costing firms (Tables XV, XVI, 
and XVII) indicates that the observations noted for all 50 companies 
would apply to these tables as well. As before, the constant IDC 
assumptions seem to have substantially fewer reversals on the average, 
than in the means corresponding to the increasing IDC and decreasing 
IOC. The successful efforts tables (Tables XVIII, XIX, XX) show that 
the previously noted observations would continue to hold. 
TABLE XV 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - FULL COST - YARYING IDC 
: 
CONU 1-- CONU 10- CONO 19- CONO 2-- C 0140 11- CONO 20- COND 3-- CUNO 12- CCtiO 21-
tNC ICC CON IIJC DEC IDC me toe CON toe DEC toe INC IDC CON toe O EC I CC 
INC !'i\00 INC PaOJ lt.C PROO INC PROO INC PROO INC PROD [NC PROD INC !'ROD t~C PROO 
YEAP. IriC RES INC ?.ES INC RES CON RES CON P. ES CON RES DEC RES DEC !\ES DEC ilES 
1 11211!15. 707 20 • 45092 • a2eas. 10120. 45092. 82BA5e 70720. 45092 • 
2 90599. b 34 'll • 241'37. 89352• 62332. 23266. 85135. 5 841:>d. 20733. 
3 lb14h 5 C980 • 28093. 354oa. 50480• 2783 s. 30965. 47111. 25835. 
4 51120. 4'Jblb• 372b5 • 15196. 413911. 42306. 7913. 42341. 31114 3. 
5 -1257.3. 31267 • 4b242 • 2178· 45115. 55748. 5187. 411179. 57 b47. 
6 -27i:3be 20 .. 77 • 617't3 • •7232 • 42612· 783360 -3221· 47094· & 152 l • 
1 -1323.3. 2379·) • 963. -!1019. 34263. 12697. -6361>9. -39346. -43739. 
'3 -anz. 12000 • -31594· -&9'.i9e 206100 -219b5o -4972ba -52oc;a. -780770 
9 s5.:os. 1201:>i. o -19431 4033be -&401. -16615. 5?.296. -916'2• -24297. 
1 'J 18bb?. l!ObO• -16230. 54523~ -22835. -38790. 74313. -10989. -31476. 
11 20~91 o 21 &O • -ll'l5b • 4177. -17834. -2653Co 18227. 11246. 18 5. 
12 -1249be -e,20 • -l 9'l9 • -e2u. 3710. -541. -3656. 236lbo 189')7. 
l3 -2&931. -1767. 13446. -13712. 11863. 21907. -9008. 29661. 31,960. 
14 -35ob'1e 12 99 o 33:104 • -16047. 24197. 4777'l. -12748. 35829. 5g1390 
15 -23;47,. -4!!. -94~6. -150A5. 124620 -485. -74583. ·545'l2o -317080 
16 -13393. -21410 -3035a. -10484. 6276. -241600 -437510 -48332. -6023b. 
17 56035. 10.::i9be 15S. 36459. -137970 -.15725. 5'1"1 7 • -b998• -161920 
~a a 75 92 o 47 71 • -12503. 51l'lfl2. -32223. -352b7e 85924· -HCl7 • -21101. 
l'I 31139. 3J2't • -7527. 181440 -13230. -17845. 1?246. 6139. 3197. 
i.O -6447 • 3b 15 • l 'i43 • -4102 • 6066. 32?7. -8863. 21445. 163880 
i1 -)05540 325b o 15604· -167640 17023. 23087. -25324. 23399. 2"5'77. 
a -419940 1128 o 28061 e -2095be 24306. 4205 8. -1'1467. 33984. 47 624 • 
23 -2ac:157. 2200 o -8899. -21519· 12 546. -1951. -693940 •3588do -296130 
2.4 -l 4o-1b o ld 12 • -256511. -1 !1'100. 35950 -zza:15. -350230 -363130 -4'154 lo 
,5 601170 1!257 • 224 o 344030 -2lb3'lo -1571'l. 66730. •lb206o -174)5~ 
a 1008".!o 2427· ·-11211. 70351 o -39230. -33832. 101744. -5753. -12tio20 
27 2 3404 • -10470 -8071 o 11.145. -17015. -15921. 5039. 3t,79. 36&7. 
z~ -77100 7813 o 16ltn -b43t, • l 326 e. 4b98o -22e15. l'l005. 120)2. 
29 -J5.:,H,. 112·:. o 137830 -23218 • . 1'1009. 23755i. -37968. l'l249. 23'l97. 
~I) -50tl4lo 122 • 25776. -29327. 2b06Zo 39820. -2'l845o 283940 3965 3. 
H -.Hbb5o 14 73 • -8727· -2489be 14017. -2482 • -572210 . -2b944. -243450 
..!? -.SJ:b. 2390. -20'l6·io -19067.: 4143. -203480 -230440 -31360. -41255. 
Jl i,'1534. 51400 :.9 !17 • 48357. -24232. -14913. 82331. -17091. -14670. 
j'i 116655. 7'>01 • ·-9316• ~2434. -31977. -28156. 115045. 12fllo -91540 
j5 ::i6l 90e 15240 -5431• 16869. -16267. -11472. 5b2l. 1775. 4307. 
!6 -1176d· -3027 • 1939 • -13473. 6326. '?20 2 o -426260 68490 10ll'io 
:;7 
--,2741· -~9do 104131 .. -33526 • 1935 3. 19990. -56388. 12102. 17520. 
B -54!,?tl • 20"8 o 2309c'h -36175. 24bl3. 33652. -341t75. 24b5t>o 32315. 
~'l -347U.e 4'> 72 • -626b• •H013e 15394· -160le -46657. -16815. -1:1853. 




TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - FULL COST - VARYING IDC 
c:J NO <t-- CONO 13- CONQ 22- CONU 5-- COND 14- CONO 23- CONO 6-- CONO 15- COND 24-
INC r.:ic CON IiJC DEC liJC INC IOC CCN I DC DEC ICC IhC roe CON roe DEC IOC 
CON PROO CON PttOC CCN PROO CON J>ROD CCN PROD CON PROD CCN PROD CON PROD CCN PROO 
YEAR INC 'I.ES INC ::I.ES INC RES co~ RES CON RES CON RES DEC RES OEC RES OEC RES 
1 e 2& 65 o 707 20 • 45092. 62885. 707200 45092. 828'150 10120. 4'i092o 
2 91586. o450<t. 24!!57. 90551. 635590 24103. 85646. 59332. 2123 2 o 
3 37303 o 517 99 • 28388 • 36487. 51212· 2601.>3. 316890 47659. 25923. 
4 U57o 365 59. 35271. 10516· 44 5740 3993 5o 36540 38621. 362'19. 
5 -26156 • 17168 o 38b49. -10407. 32648. <t8655. -61660 37015. 5127 6 o 
6 - .. 02990 4050 o 51150 o -2ll 5't • 2682 lo 6 7 21 lo -135140 353250 734560 
7 -22<rB5o q2n,. -113320 -17708. 213790 20390 -651440 -426270 -482') lo 
'! -7022 o 116 59 o -33989. -10958. 135930 -2ei00 3. -41348. -46719. -7679'1. 
'I 667470 2 7102 • 73711. 53571. 104160 -5620. 66083. 10137. -122'130 
10 942 Blo 2912:l • -230ll. 76693. 5693. -1'17260 83870. 5552. -20417. 
11 32433 o 157 34 o -42340 17d 1 7 • -1999. -164350 22899. 14 74 lo 2433. 
12 -7506. 5111 o 1149. -5473. 6056. 141. -6037. 20122. !SH,8. 
13 -33U82 o -'3J6J.o 1 U57e -.l9379. 4504· 17366. -16070. 211R5o 326540 
14 -53 .. 70. -19191 e 24123· -324260 3359. 3692 9 • -25067. 20739. 5005 5 o 
15 -30d 14 o -99 3't • -l 50l31 e -23366 • 22090 -5d04e -74291. -572750 -41073. 
16 -12 .. 60. -14 37 • -310940 -14828. 1892. -2710 3o -41253. -471860 -&04200 
17 a655'to 237 59 • 65170 502370 2 7930 -66310 68796. 84690 -78140 
~0 lll32'll· 26127. -9030 62250 o -2352. -16462. 946ea. 2769. -151020 
19 442 750 19v94o 1445. 32008. 45070 -762 Oo 2'1626. 13399. 53120 
lO -lu 15. 9535 o 4243. -lt!'!Oe 76500 2526. -7913· ltl242. 14402. 
d -<rObOOo -7990 • 1066:s. -256390 45680 169~4. -31096. 169430 271320 
22 -,9003 o -17J%o 199380 -376460 4374. 315790 -33274. 168~3. 4') 618. 
23 -33957 o -65 59 • -1442<; • -30Hl0o 110. -Q440. -74944. -435530 -3~915. 
24 -74Q7. 1!151 o -23962. -17213 o 3897. -23646. -35162. -35414• -4'31>34.• 
25 750010 24521 • · 7276 o 52&27. 29. -5414. 77319. 5J43o -66410 
2!> 1225 37 • 2 7314 • 6080 97412 • -a13. -148260 110444. 215~0 -112380 
27 417 05 o 22:J42o 2990. 286930 6318. -5024. 22359. 13l!l9o 54960 
28 -n200 12·:!93o 326Ce -6120. 100120 21790 -145a7. 20744· 12 343 o 
29 -<t5226o -,1402. 10572 •. -293250 40500 1591 7. -3Q656. 130990 23213· 
J'.) -t,5:,9.:i. -183650 17485. -40569. 7318. 303'.>90 -379340 19292. 36256. 
. H -no2u • -4493 o -133,07 • -306330 20060 -'1597. -744970 -33619. -29563. 
32 -7&52o 6107 • -215120 -193740 2464· -20691. -343170 -366lt6o -425150 
33 a67 3be 217 60. 6101. 63441· -1957. -43660 90324· 5590 -6659. 
:,4 l't2209o 343 30 • 18630 114238· 5794. -11549, 123972. 5931. -9056. 
35 515790 2ll'17o 31500 28655. -1296. -6167. 21313. 7672. 49030 
36 ti47. 116 34 • 6309. -30000 4.L99. · 32340 -20005. 132650 12204. 
31 -4lo80o -32 3'i • 116640 -32885 • 3701. 12335. -51003. 109810 177160 
38 -c,8945. -16;31.lo 155200 -48't03 • 3232. 249040 -475220 167580 296060 
3q -<,4.;44. 
-biJ5J • -123'130 -369320 20'38. -6430. -78250. -315Jlo -22640. 
40 -4580. 11475. -16)23· -25105. -116~ -191370 -25699. -27733· -353-'tlo 0, 
0, 
TABLE XVII 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS· FULL COST• VARYING IDC 
CONLl 7- CONC 16- CONG 25- COND 6-- COND 17- CONC 26-
COW 9-- CONO 18- CCND 27-
INC y.,c cc~ IOC Di:C !DC INC IDC COii roe DEC I DC III.C 
JDC CON ICC DEC I DC 
Oi::C PtSOD OEC PP.OD DEC PROO DEC PROO DEC PROO DEC PROO 
CEC PROO DEC PROO DEC PROO 
Y!:AR INC RES INC RE: S INC RES CON RES CON RES 
CON P.ES DEC ~ES DEC RES DEC RES 
l d2b8!i. 7 C7 20 • 450'l2 • 826'35. 
10120. 450'l2. 82885. 10120. 4~092 • 
2 947lde b7219e .16533· 9391'11 • 
665470 259930 90173. 630790 234'1 lo 
3 .. 1:121. 551600 300310 41563. 
54936. 298580 382lbo 522'150 26231· 
4 3ti70o 38'150 o 363 81 o 13014· 
46907. 410860 6386. 40982. 31397. 
5 -Z725'to l 55 53 • 3 767t>o -ll&74o 
31042. 47560 • -7331. 355750 50215 • 
6 -'t9u9b. -5b60e 44814 • -30760. 
161010 594910 -213960 2bb04o 67133. 
1 11)915. 565 64 • 267910 15622 • 64509. 
3b09lo -168C8. 22022. 32900 
B Z9033o 7Cd7 lo 14052 • 29ll,2 • 
720430 16069. -200070 -36990 -39423 • 
9 b8691 • 344600 12393. 606200 
254280 602 8. 555140 l2bOO. -51540 
10 97057 • 3 9b 51 • 4239. 85925 o 
24 7630 -5318· 728830 -32. -259430 
11 3 37 &u o 231720 1072 o 23422 • 112050 
-6822. 237270 6233. -10691. 
12 -b'I 63 • 6C37 o -573. -5034 • 
9565. 14950 -4513. 9640. 35!lbo 
13 -39a38o -l3!35. -4240. -25747. 
-60060 69440 -190940 9037. 19194. 
14 -015140 -_,9L9tlo 47420 
-38b65o -118010 215250 -29586. 7236. 3795 3o 
15 10227 o 4 75 90 o 2!'.ll 73 o 18d 33 o 
569750 269940 -256270 -21700 -74140 
16 335'.l7o 6645) •. 115'l5o 33325 • 671570 
1215 ro -230550 -12664. -320500 
17 71241 o .3 l<l 50 o 11358 o 58928. 
158780 27010 539890 7647 o -5 9!>4 o 
18 115032. 433200 Bb2B o 1024940 
280600 -a. 86135. 3085. -167150 
19 512 51 • 299 35 • 674Ce 39837. 
189020 11ao 269350 2520 -927 2 • 
2.0 354Go l 6444 o 6096 o 4130 
13852. 4863. -3865. 'i26ilo 43630 
21 -38649. -9192 o 4627 o -22:,91. 
66020 14384 • -27758. 7624· 19284· 
a -o5! 31. -::,21 79 o 6867. 
-415610 -6 73 3. 21967. -390880 50920 
324990 
23 1352 7o 52154 o 178280 216740 
59146. 22195. -278320 4700 -766 l • 
2.4 39135 o 7~2'10 • 105090 
394330 706800 1076 5o -312440 -175100 -31443· 
25 d4032o 33.304 o ' 13926 • 680960 
196920 56680 603700 76810 -3 3240 
26 1386300 't 72 49 • 96120 1215210 
2915 60 1369. 985C8. -1598. -173'l5o 
27 )73300 .3 7483 • 9365· 393400 2152 lo 
18740 242030 18140 -7 32t o 
2~ 14623· 3 312? o 113350 64100 
26185· 82960 -23700 174910 6C2 Co 
,'.9 -H064 • 2397 • 10585. -2.0809. 
127010 167660 -31009. 89500 17705 o 
30 -645720 -222690 10022 • 
-371480 54300 257680 -37039. 125260 
326900 
31 21«: a1 o 56372· 16C93o 
27()640 615490 19072· -25220· 58600 -5618· 
32 41911· 67't73o 83090 42321· 
677960 84960 -33142· -1'39320 -274? 8 o 
33 101254. ',l062o 13996 o 
864580 247430 75840 b725a. 9700 
-547 9. 
34 158530. 528 O.:! o '13120 139219. 
344590 20930 111210. 1341. -14 8300 
J5 7 4o 99 o 419590 10997. 547690 
2551!4. 4393. 308520 -445. -5572 o 
36 2 91 38 o 35'>3() • 14697 o 181720 2778 4o 
11 7990 1390 131260 SC7 Co 
37 -1572'lo 197870 146160 -15042· 
1871 S.o 1553Co -348'100 94360 1368 3 o 
33 -560010 -109600 137220 
'-34994. 'lb43o 249960 -'tl'l916o 115800 
2fl 12 7 o 
39 280430 o 11 il7 o 171170 
3073',o ti2710o 1796 5 o -35498. -2790 -7237· 
40 .:,8:'131. 6 75 Oil• 772Jo 
48.3600 67480. 77420 -'tl057o -192740 
-246320 (.Tl 
01 
TABLE XVI II 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING IDC 
CUNiJ 1-- corw 10- COlliU 19- CONO 2-- co~;o 11-
COND 20- COND 3-- COND 12- CCNO 21-
IilC IUC CON IOC DEC IOC INC IiJC CC!N I DC DEC 
IOC INC IOC CON roe DEC I DC 
IIIIC PhOO 1;,ic ?RIJO (NC PROO (NC PROO Il'iC PROD IIIIC PROO 
tlliC PRCO INC PROO INC PROD 
YEAR Ii1C RES r:1c RcS INC ~ES CON RES CON RES CON 
RES DEC PES DEC RES DEC RES 
l 7 34 ll o 75062 • 51291. 
73294. 74 7700 510650 73%0. 757R9o 
51844· 
2 91161. o!ll 50. .20714· 
90J09e 67 2'}5 • 201sa. 8A302o 65472. 19 14 9 • 
3 44"<39. b2435 • 33946· 45714·· 
63669. 345950 40969. 595940 32 63 9 o 
4 199390 55377. ..1124. 
22341. 586430 't9035o 21370· 
57969. 't A 53 ll • 
5 -3324.o 418 65 • 607 82 • 
4572. 5'J au. 6602 80 3916 • 50029. 
65535. 
6 -10501. 1,6223 • 784910 
-33') 1. 55195. 64684· -1602· 57312· 660560 
7 -6llbo J ?5 '!O • 5033. 
-li195o 40297 o 104870 -6491.l'lo -5'2998. 
-6225a. 
8 413· 303070 -21982. 
-1195 o 289990 -224360 -61755 • -722220 
-985660 
9 50930. 133 '32 • -3't82 • 
4171 7 o -62 7. -12101. 50865. 922· 
-141~9. 
10 867 040 7-,Q7 • -19b48o 73186 o 
-138'120 -34090· 87254. -1200. -24667. 
11 13011. -464 o -184710 
8637 o -5dl9o -21622· 22583. 20597. 
402 lo 
12 -329.:J • l 08 ?-6 o 70700 
-6151 o 8629. 6913· 7123· 33394. 
26 77 e • 
13 -J.9601• 9J.44• 2908h 
-12620. 19232. 34 742 • -50200 37 3630 
50253. 
l't -Z390tlo 19UA3 • 5454bo 
-13b22o 329S8o 6255 bo -75570 't6 716· 
748220 
15 -103450 l SC 55 • -4-J58o 
-7o36o 2lol2o -25260 -83118. -75681· 
-59337. 
16 -7.;5lo 10911 o -311300 
-10102. 9 376. -316660 -62192. -679970 
-ea 7660 
17 49300. 2B 550 -32A0o 
3H65o -139580 -1273 3 o 548010 -4051. 
-12106. 
16 896250 103 77 • -15427 o 
743300 -104310 -281700 919330 20790 
-21 an. 
19 2 3o43 o 1712 o -81030 
l 8965 o -3 ~90. -10210. 29853. 14479. 
b4'l6o 
20 -3401 o 12113 • 47910 
-7d79o 7579. 3063" -41300 232'H• 
15 93 C • 
d -1S951lo 13602 o 333300 
-171890 15 06 5 o 3342 3 o -134380 31702. 
46977. 
22 -.26751• 1238i) o 't'3639o -20.LlBo 
Z'.l333o 526490 -14140. 3389d. 
635590 
23 -14444• 16927 o -bl63o 
-132?20 185180 -4212 • -i!l926o -5832 e. 
-475490 
.24 -0979· 733., o -27820· 
-104000 6o2Co -257760 -5:rncoo -55785. 
-660'11. 
_ .25 449000 -50040 -57490 
284130 -241920 -11112. 55044· 
-136630 -17847. 
,2b 9524 7 o 15905 • · -116820 
795300 -5378. -236780 97512· 
lCOl6o -12111. 
27 2'368.Lo 799.L • -37660 
23390. -10370 -78'l2o 210't0o 
75980 53::JZ o 
2!1 -34420 9337 o 19700 
-4dBBo 77830 667. -?1700 2443 So 
15D4o 
27 -174570 14il63o 24643· -20110 • 
143390 23626 o -l9b95o 26320· 
3't015o 
30 -j0704o 15071 o 446140 -221210 
26951. 525050 -24452. 308990 5493 3 • 
Jl -19103. l 7523 o -119290 
-16240• 24243· -5412 0° -77246· 
-41234· -4156<. o 
n -72150 J.3.L02o -2425'to 
-7119· 168090 -215210 -419430 
-413~30 -54e23. 
33 48617 o -'llo -7786. 
2 6:l'lbo -243370 -200020 619 BOe 
-lQi!69o -17474. 
34 965560 6u42 • -121342.o 8 3423 • 
-155550 -2Z9'l7o ·1019950 280 
-Q(:'l4o 
35 40132 • 125 58 o -171 o 
33632 o 32b3o -30540 274370 
993 7o 3 751. 
3b -43300 9Z59o 2622 o 
-'35~5o 835't· 2331 o -1<t711o 
18591. 12473. 
:H -19751:o .: 4421 • 2 3409 • 
-190150 2850 9o 2b37 5o -209lbo 
32231. 299950 
38 -3'J't26o 169410 3 72340 
-263260 .212580 416590 -29'153. 
257450 42557. 
)9 -1723.2. 17389 o -b93i!o -169210 ll! 931. 
-45960 -71)922. -370270 -315?3. 
40 -7482· 3318 o -197790 





TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING IDC 
CONll 4- CUNu 13- CCND 22- CO"lD 5-- CO~ID 14- COND 23-
CCND 6-- iCONC 15- CCND 24-
INC ICC CO~l IDC DEC ICC INC IDC CCN IOC DEC lOC 
INC IDC -CON IOC DEC I OC 
CON PROD CllN PAOU CCN PROD CON PROD CON PROO CON PROD 
CCN PROO CCN PROO CCN PR'.JQ 
YEAR INC RES INC RES INC RES CON RES CCN RES 
CQt,i RES DEC ~ES DEC RES DEC RES 
1 74188• 76031. 51856· 74069. 75 803. 51706· 
74039. 75"175. 51860 • 
2 91610. 68085 • 209%. 90713 • 67712· 20422· 
88420. 65508. 19077, 
3 't4373. o25l'h 34C39, 45618, 63653, 34617, 
4071!, 59't18, 32562, 
4 42607 • 4%91 o 43953, 16804, 53287, 
46217, 15642, 52333. 't5635, 
5 -15135, 28563, 53271. -4129, 41027, 
60497, -4574, 't0440e 60C'15, 
b -25915. 255 72 • CJ439'te -1&635, 377& 7, 72881. 
-11954, 43470. 76583. 
7 -10855, 21665 • -6417, -9't34, 27't59, 
-182, -64087, -54052, -63562, 
'l -2320, 2200, • -29830. -6199, J.7629, 
-32129, -51838. -62625, -93211, 
9 585 86, 257 8£ o 498C, 51324, 12862, -410E, 
59836, 15442, -4730. 
10 960 79. 23't24, -8102, 85531, 5561. -20863. 
93795, 10887. -loll 2, 
11 32216, £4387 e -23!37, 26331· l840't, -5350. 
31225, 28929, 587 s. 
12 -5404, 6579, 4703. -9663, 1622, 2215· 
1234· 26775. 24159, 
l3 -25::184, 333'to Z676a, -17023, 14052, 
32190, -11933. 2H22, t,5748, 
14 -'t0247, -222u, 't26 '37, -26547, 157!19, 53065, 
-1'1907, 32185, 671?2, 
15 -l 5't43. 104 Sl • -8d73, -14722 • 12901. 
-6639, -82049, -75469, -58863, 
16 -750, 21415 • -Z3652, -4493, 17640, -25484, 
-58354, -65167. -79669. 
47 62230, 23d01 • 8349. 52566, 8727, -246, 
64!!45, 14413, -127 2 • 
,B 102570, 2 8324 • -53860 90933, 12758, -1487 5. 
99035, 139390 -14557, 
19 J3479o 1306do -2327, 267:!Be 5617, -6210. 
3'3336, 17113, 479C, 
20 -51400 9380 • 3217, -10355, 33700 
894, -6167, 20094. 14734, 
21 -Zl967. 9961 o 31722, -21897. 10527, 
31546, -17855, 25174, 43 651, 
22 -'t2434, -653'f • 38643, -35342, 1800, 4256 2. 
-25031. 210Ca9o 571~7. 
l3 -191130, %03. -10595, -20441· 8849. 
-10646, -63110. -l:2961, -49443, 
..:4 925. 16'#40 • -22Bfl2, -26!>3, 1343 7, 
-23034, -50832, -55285. -o59J2 • 
25 7017&, 2!3180 o 10495, 58974, 13291, 
2942, 70390. lol67o 9'H, 
.!6 108792, 3 h05 • -3230, 91136, 11799. 
-14277, 101064, 13273, -_l4357, 
l.1 43591, 22943 • 3033, 32875. 11965, 
-1657, 31400, 14193. 50b0, 
2A 741· 13969 o 4119, -4212, 7190. 1083, 
205, 22336. 13354 • 
;:9 -l.1046, 103 3.3 • 22l:49, -27307. 3843. 19251. 
-23590, 19374, 31441, 
:,J -37973. 6569. 41192, -313460 15332, 44245, 
-30195. 22387, 51!!52, 
31 -24618, 11950, -14111Clo -23364 • 13464, -13407. 
-65371, -50616, -45134, 
:l2 1460 2290.i! • -19749, -1004, 20913, 
-18980. -505070 -4790'1, -56l:~l. 
.n 759!17 o 33798 • !>515, &0362 • 14538. -19290 
72627, 12532, -5670, 
J4 120343' 32ti97 • -1510, 991361, 10043, 
-11662. 1063 5o, 3165, -11561, 
35 58150, 293 3b, 5d27, 42338, 14790, 
1069. .40973, 174160 91,~4. 
36 10120. .'.3343. 7787. -698, 14238, 5093. 
-2146. 21973, 12 531, 
H -21466, 21179. 21705, -2670be 172400 2082 So 
-30b04, 26'tl5, 2S'h6, 
38 -361>7il, 919,J • 34588, -39793, 1.,401, 
32596, -30707. l6il80, ,.1)6~5. 
_;q 
-18336. 1756() • -6.-.23· -23063, 9703, -10509, -87471, -51096. 
-35700, 
.. o -2124, 16£09, -;.6310, -15J84e -2ol9o -22446, 




TIMING DIFFEREN.CE MEANS - succ. EFFORTS - VARYING roe 
COND 7-- co:·..o lo- CCND 25- CIJND 8-- CONO 17- CONO 26- COND 9- COND 18- CCNO 27-. 
INC me CCiN IOC DEC IDC INC IOC CON I DC DEC IDC IlliC IOC CCN I DC DEC Irr 
Dt:C PROD DEC PROO DEC PROD DEC PROD DEC PROD DEC PROO CEC PROD DEC PROD DEC 0 RJO 
YEAR INC ~ES me RES INC RES CON RES CON RES CON RES DEC D.i:S DEC Cl.ES DEC RE5 
l 74317. 7 63 77 • 52115 o 74209. 76243. 5203 80 74380. 76394. 52111. 
2 94229. 715'530 22971 e 935~20 708390 225490 92367. 695750 216'38. 
3 4 7.3 70 o 05190 o 353530 4:J316o 659970 35702. 44412· 6263 4. 3413 o. 
4 l 4'l51 o 512540 44963. 186210 55012. 46957. 17835. 54322. 467)2. 
5 -214 72 o ,:0636 • 48527. -9817 o 34114. 5629 3. -10704. 3332'1. 55 'l2 6. 
6 -34671!. 14363. 56'l4lo -26397. 25152. 64462. -21213. 31860. 66946. 
7 15602 • 63·no. 29089. 16304. 65676. 30741. -41144. -2192 o. -39143. 
8 29153. 77564 • 14,,!36. 29026. 7747 3. 14463. -26387. -2342!!. -64 c27. 
q 022 790 34180 • 11417 o 55992. 25630. 53320 65805. 311060 6710. 
11) 105510. ]6247 • 689. 985320 27403. -65980 102603. 2'3637 • -6 301>. 
11 .. 1310. 36543 • 3192 o 374080 31354. -3580 402'.34. 36744. 5'l35. 
12 -1543· ll't3So %4tlo -422:lo 78920 363 lo 73b9o 279b4o 2005 ~ • 
13 -37015. -lQ7bBo 90260 -276200 -5201. 18219 • -17967. 1'3b )9. 40217. 
14 -54097. -2ac3z o 237900 -37970. -53420 380940 -27346. 19107. 59619. 
15 18361 o 6l01lb • 25211 o 19137 • 62020. 25'l95o -55612. -3'l683. -347b5. 
16 3368tlo 7&97o. 116510 33668. 76'l64. 1168 5o -41667. -35949. -58733. 
17 6()770. 33'130 o 14117 o 58 5 31 • 21791. 78030 69208. 2 777 3. 7736. 
18 1144440 45554. ,,3630 l052Qdo 33 840. -21190 106949. 317160 -6114. 
19 55930. 33., 7., • 98660 49837. 31 764. 59540 51204. 32b0 3. !>624. 
.::o 37410 l 906.! o 6818. -3d92. 10735. 2211. 1957. 2101!4. 10335. 
21 -23184. 4726 • 263490 -255160 15830 ·251090 -1g6s2. 195960 3'173 1, 
a - .. 7687 • -1Bb5l o 30076. -'tl795o -109770 345ec. -32349. 11583. 52330. 
23 20291. 621150 22J7t, o 20217 • 61634. 219'11. -61083. -348't9o -3087't. 
£4 39u07o 73't93 • 11152 o 39489. 73 307. 1105 7. -43036. -350:)6. -51C32. 
.:5 7 4~ 12 o 39192'. 16919. 646310 25 743. 1032 7. 74173 • 295590 3 2'10. 
ib 122b9l o 509080 65020 110020. 3!>64 lo •58 9o 114034 • 33247. -460 l • 
21 622 640 't32 02 • 12513. 53452 • 33629. 77680 50914. 29071. 5 809. 
,8 14918 o 27073 • 91620 54760 11011. 4219. 11076. 261920 11250 • 
"" 
-10919. l 8320 o 24152. -2 0762 o 74490 188770 -17337. 20242. 30071. 
30 -36C26• 40110 o 37710. -33306 o 77230 40021 o -34587. 1614&. 49072. 
31 24075. c,8795 • 17067. 24340. 685060 16 86 lo -1>6227. -2'l62So -30891. 
32 440660 77'#76 • 90000 440200 77924. 90030 -479'12. -32057. -45140 • 
33 d6360o 49606 • 13'i39o 71617. 3441! 3o 75119. 77668. 29764. 30J<;. 
34 136695• 53975 • 11020 122688 • 3Hl2o 1315. 123433. 3071!80 -369 lo 
35 7Bli'to 5041" • ilt359e 65Sloo :a:uu. 9ZlZ• 61855. llt>Jh 7049. 
31> lltioU, HUO, ,uu. UU7, i.4741, 753io1 Hl51So UO!lioo 10417, 
37 -41460 . Hl't5. 26olli• •i Uqlt t in~"• il'l!'12o -15471· 32973 • 2'13.:,2. 
33 -.!52610 l 77 O'i • 36269 • -3324 7 • 8d4l. 326500 -357 'l7. 157 9 5 • 40372. 
J9 30965. 701>67 • 174060 29410. b8849o 166420 -70737. -37327. -24100, 
.. o 48.345 • 74677. S462o 4Bl0o 74039. 6213. -541380 -41!>52. -371,97. u, 
I..O 
60 
Results for the Third Grouping 
The tables for the third grouping were in sets of three conditions 
each so that IDC and reserves were held constant while the production 
data was allowed to vary. Thus, the first set consists of Condition 1, 
Condition 4, and Condition 7. The remaining conditions were grouped 
accordingly. 
In examining Table XXI, the three sets show that the conditions 
that corresponded to increasing production and constant production 
have a substantial number of reversals (either 23 or 24 reversals). 
However, the conditions that correspond to decreasing production do 
not show the same consistency. In the first two sets, the decreasing 
production condition has half the number of reversals. Yet in the 
third set, the decreasing production condition has almost as many rever-
sals (21 reversals) as the increasing (22 reversals) and constant (24 
reversals) assumptions. 
In the first set, of Table XXII, all three conditions have few 
reversals with Condition 10 having no reversals and Condition 13 and 
16 having 5 reversals each. In the second set, the increasing produc-
tion condition jumps to 13 reversals while the constant and decreasing 
production conditions• reversals are almost nonexistent, with 1 and 3 
reversals, respectively. Then, in the third set, the increasing pro-
duction is again high (16 reversals), while the other two conditions 
are lower (10 and 9, respectively) but still somewhat higher than pre-
viously. Table XXIII presents means that are similar to the ones in 
Table XX!. In the three sets, the reversals that correspond to the 






























Figure 5. Reversals for All Companies-Varying Production 
TABLE XX! 
TiMING DIFFERENCE MEANS~ ALL COMPANIES VARYING PROD. 
CGND 1- CONU 4- CC~D 7- CO'lO 2-- CCND 5-- COND 8-- CCNO 3-- cot.a 6-- CCI\D 'i--INC me INC IDC Ir,.c ICC INC IOC 11\C ICC INC ICC II\C IDC II\C IOC II\C ICC I:iC ?ROD CON Pf\00 DEC PROO INC PROO CON PROD DEC PROO INC PROO CC!'! !'ROD DEC PRJC: Y':.:.R me Rf:S INC Rt:S 1r,.c RES CON RES CON RES CON RES DEC RES DEC RES DEC RES 
1 7Rl4oo 7 85 36 • 711601. 78089. 7a477. 78547. 78422. 78462. 78E:3 2. 2 
-10JSO • 91596 • 944 74 • 8'lfJ30. 90632. 93781. 86 719. 87134. 9127:lo 3 4029! • 4!J83d • 44595. 40561. 41053. 44939. 35967. 36300. 41314. 4 12"80. 6982 • 9410. 187700 13661. 1591 a. 14642. 97411. 12111. 5 -7949. 
-20645 • -24363. 3375 • -7268. 
-10746. 4552. -5:no. -9017. 6 
-l 88690 










-646150 -28976. 8 -4180. 
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.n -21650 • -26.;93 o 16909. 
-17405 o 
-2 531 o. 20976. 
-756600 
-79027. 
-44457. 24 -11Ji,3d o -32.%. 39371 e 
-14650. -99400 39461. 
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-271480 -34064. -35612. 31 
-253840 -28619. 2297il • 
-20563. -27098. 25 70 lo 
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TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - ALL COMPANIES - VARYING PROD. 
corm 10- CONO 13- cor.o 16- CO'IO 11- CONO 14- CONO 17- CCNO 12- CONO 15- COND lS-
CON IDC CON IDC CCN roe CON IDC CON IOC CON IDC CCN IDC CON roe CON ICC 
WC PROD CON PROO CEC PROO INC PROD CCN PROD OEC PROO 11'.C PROD CC"I PROO OEC DROO 
YEAO. trlC RES 11-iC RES INC RES ca,~ RES CON II. ES CON RES cec Res DEC l!ES oec RES 
l 72891. 7 3~ 76 • 735490 727450 732620 7349 lo 73255. 73296. 73 55 7. 
2 6 5c: 21 • 66595. 093960 6476do 65636. 66693. 61970. 62420. 66327. 
3 567'17. 5715~ • c,0176. 57074. 57433. 6046 lo 53352. 53536. 57464. 
4 4 800l o • 42d25. 451020 53877 • 48930. 509600 501650 454770 'i7652o 
5 365 66 • 22ts6D o l 8219 • 479630 36 63 7o 325780 4910'io 367270 344520 
6 3 33 50 • 14<> 11 o 43620 489040 322940 206260 52203. 393970 29232. 
1 286(l9 • l 5<tAl o 602470 372"10. 244190 65092. -461720 -4!33400 5lo 
9 21153 o l 6d 30 • 742160 248040 15611. 747560 -62140. -546720 -13564. 
9 12722 • 26442 • 346230 -35140 ll 6400 2552 9o 
-4120· 127900 218540 
10 7734. 26,: 11:> • 384490 -1~3590 5627. 26082. -6095. 8220. 14303. 
11 648. 2·'.l06lo 290570 -lld27 o 8203. 212gc. 15921. 216350 2l'iq9. 
12 520t. 5o45 • 97360 6169. 3339. 012 Bo 286000 23 7480 1eeo20 
13 3c,88. -231,4 0 -214510 155730 9278. -560 3o 33512. 24653. 1383 8. 
14 10191. -1070.:, • -336150 285'l2o 9574. -85720 412720 2646.lo .l317lo 
,5 DQ04o 2 74 o 543360 l 703 7 o 7&00. 5949 7 o -65136. -E:63720 -21C26o 
16 43 '15 • 9999 • 71715 • 7326 o 9766. 720&C. -58165. -56178. -243060 
l 7 od75. ..:. 37 so. 32f:40o -13877 o 5 7600 .18835. -55240 114410 177100 
18 7574. 272250 444370 -213270 52030 309490 -3859. 83540 174000 
i9 Z~bd. 1601!1 o 343040 
-9405 • 5062. 25333· 10309. 15256. 1642 8 o 
.!O 76"4· 945d o B053o &623 o 55130 122940 223680 l9lbl3o 151760 
~1 842'1. 99b • -2233. 1!>444. 75480 4092. 275500 21058. 13610. 
.:2 67 c;., • -llq65 o -25414. 2231qo 308 7. -8855. 339410 199760 q337 o 
~3 9,& ... 102~ • 57135. 15532 o 45090 f:0490. -471080 -532570 -17190. 
i:4 457~ • 1254uo 718940 51Qao 8667. 7l9"3o -46049. -453490 -2&25 8. 
25 162 7 o .:6J5u. 387480 -22'Jl 5 o b6bO. 2271 7 o -149360 106050 131200 
26 9lb6o 2 9459 o <t9079o -22304. 5493. 329" eo 2132· 77160 15 8:! 5 o 
27 34 72. 22493 • 403420 -9026 • 0142. 27575. 5538. 136910 154430 
za 9575. l 3u 31 • 301010 10525. 9601. 2160 lo 21120. 215410 21842. zq 7q9i • 9&5 o !03590 l!,6740 394 7. 100750 221q5. 162370 145"6. 
~() 7!'>96o -58900 -90940 2!>506. 11325. 65770 29b4lo 20840. 1433 7 o 
_; l 949tlo 37 29 o 625830 19130 • 7735. 65027. -340,990 -44718. -ll 6fl4o 
32 7'19o. 14505. 727270 l'.l476o 1168 0. 726550 -363710 -423760 -258200 
3] 2~ 2 3 • i1119o 45334. -242il4 o 62"0o 29bl3o -139900 6545. 15 36 7 o 
34 1121. J 35 13 • 53399. -237660 791qo 36595 o 6550 7046. 16054. 
35 7041. 253 loo 4&184. -6502. 6747. 319300 58560 12544. 15 5~ 1. 
Jb 3llo. l 75 llii o 36375. 7341 o "218. 262&50 127200 17619. 1959 lo 
:, 7 12011. 1197'; • 2796c, o 23431 o 10471. 24339. 224660 18698. 207')4. 
39 9519. -3b 70 o 33750 229360 481 7. 92420 252010 16819. u 69 Bo 
3'1 110 31. 5355 • !,5q27o 171&2 o 5a11. - 657!10. - -26921. -412980 -13803. 




TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS ALL COMPANIES - VARYING PROD. 
CONO 19- CONu 22- CONO 25- CO"IO 20- CCND 23- COND 2!>- CCND 21- CONO 24- COP.D 27-
DEC IOC D~C IOC DEC ICC DEC IOC DEC ICC DEC ICC OEC IOC DEC ICC DEC I DC 
INC PROO CON PROD DEC PROC INC PROO CON PROO DEC PROD UC PROD CGN PROO OEC PR'lC 
YEA~ INC RES me RES INC RES CON RES CCN RES CON RES CEC RES DEC ~ES DEC RES 
1 413192. 'til47• .. 48604. 48089. 4d3CJ9o 48565. 48468. 411476. 4S602o 
z 22.:,50. 22'126· 24752. 21112. 22262. 24271. l994lo 20155. 225d9. 
3 31019. 31213 • 321>920 31215. 31340. 327800 29237. 292420 31160. 
4 42194. 391>12 • 't0672o 45670. 430760 4402 lo 433410 40967. 42064. 
5 5 3~ 12 o 't5960e 43103. 608813. 545760 5192 7. 61591. 55685. 531060 
6 70117 e 57771. 50876. 81510. 700760 61977. 837 ea. 75019. 63040. 
7 299t10 -c1!l75. 2794Co 11592 o 928. 33416· -52998. -55881. -17926. 
a -26788. -31913. 142690 -22202. -304660 15266. -863210 -85005. -520250 
9 -2112. 61 79. 11905. -l't698o -4864· 5660. -19243· -!l509o 778. 
. l'l -179390 -5i05 • 2464 • -3&439. -202950 -5958. -26071· -18275. -16124 o 
11 .;.15214. -3311. 21320 -24176. -l•J893o -3590. 21030 4156. -23780 
12 25 3,,. 29?.bo 25300 3186. 11880 25630 228430 211640 11822 o 
13 21264· 18961. 2393. 28324. 24778. 125'!lo 43606. 392010 297050 
14 't4175o 33405. 14266. 551670 449970 29809. 664800 586230 488:?lo 
LS -7227 o -11917. 22692 o -1506. -62220 264940 -495220 -499680 -210~90 
16 -307440 -27373. 116lth -27?13. -26294. 11921 o -705260 -700450 -454170 
17 -1563 o 7't33 o 12138. -14229. -3438. 5252. -141490 -4543. 911. 
18 -13965. -314':io 64950 -31719. -166680 -10640 -,21096. -14d30o -11455. 
19 -7dl5o -.:,410 8303 o -14028. -69150 33360 4846· 5051. -1224. 
.:o 3367. 3730 o 6487 • 3150 • 17100 35370 16184. 145680 75990 
;:1 24470. 21195 • 154 0e. 29255 • 24265. 1CJ746o 38287. 35391. 29007. 
.!Z 3935() • 29, QO • .18472· 47353. 37081. 282740 556?1. 48902. · 424390 
23 -7!i31o -1251..:. 19952 • -3001. -100't3o 22096. -3a68lo -'tl179. -192&8. 
24 -267 39. -23422 • J.083.Le -24331 o -233410 109110 -57811. -572660 -41237. 
25 -2762 • 8d85 •· 15424. -16416. -1236. 79qa. -17641· -21!25. 24330 
26 -ll447. -1311. 8157. -28780. -145520 39Ce -12286. -12798. -10996. 
27 -59li3e 3a11. 1oc;39. -11906. -3340. 4B2lo 4484· 5278. -7590 
lfi. 1793. 3&89 • 10246. 26!32o l63lo 6253. 13568. 128't8e 86350 
,!Q ~ 921.3. 16&10 • 17369. 236'100 17594. 17822. 29001. 273270 238880 
30 35196. 29338 • 23361>• 46162. 372770 32894. 47318. 44054. 408d 1. 
31 -1032d• -14061 • 16580. -3947. -11002. 179660· -32963. -368480 -U255. 
32 -22611· -201>30 o ~ 8654. -20935 • -1993be 87490 -48039. -496030 -3&2!!4o 
33 -43He 6JOile 1396a. -17457. -3J.48o 7536. -11.,0720 -61670 -1234. 
~,. 
-11079. 111. 8507. -25576. -ll.6!15. l7u4o -8924. -103080 -?2600 
35 ·-2:!0lo 4.,91. l267ile -7263. -25590 6803. 6529. 7293. nso 
36 22 ~lo 7040 • 1370uo 47660 4164. 96680 112'13. 123680 9274. 
.37 16947 • 151a5o 20746 • 231'33. 165.30. 19701. 23757. 23J't3o 2162 2o 
38 301660 i: 505<t • Z4'i95o 371>55. ~8 750. 28926. 37436. 35246· 342490 
:,q 
-6602 o -9403 • 172&2. -JO'ldo -3470. 17 304. -25223· -291 700 -156!>9• 
'tO -1H03e -loH7 o 8093. -21475 • -207920 7978. -39047. -41554. -311!>4· O"I 
..i:,. 
TABLE XXIV 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - FULL COST - VARYING PROD. 
carw 1-- C1.HIO 4-- CCNO 1- CONO 2-- CCNO 5-- CONC 8-- CONO 3-- CONO 6-- CONO 9--
INC IDC INC JDC INC ICC INC IOC INC ICC INC roe It-.C IOC INC IOC II\C ICC 
WC P1lOO CO!'l P1\0D DEC PROO INC PROO CCN PROO DEC PROO 11\C PROD CON PROO DEC PROO 
YEAR INC RES INC ~cs INC Res COIII RES CON RES CON RES CEC RES DEC 1-ES DEC 'I. ES 
l 32885. d2d 85 • S2885e 8281!50 828850 e2ee5o 626850 82i:!85. 82 i:!~ 5 o 
2 905990 915 8(> o 94718. 39352 o 90551. 939810 651350 85341:!o 9017 }o 
3 36143. 373030 41a210 35408 • 364870 41563. 309650 318890 332160 
4 58200 1357 o 3870. 15198. 105180 130140 79130 33540 6336. 
5 -125730 -l615b. 
-272 54 • 2.l 78 o -l04il 1. -11674. 51870 -61660 -73310 
6 -.172360 -4029'1. -49096. -72320 -2115 ... -307600 -3221. -13514. -213"100 
1 -13233. -224 85 • 10915 o -8019. -17708. 15622 • -63669. -651440 -16 808 • 
8 -377 2 o -1022. 290330 -6959. -11)958. 29162. -49726. -41348. -200070 
9 552060 667470 68691. 40336. 53 57 lo 608200 52296. 650830 55 514 • 
10 786b9o 942 ~lo 97057. 54523. 71,69 3o 85925. 743130 83870. 72 83 3o 
ll 205910 J2't 3d • 3371,0 • 4177. 1711170 23422. 16227. 22899. 23 72 7 o 
12 -124960 -75 0:, • -1,963. -!1213 • -':.473. -5u3 4o -36560 -1,03 7 o -4513. 
13 -21,931 o -33082 o -3983il • 
-13712 • -193790 -25747. -90080 -16070. -190J4. 
14 -35&b9o -53478 o -61514. -160470 -324260 -38665. -127480 -2501>7. -2'1586. 
15 -23547. -3~!1l'te 10227 • -15085. -2331>8. 188330 -745830 -742910 -25627. 
16 -13393. -122660 33507. -104840 -148280 3382 So -437510 -412530 -230550 
17 560350 66, 5<t o 71241 • 364590 50237. 589280 5Q417. 687960 5393 9, 
l!I 1175920 1032910 1156320 58982 o 822500 1024"40 859240 94088. Bb 13 5o 
19 31139 o 442 75 • 51251. 181440 320080 39637. 19246. 286200 26935. 
,i;O -1>447. -1015 o 3540. -4102 • -18800 4130 -88630 -79130 -3 ao5 o 
.::1 -3055't o -400 00 o -3,%49. -167640 -25.6390 -228910 -253240 -3109a. -27 75 6. 
22 -419940 -590030 -b513lo -209560 -376460 -415610 -194670 -332740 -38Ct38. 
.13 -lBi157o -3 3957 o 135270 -21519 • -301soo 2167 4o -693940 -74944. -21in20 
24 -14u9bo -74970 .39135. -19900 o -17213. 3Q43 3. -35023. -351620 -312440 
.25 i>Ol17o 7500i. • . 840320 34't03o 52827 o b8696o 667300 773190 b0370o 
2!> 1001:.92. 122S37. 1Jaa3b o 703510 974120 1215210 101744· 110444. 985080 
l1 l3-t04o 41 705 • 573Bbe 11145. 28693. 39340. 50390 22359. 2420 3. 
2!1 -111 o. -1120. 146230 -b434o -6120· 64100 -22a15. -145970 -2 37 Oo 
29 -354160 
-452 26 • -31064. -232180 -298250 -20809. -379b6o -3965bo -31C09o 
JI) 
-50&41. -o559u. -64572 • -29327. - .. 0569. -37148. -296450 -379340 -37C39o 
31 -3161>5. -32t>20 o 21281. -2488b. -3083 3. 27064. -572210 -74<t97o -252200 
;2 -l 533ii. 
-7:l 52 • 41911. -190670 -183740 42 32 lo -23044. -343170 -33.1420 
33 69534. 86731>0 101254. 41l357 o 634410 51,45 Bo 82331. 9032'to 6725 80 
:l4 U6b55o 142209. 158530. 924340 114238. 13'12190 1150450 1239720 ill21Go 
35 J1,l90o 51 ~ 79 • 74099. 16869. 28b55o 547690 56210 213130 30d5 2 • 
36 -1176do :;47 e 281380 -13473. -3000. 1817 2o -426260 -206050 l19o 
37 -427410 -41:, llO • -15729. -33526. -32885. -15842· -563il8o -510030 -348100 
38 -5459do -o~945o -580010 -31,1750 -4!14030 -349940 -344750 -475220 -409160 
39 -347 22 o -<,40440 28a43o -310130 -3'19320 3073 '10 -466570 -73250. -3549 a. 




TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS· FULL COST· VARYING PROO. 
co;.o 10- co:m 13- CONO lb- CONO 11- COMO lit- COND 17- CONO 12- CGl\0 15- CCND 
18-
CON ICC CON IDC CGN lGC CON roe CON I OC CON toe ccr,; IDC CON roe 
ccr, r cc 
INC PHOO CON PROO DEC PROO INC PROO CCN PROD DEC PROO 
lhC PROO CON PROO OEC ?RIJG 
YEAll. INC RES INC !l.ES INC RES CON Ri:S CON RES CCIII RES 
DEC RES DEC !l.ES OEC !l.ES 
1 70720, 707 20 o 70720 o 707200 707200 7072Co 
707200 7C720o 707200 
2 t.3491 o 6'i5 04 o 672190 t.2332 o 63 5590 6654 7 o 
584680 593320 63C79o 
3 509dCo 51799 o 55160 o 504800 '512120 549360 
471110 476590 522950 
4 400260 365 59 o 389500 489110 445740 '469070 
423410 386210 4(1932 o 
5 312670 l 7l6tl o 155530 451150 326480 310420 
491790 370150 355750 
6 204 77 o 40500 -56600 42612 o 26 t12 lo 161010 
470940 353250 266040 
7 237990 9276 o 565640 342630 213790 645090 
-393460 -426270 220220 
'3 120000 11659 o 708720 206100 135930 720430 
-520580 -467190 -36990 
9 120&2 o 27102 • 344600 -640lo 104180 254280 
-91620 10137. l26'J0o 
10 90600 291200 36b5lo -226350 56930 247630 
-109890 55520 -32 o 
11 21600 157 34 o 231720 ":'179340 -19990 112050 
11246. 147410 62330 
12 ·-.. 200 51 U o 60370 37100 60560 95650 
238160 207220 96'• c. 
13 -17670 -B.J6l o -231350 lltlb3 o 45040 -60060 
296610 211650 'lOJ 7 o 
14 1299. -~9191 o -391980 24197 • 33590 -11601 o 
358290 207380 72360 
15 -41lo -993 ... 475900 12462 o 22090 569750 
-545920 -572750 -21700 
16 -21410 -14 37 o 664530 62760 18920 
6°71570 -483320 -471880 -126640 
l7 lOll 91> o 237590 31:1500 -137970 27930 15 67 6 o 
-69980 '34690 764 7 o 
18 41710 26127 o 433 20 o -322230 -2 3520 2806 Co 
-97970 27690 3C35 o 
J.9 3U24o 190940 299350 -132300 45070 189020 
61390 133990 2,;20 
20 3bl5o 9535 o 164440 60660 76500 138520 
2144 5o B242o q21,c. 
n 3251>0 -7990 o -9192 o 170230 45660 66020 
233 q90 169430 76240 
a 112ll o -l 7396 o -321790 243060 4374. -67330 
339940 198830 50920 
l3 22000 -65590 521540 12546 o 110. 591460 
-356660 -435530 47(). 
24 18120 13151 o 702960 35950 38970 706600 
-363130 -35414· -11'.51Co 
25 6:.:'.57 o 24521 o . 383040 -216390 290 196920 
-H,2CBo 50430 76dlo 
2,r, 24270 2 7314 o 472490 -39230. -tit 3o 2915 60 
-57530 21590 -1 5980 
i.1 -lll47o 2 2U42 o 374830 -170150 631 ilo 2152 lo 
34790 13169. 18140 
23 78130 12093 o 331290 132660 100120 26!8 5o 
190050 207440 l7't9 lo 
.,:q 11200 -9't02e 23970 190090 40'i0o 1270 lo 192490 
13099 • 69500 
3:) 1220 -18365 .. -222690 2&062 o 73160 54300 2~3940 
192920 12 521:.o 
~l 14730 -4 .. 93" 563720 140170 20060 615490 
-269440 -39dl9o 5SbCo 
:;2 211900 6107 o ~674760 41430 2464· 6771l6o 
-313600 -368460 -169~20 
33 51400 21760 o 41062 o -24232 o -195 7o 
24743. -17091· 5590 9700 
34 76010 34330 o 523020 -319770 57940 344590 
l2'Ho 59310 13410 
35 1524· 212970 419590 -162670 -12960 255'!40 
17750 7t,72o -4450 
36 -3027 o llil 34 o 355300 63280 41990 2776'10 
66490 13265. 131260 
H -391lo - 32 39 o l!l7117 o 16353 o ! 7010 1871 5o 
127020 10981. 'l43t.o 
33 2U%o -1653,lo -10960 .. 24bl3o 32320 
9b43o 246560 167580 115~Co 
39 4o 720 -b850 o b ll '17 o 153940 203 60 627100 
-168150 -315010 -2790 
40 42 l't o 11475 o 6 750b o 358 o -1160 674!10. 
-2'.l974o -277330 -192740 
°' °' 
TABLE XXVI 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - FULL COST - VARYING P,ROO. 
COND 19- CiJNO a- CCll;D 25- COND 20- CONO 23- co•io 26- CONO 21- CONO 24- car.a 27-OEC ICC DtC rue CEC JDC DEC IOC DEC IOC OEC roe OEC IOC DEC roe OEC I CC INC PKOO CON PKOO DEC PROO INC PROO CCN PROO DEC PROO INC PROO CON PROO DEC PROD YEAR INC !\ES INC C\ES It.C RES C0'4 RES CON RES CON RES CEC RES DEC RES DEC RES 
l 45092 • "5092 o 450920 450920 45oq20 45092. 450920 450920 45092. 2 24187. c:4,;57. 26533. 23266. 24103. 25993. 20733. 212320 23491 o 3 l8093 o 2 93 a.,. 30031. ,7635. 2S063e 298<; Be 258350 25923. 2823 1. 4 3 7C:65o 352710 363810 423060 399350 410860 331430 362990 373'170 5 't6242o 386490 37678. 55748. 48655, 47560. 57647. 51276. 502~5. 6 61743. !>1150 • 44814. 793360 672710 594910 815210 734560 671J3o 7 9630 
-11332. 267910 12097 • 20390 360910 
-437390 ·-49201. 3290, 9 -315940 
-3'1989 o 14052. 




-194.3. 7378'. 123930 
-16615. 




-162300 -2306 o 42390 
-31!790 o -19726. 
-5 31 80 
-314 760 · 
-204170 -25943, 11 -ll95bo 
-4234 • 1012. 
-26530. -164350 
-68220 1850 2433, 
-10691, 12 -199Q • 1149. 
-573. 
-541. 141, 14950 18907. 18168~ 3536. 13 13446. 111 57 o 
-4240. 21907. 17 366. 6944, 36960. 3265'te 191940 14 33o'.l4. 24123 • 4742. 4 7179 • 36929. 21525. 5'H 39. 50055. 3795 3, 15 -Q49be 
-1501!1. 20173 • -4'3'5,. 
-5 804. 26994. 
-3q100. 
-410730 
-7414. lb -30)5cio 
-31094. 11585 o 
-241600 -271".l 3. 1215 7 o 
-60281>. 






-12503, -'103, 8628 • 
-35267 o -18462, 
-80 
-21101. -15102. -16795, 19 -1, 27, 1445 • 6740. 
-17d45o -7620. 718. 3197, 5312, 
-9272, lO 1943, 4243 • 6096, 3237. 2526, 4863. 16388. 14402, 4363. 21 15t04, 1066~ • 46270 23097, 16984. 14H4e 29597. 27132, 192~4. a 2'1U61. 199 38 • 6567. 42058 • 31579. 21967. 47824. 40618. 32499, 
..:'.3 
-6899 • -14't29, 17826. 
-1951. -~440. 22195. 
-29813, 
-3291·5, 
-7661, l4 -25656. 
-23962 • l".l509o 
-228-350 -23648. 10765. 
-4'l541, 
-4-:b34. 
-31443. 25 224, 721b • 13928. 
-15719. -5414, 5668, 
-17435. -6641, 
-33?4. 26 -112 11. lOtj• 9812 o 
-33862 o 
-14626. 13&9. . -124 02, 
-11236. -17395, 21 -6071. 2990 • 9365. 
-15921. 
-5024. 1874. 3667, 5496, 
-13~b. 
"q lo 16. 32 60 o 11335. 4t>98. 2179, 9286, 12002. 12343. 6020. 
,q l:!71l3. 105 72 o 10565. 23755. 15917· 167660 23987, 23213. l 77'.l5 • 3!) 257 76, l 7't95. 10022. 39tl20, 30309. 25768. 39653, 36256, 32690, 31 








-2742 s. B 
-91!7 • 6~01. 
.i. 3996 • -14113. -43660 7584. 
-14670, 
-!>659. 
-547 e. 34 -Q3 lbe ld63 • 9312. 
-29156. -11549, 2093. 
-8154. 
-9056. -14a30, JS -5431. 3156. 1099.7 o 
-il472. 
-61870 4393. 4307. 4903. · -5572, 36 1939. 6309 • 14697 o 7202. 3234. ll 799, 10114, 
_12204. 9070, 37 1041l6o 86&4. 146160 19990, 12 33 5, 1553Co 17520, 17718. 13 8~3 • 38 23098, ! 55 2.J • ! 3722 • 33&52 • 24904, 24996. 32315, 29808, 2q 12 1. 39 





.. o -170,no 
-16323 o 7723 • -19735. -19137, 7742. 
-33200. 
-35343. -24632, 0) 
-..J 
TABLE XXVII 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING PROD. 
C~NO 1-- CONO 4- CCND 7-- co .. o 2-- co~o 5-- CONC 8-- COND J-- COND 6-- CCNO <;--
x:ic 11.1c INC IuC II\C JDC INC IDC INC IOC INC IOC INC roe INC roe INC I DC 
I:ic PROO CON PROD DEC PROD INC PROD CCN PROD DEC PROO INC PROO CCN PROO DEC PROO 
YEAR INC Rl:S tNC ~ES IfiC RES CON RES CON RES CON RES cec RES DEC RES DEC RES 
1 73411 o 74188 o 74317 o 73294. 740690 742090 739600 740390 743!1Co 
2 91161 o 916100 94229. 90309. 90713· 'i3582o 883020 81!42Co 923!> 7 o 
3 444390 44373 • 47370. 457140 4 561 eo 41!316. 40969. 't07 lle 44412. 
4 189 390 12607. 14951. 22341 e 16804. 18821. 21370, 15642. 17 83 5 o 
5 -3324. -151350 -214720 45720 -41290 -9811. 3918. -45740 -10704. 
b -10501 o -259150 -34678. -3301 e -166350 -263970 -16020 -J.1954, -21213, 
7 -6111>. -l0d5~. 15602. -18950 -9434. 16304· -649890 •f:40870 -411440 
3 413. -2320. 2 1ll 53. -1195. -61990 290260 -61755. -51836. -26387. 
9 50930 o 5 95 8i:I • 62279. 41717 o 51324, 559"2• 508650 59836, 65eo5. 
10 cl670'te 966 79 o 105510, 73188. 6'5531, 985320 872540 93795. 1C?603, 
11 13011, 32216 • 41316. 9637. 26331, 37468. 225eJo 31225, 40284 o 
12 -3290. -5 .. 04 o -1543. -6-151 o -9663. -4220. 71230 1234. 7369, 
13 -19b0lo -2 50i!4 o -376150 -126200 -170230 -2762C, -so200 -11933. -17%70 
14 -23908. -40247 o -54097 .. -136220 -26547. -37970 .. -7557, -18907. -273460 
.1.5 -1:.':!45 • -i.5443 • 19361. -783&. -147220 19137 .. -83118, -82049. -5'56120 
16 -7351. -750 • 336880 -10182. -4493 .. 33668 .. -62192. -5'!354, -41667. 
17 493000 62230. 66770 .. 37385 o 525660 58 53 lo 54801. 64845. 692080 
16 89625. 1025 7a • 114444· 743360 90933. 1052980 919330 99035. 108949. 
19 23643· . 33 .. no 55930 • .1.9995, 26738 • 49837. 28853. 3:!3360 5120 ... 
20 -3401. -514CJo 37410 -7879. -10355. -31!92. -41300 -bl'l1. l'i57 o 
.:1 -1995cs • -21CJ67o -231S'to -1711!90 -,18970 -25516. -13438· -17855. -19882. 
22 -26751 e - .. 243., • -4781!7. -2011tt. -3'53420 _,,17950 -141400 -250310 -3234'io 
23 -l444"to -198300 20291. -13292 i, -20't4lo 20211. -81926. -831100 -610330 
24 -69790 925 • 396:)7. -.10400. -2668. 39499. -52000. -511a32. -43C311• 
25 449060 701 76 • '7481.!. 29'tl3. 5~974. 6463le 5'5044. 70390. 7417 3 o 
26 95241. 109792 o 122691. 79530. 91136. 110820. 975120 1010640 11403 ... 
27 28691. "35 91 o 62264 • 233900 328750 53452. 21040. 31400. 50'il4e 
29 -34420 741. 14911!0 -41188 • -421 Zo 547t:. -3170. 205. J.l 07 60 
29 -.1.14570 -,lJltc. -10919. -20116, -27307 •. -207620 -19695. -23590. -17337. 
30 -307040 -.H-1730 -3602eo -221210 -313460 -33306. -24452. -301950 -345370 
31 -19103. -24CJ 111. .;!4675• -16240. -23364. 24340. -77248. -65371. -66227 • 
J? -7215. l4b • 44068 o -71190 -1004. 440200 -41943. -50507. -47<;<12. 
.33 49":> 11. l5i 87 o il6360. 28691>0 61J8b2o 7361 To 61980. 72827. 7766Eo 
34 96551>. 1.!0343 o 136895 o 83t,Z3o 99861. 122688. 101995. 1093560 123433. 
35 .. 0132 o 5'll '50o 78124. 331132 • 't? 338 • 655100 27437. 409730 61855 o 
36 -43300 10120 • 24669. -8565. -698. 11337. -14711. -2146. 10 515 • 
37 -1975a. -.: 1466 • -41460 -19015. -Zf, 706. -11264· -2'39160 -306040 -154710 
.:,9 
-30'tZoo -36<>78 • -25261o -28328. -3Q7"3o -33247. -2c:ic;s3. -3i>707. -357'?7. 
39 -17232. -18339 o 309650 -139210 -23 063. 29410. ~1oe22. -87471, -70737. 
.. o -7't92e -:!12't• 4'1345, -18594. -150!:14.; "781 o. -31'2020 -52943. -54138. 0\ 
O:> 
TABLE XXVIII 
TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING PROD. 
CONO 10- CONO 13- CONO 16- CO'lD 11- com 14- CONO 17- CCNO 12- CONO 15- COI\D 1!3-
CON roe CUN IDC CCN ICC cm1 IDC CCN IDC CON rec CCN IDC CO"l roe CC1' IDC 
r:,c PHOO CON PROO DEC PROO INC PROD CON PROD DEC PROC INC PROD CCN PROO DEC PROO 
YEA'I. IIIC RE:S INC RES INC RES CON ii.ES CON RES CON RES CEC P.ES DEC RES DEC RES 
l 7'i062 • 7 60 31 • 7!,377. 74770. 75603. 76243. 75789. 75875. 76 3?4. 
2 a 8150 • b 96135 • 71553. 6 7205 • 67712. 70639. 65472. 65508. 6?575 • 
3 b24 3 ~ • 02519 • b.51900 63669. 1>31>5 3. 659870 595940 5'l418. 62 !>34o 
4 553 77 • 49.J91 • 5125'to 56d43o 53287. 55012. 579~90 52333. 543220 
5 41S65o 2 85 63 • 20886. 50d u. 41027. 34114· 50029. 40440. 3 3 32 9 • 
!, 't6223o 25572. 143 83 o 551950 37761. 25152. 57312. 43470. 31660. 
1 3 3~ eo. 2 lo 85 0 63930. 40297 • 27459. 656760 -52996. -54052. -21920. 
a 3031)7. 22001. 775640 269990 l7 629. 77473. -12222. -62625. -23428. 
0 l 3J 82 • Z 57 R2 • 34786. -t:,27. !2662. 25630. 922. 15442. 31118. 
l• 7407. 23't2<t • 311247. -13862. 5561. 27403. -12cc. 10&87. 28637. 
11 -4640 24387. 36543. -5819 • 18 404. 31354. 205'17. 2e929. 36744. 
1·2 10d3oe 6579 • 11435. 9o29. 1622. 71!92. 33384. 20 775. 27964. 
13 91440 3334 • -19768. 1<12e2. 14052. -5201. 3736 3. 28122. 1863'1. 
14 l9Gf.13o -2220 • -28032· 32'188. 15709. -53420 46716. 32185. 19101. 
i.5 19::,55. 10491 • bl086o 216120 12991. 6202 o. -75681. -754690 -398'33 • 
16 109 ll o 21'tl~ • 76978. B.Hbo 17640. 769640 -67997. -65167. -35949. 
17 2d55o 2 3d01 • 33430 • -139580 .9121. 21791. -4051. 14413. 2777 3o 
18 10377. 2 '13 24 • 45554. -10431. 12758. 33tl40. 2079. 13939. 31 716. 
. .L9 1712 • 13J63 • 38674. -35?.0o 561 7. 31764. 14479. 17113· 32 60 3 • 
;:o 121 73. 93110 o 196620 7579. 33760 1073 5 • 23291. 20094. 210840 
d 13602. 9961. 472bo 15<165. l'J 52 7 • 1583. 31102. 25174. 19596. 
n 123 ea. -653 .. • -136510 20333. l t!OO. -10977 o 33898. 21069. 11533. 
23 16927. 9.:103. 62115 • 18518. '18490 61834. -583280 -62961 e -34849. 
i4 733a. l 6940 • 734930 6b20o 1343,. 73307. -557115. -55285. -35C0bo 
.: 5 -5004. 2 8180 • 39192. -24192. 13291. 2574 3 • -13663. 16167. 28559 • 
<.6 15905. 3 lbO:> • 5oc;oa. -5)78. ll 799. 31>il4lo 10016. 13273. 33 24 7. 
d 79'llo 229430 432020 -1C37o 11965. 33 629. 75980 14193. 29071. 
28 9337. 13969 • 27073. 77'13. 7190. 17011. 24435. 22 33 0. 26192. 
2 'I l 4d 63 • l 'J3 33 • . 1'3320. 143390 3843 • 74490 26320. 19374. 20242 • 
3•) 150 71. 6569 • 40800 26?51. 15332. 772 3o 30699. 223870 lb 148. 
31 l 75 23 • 1195J • 68795. 24243. 134b4o 68506. -41234. -506ltle -29628. 
32 131"2 • 2 ,902 • 77976.. 16809. 20913. 77924. -413'33. -479070 -32657. 
33 -93 • 3379d o 49606. -24337. J.4538. 3448 3o -1081!9. 12532· 2'H64o 
34 66'tlo 32697. 53975. -15555 o 10043. 38112. 28. lllb5. 30738. 
35 1255tlo 2'lJ3o. 50410 • 3263 • 14790. 362760 9937. 17416. 31607 • 
36 9259. 2 3343 • 37220. 8354. 14238. 247470 18591. 2197 3. 26056. 
37 24't2l o 211 79 • 371450 2851)9. .172400 299640 32231. 26415. 3297 3 • 
:;s J.6'}4!• 9190. J. 7709 • 2125ilo 6401. S84lo 25745. 16880. 157?5. 
39 17389. l 75 60 • 70667. 189310 'l703o 68 8490 -370270 -51096. -37321. 




TIMING DIFFERENCE MEANS - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING PROD. 
C:..:NO l 9- CONO 22- COt.O 25- CO'IO 20- corm 23- CONO 26- COIIO 21- CONO 24- COIIO 27-
Di:C IOC DEC IDC DEC ICC DEC toe DEC IOC DEC IOC DEC IOC DEC toe DEC I CC 
INC PROO co:-.i PROO DEC PROO I.NC PROO CCN PROO DEC PROO IIIC PROO CON PROD DEC PR10 
YEAR ItiC RES tNC RES INC PES CON RES CON RES COi-i RES cEC RES DEC RES DEC RES 
l :i 12 91 o 5lb56o 521150 5101!50 5170b. 5203 Bo 51 844. 5ld60. 52111. 
2 2C714o 209 96 o 22971 o 2015<10 20422. 225490 l'H49e 19077. 2lt:'le. 
3 3394be 34u39. 353530 34595. 346170 35702. 32639. 32562. 34nc. 
4 't7124o 439 53 • 44963. 490350 46217. 46957. 485380 45635. 46732. 
5 b0182 o 5327J. • 48527. 6b028e 60497. 562930 655350 600950 5592S. 
6 784 9 lo 043940 56941. 646840 7211810 644620 86056. 765830 6394~0 
7 50330 -6417 o 29069. 10487. -1"12o 3074 lo -622580 -635620 -39143. 
a -219820 -29ti36. 14486. -22438. -32129. 144630 -935f:6o -93211. -64b27. 
9 -3't 82 o 49 ec, o 11417 o -12731. -4106. 53320 -141990 · -4736. 6 71 Co 
J.0 -.1. 9o4d. -BJ. 02 • b89. -34090. -206630 -6598. -246670 -161320 -6 30:, • 
11 -16't7lo -23 !!7 o 3192. -21:122 • -5 35 Oo -358. 4021. 587!l. 5<;,s. 
12 101u. 4703 o 56480 69130 2235. 3b3 1. 267780 241590 2005 de 
13 290~lo 267 6b o 902bo 34742 o 321900 18219. 502530 457480 40217. 
14 5454bo 426 87 o 237900 b2556o 530650 380940 748220 671920 5'1t:'l9o 
.1.5 -495110 -88 73 o 25211 o -2520 o -6b39. 2599 5o -593370 -58ilb3. -347650 
16 -311300 -236 52 o llb5l o -3166b o -254840 llb85. -807660 -79b69o -5378 3 o 
17 -32800 8349 o 1411 7 o -127330 -24b. 7803. -121060 -12720 773bo 
11:1 -15427 • -53·3" • 43630 -2 !31 70 o -14 ;;15. -21190 -210910 -145570 -6114 o 
l? -8Hl3o -2327 o 98b6o -Hl2l0o -b21 Oo 59540 64<lbo 4 7900 682',. 
lO 47?lo 3217 o 6678 o 3v63 o 6940 22110 159800 147340 1083 5 o 
21 3 33 3b • 317 22 o 263490 334230 315460 2 510 9 o 4b911 o 43C>5lo 39731 o 
l2 48b 39 o 38b43 o 3C07bo 526490 425~2. 3458Co b3559o 57l!l7o 523%0 
23 -6163 o -10,95 o 220760 -42120 -10646· zi9·n. -475490 -494430 -3'lB74o 
,4 -27&20o -228 '32 o .1 ll 52 o -257760 -230340 110570 -b608lo -6591J2o -5103Zo 
,5 -57490 10495 • 169190 -11112. 29420 1032 7 o -178470 9?1 o 82~0o 
.;!, -llotl2o -3230. 6502 o -23b73. -142770 -5990 -121710 -143570 -460 lo 
27 -376bo 3033 • 12513. -7i,92. -1651. 776'80 53C2o ' 50600 56090 
~~ 19700 4119 • 91620 b61o 10930 4219. .151340 133540 U 25C o 
.:9 2 t,c:.43 • 2 264? • 24.152 o 2362b. 19251. 188770 340150 314410 3007 1. 
:;') 44ol4o 411 ?2 o 377100 525050 44245. 4002 t • 549830 51!!52o 4907Zo 
31 -119290 -14i:lloo 1.70670 -5412. -134070 lba6lo -41562. -4'51340 -.30S9lo 
,j2 
-242540 •19749 o 9000. -215210 -189900 '101)3. -548230 -566'H• -4'il4Co 
:,3 -77Abe 651~ o 13939. -,00020 -19290 75'39o -J.74740 -5b1bo 3C09o 
J4 -12d42o -1510 o 7702 o -229970 -116620 13150 -9b?4o -115610 -3691. 
35 -1710 '>o27 o 143590 -3054. l0!>9o 92120 87510 '16840 10'<'to 
.36 2b2, o 11a1 .. 127150 2331 o ~0930 75360 124730 125310 104770 
37 234IJ9o .21705 • 2b675o 2&3 7 s. 2011250 2367 2o 29995. 28966. 29362. 
J8 3723'ro · 345%.- 362690 411:1590 32 5'1bo 32 B'i t> o 42557. 40b85o 403720 
)Q 
-693 ch -64 23 o 1 7406 • -45960 -105090 16642 o -31593. -3570J~ -24100 • 
" .. o -18779• -16~10o 114620 -232150. -2244bo 8213 o -448?50 -477b4o -37697 o 0 
71 
15 to 21 reversals. The decreasing assumption has no reversals in the 
first set and only three in the second set, but then jumps to 18 
reversals in the third set. The tables that relate to the full 
costing firms (Tables XXIV, XXV, and XXVI) and the tables that relate 
to the successful efforts firms (Tables XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX) show 
tables would continue to be pertinent to the tables for the full costing 
and successful efforts firms. 
Results for the Fourth Grouping 
The last grouping of tables was constructed so that the means for 
the full costing companies and the successful efforts companies could be 
observed together. The purpose of such a grouping would be to determine 
if there were any differences in the conditions due to the fact that 
the data pertained to the full costing or successful efforts firms. 
This grouping is presented in Tables XXX through XXXII, Tables XXXIII 
through XXXIX, and Tables XL through XLIV. There is very little dif-
ference as far as the reversals are concerned between the two types of 
firms. While there were some variations as to when the reversals 
occurred, generally when the full costing firms had a large number of 
reversals, the successful efforts firms did also. Similarly, when the 
full costing firms had few or no reversals, so did the successful 
efforts firms. Also, the patterns such as the sine wave cycle were pre-
sent for both types of firms. Overall, there did not appear to be any 
effect on the timing difference means due to the fact that one group was 
based on the full costing approach while another group was based on 
successful efforts. 
TABLE XXX 
COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS .. ALL CONDITIONS 
COND 1-- cm;o 2-- COND 3-- COND 4- COND 5-- COND 6--
1 NC !DC. INC I DC INC IDC I'lC IDC INC IDC INC IOC 
INC PROO INC PROD INC PROO CON PROO CON PRCO COii PROD 
INC RES CON RES DEC RES INC RES CON RES CEC RES 
FC Sc FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
il21185o 73411 • 1121385. 732'l4o 82885. 73960. 82885. 7',188· 8281:15. 74069. 82 BB 5 • 74c3c;. 
9059'lo 91161 • 89352. 90309. 85135. 86302. 91586. 91610. 90551. 90713. 85 646. 8642C. 
36143. 44't39 • 35408. 45714. 309b5o 409690 37303. 44373. 36487. 45616. 3ltl9 9. 407 ll o 
58200 J. 8939 • !5!96. 22341. 7913. 21370. 13,;7. 126C7. 10518. 16804. 3 854. 15t:42. 
-12573. -33240 21780 45720 5187 o 391 Bo -261560 -15135. -104070 -4129. -61660 -4574. 
-272360 -10501 •. -7232. -3301. -32210 -1602. -40299. -2,;915. -21154. -16635. -135140 -11r;54o 
-132330 -6116 • -8019. -18950 -636690 -64969. -2248 5. -10855. -177080 -9434. -651440 -t:4CB 7 o 
-8772 • 413. -69590 -U95o -49726. -61 755. -1022. -2320. -109580 -6199. -413480 -51E3Eo 
55206. 509300 403360 41717· 52296. 50865. 66747. 5851!8. 535710 51324. 66093. 598:?(; o 
78669. 86704 • 54523. 73188. 743130 87254. 942!11. '16679. 76693. 855310 838700 'i3H5o 
20591 o 13011 • 4177. 8637. 182270 22583. 3243 8. 32216. 17817. 26331. 228990 31225. 
-12496. -3290. -8213· -6151. -3656. 7123. -7506. -5404. -5473. -9663. -6037. 1234. 
-2693!o -1960! • -13712. -12620. -90080 -5020. -33082. -·25084. -19379. -17023. -16070. -11c;33. 
-356690 
-2 3908 • -16047. -13622. -12748. -7557. -5347 8· -40247. -32426. -26547. -25067. -1eo;c1. 
-2 3547 o -10345. -15095. -7836. -74583. -83118. -30814. -15443. -23368. -14722· -74291. -e2c4c;. 
-13393. -7351. -10484. -10102. -43751. -62192. -12266. -750. -14828. -4493. -41253. -5e354o 
560350 49300. 36459. 37385. 59417. 5480J.. 6655'o. 62230. 50237. 52566. 68796. (;41!4 5 • 
87!>92 • 89625. 58982 o . 74336. 859240 91933. 10329lo 1025760 82250. 90933. 946~8. 99C3 5 • 
311390 23043 • l '3144 • 189850 19246 o 28853. 442750 334790 32008. 26738. 29626. 3333(;. 
-6447. -3401. . -41020 -7879. -8H63o -41300 -1015. -51460 -1 a8o. -10355. -7913 • -61E7o 
-30554. -18958. -167640 -171890 -25324~ -13438. -40600. -21967. -25639. -21897. -31098. -17855. 
-419940 -26751 o -20956 o -20!18. -l94b7o -14140. -590030 -42434. -37646. -35342. -33274. -25C31. 
-2 8&57 • -14444. -21519. -132920 -69394. -a1926. -339570 -19830. -30180. -20441. -74944. -a311c. 
-14b96. -6979. -189000 -10400. -35023. -520000 -74970 925. -11213. -2668. -35162. -50832. 
bOll T • 449060 3',4030 28413. 667300 55044. 75001. 70176. 52827. 58974. 77 319. 703'lCo 
100692 • 95247. 70351. 795300 101744. 975120 122537. 108792. 974120 91136. 110444. 101C61to 
23404. 28681 • 11145. 23390. 5039. 210400 41705. 435910 28b93o 32875. 22 359. 31',CCo 
-1110. -3442 • -6't34o -4688. -228150 -3170. -1120. 741. -6120. -42120 -145!17. 2C5o 
-35416. -17457. -23218. -20116. -37968. -19695. -452260 -210',6. -29825. -27307. -39656. -235c;c. 
-50o4lo -30704 o -293270 -22121. -298450 -24452. -65598. -379730 -40569. -31346. -37934. -3Cl95o 
-31665. -19.L03. -24886. -162400 -57221. -77248. -326200 -24618. -30833. -23364. -74497. -85371. 
-153380 -7215. -19067. -7119. -230440 -419430 -78520 1460 -18374. -1004. -34317. -50507. 
b9534. 48817 o 48357 o 288'i6o 82331. 619800 86736. 75987. 63441. 60862 • 90324· 72827. 
116655. 965 56 • 92434· 83423· 115045. 101995. 142209. 120343. 1142380 998610 12397 2. 10835(;. 
361900 40132 • 168690 33832. 56210 2743 lo 51579. 5Bl50. 2-86550 42338. 21313. 4C<;73o 
-11768. -4336. -13473· -85650 -42626. -14711. 8470 10120. -3000. -698. -20605. -2 Ht• 
-427 41 o -197511. -33526. -190150 -56388. -28916. -41680. -2l't66o -32885. -26706. -51C03o -30(;04. 
-54598. -304260 -36175. -28328. -34475. -29953. -6!1945. -366780 -48403. -39793. -47522. -367C7o 
-34722. -17232 • -31013. -18921• -466570 -10022. -'t4044o -18336. -38932. -23063. -7d 250. -87'171. 




COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - ALL CONDITIONS 
co;10 1-- CONO 8-- COND 9- COND lC-· COND U- COl',D 12-
l'IC 1 DC INC ICC INC JDC CON IOC CON IOC CON JOC 
DEC PROO DEC PROD DEC PROD IIIC PRCD INC PROD INC PROO 
1 NC RES CO"I RES r,ec RES INC RES CON RES DEC RES 
FC. SE: FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE Ft SE 
026~5. 74317. s2a85. 74209. 82885. 74380. 70720. 75062. 70720. 74770. 70720. 151ec;. 
947lb o 94229. 939Blo 935e20 90173. 923b7. 63491. 68150. 623320 67205. 5'34b8e 654720 
41021. 47370. <tl5b3o 483160 36216. 441tl2o 509130. 62't35. 50480. 636b9e 4 7111. 595'ilt. 
38700 14951· 13014. 18821. 638be 17635. 40626. 55377. 48911. 588430 42341. 51'iB'i • 
-21~ Site -21472. -11b74e -9817. -7331· -1070'to 312b 7. 41865. 45115. 50811. 4!3179. 50C2'ie 
-490900 -34b7Bo -307b0e -26397. -2139be -212130 20477. 46223. 42612. 55195. 4709',o 57312. 
109150 l 5b02 • l5b22o 163040 -lb808o -41144. 23799. 33580. 34263. ',0297. -39346· -5Z'i'iEo 
i! qc,33. 2 9153 • 29162. 29026. -20001. -26387. 12000. 30307. 20610. 28999. -52058. -12222. 
blk,9le t.2279 • 00820. 55992· 555140 65805. 12062. !3382. -64010 -6270 -91b2e ,;22. 
970570 l,05510 • 85925. 98532. 721183. 1026030 80bCo 7407. -22835. -138820 -10969. -12cco 
3 37bCo 4131!. • 23422. 31468. 237270 't0284e 2160. -464. -178340 -5819. 11246. 205'i7e 
-b9b3. -15430 "-5034· -4220. -4513. 7369. -420. 10836· 37100 Sb29o 23816. 333B'ie 
-39d 38. -376150 -25747. -27620• -190940 -17967. -1767. 91440 118630 19282. 29bblo 373630 
-61514· -5'tC97 • -38665. -37970. -29566. -273460 1299. 19083. 24197. 329680 35829. 467lfo 
102270 18361. 168 33. 191370 -25627. -55612· -48. 16055. 12462. 21612. -545920 -75681. 
33507. 33b ea. 33825. 33b68e -23055. -41667. -2141. 10911. 6276. 83760 -493320 -67'i'i7. 
71241. bb710 • 58928. 58531. 5391'!9. 69208. 10B9be 2855. -13797. -13958. -6998. -ltC5le 
ll5S32e 114444 • 102494. 105298. 86135e 108949. 4771e 10377. -32223. -10431. -97'17. 2C7'ie 
512 51. !>5930 • 39837. 49837. 26935. 51204. 302't. 17120 -13230. -3580. 6139. l4'i7'i. 
3540. 3741. 413. -3892. -3d65e 1957. 3615. 12173. 6066. 7579. 21445. 23291 e 
-3 Bt.49• -23184 • -22891. -25516. -27758. · -19862· 3256. 13602. 17023· 15865. 23399. 317C2. 
-65131. -478137. -41561. -'t1795. -36088. -32349. 1128. 12380. 24306. 20333· 33984. 33E9Se 
13527 • 202 91 • 21674. 202 77 e -27832· -bl 083. 2200. 16927. 12546. 16518. -35 BB Be -5832Eo 
39135. 39b07 • 39433. 39489. -31244·· -430380 1812. 7338. · 3595 •. 6620. -36313. -557850 
114Cl32e 74812 • 68b9be 6463le 60370. 74173. B257,i -5004. -21639. -241920 -u,208. -13.663. 
13Bb3o. 122691. 121521· 110820. 9!1508. 114034. 2427. 15905. -39230. -5378. -5 753. lOClfe 
57366• 62264 • 393400 53452. 24203· 50914. -104 7 e . 79'll. -17015· -10370 3479. 7596. 
146.23. &4916 • 6410. 5476. -2370. 11076. 7813. 9337. 13268. 7783. noo5. 24',35. 
-3lllb4• -10919. -20809. -20762. -31009. -17337. 1120. 14863. 19009. 14339. 19249. 2632C. 
-64572. -36028 • -37148 o -33306. -37039. -34587. 122. 1507 le 26062· 26951. 26394. 306Bc;. 
21281. 24b 75 • 27064. 24340. -25220. -66227. 1473. 17523. 14017. 242't3. -269440 -412:!'i. 
41911. lt4066 • 42321· ',4020· -33142. -47992. 2890. 13102. 4143· 16809. -31360. -41383. 
10 li! 54. 863 60 • il6458. 73617· 67258. 77668. 5140. -93. -24232. -24337. -17091. -1oe8c;. 
158:.30· 136695 • 139219. 122688. 111210. 123433. 760le 6642. -31977. -15555. 1201. 2e. 
74t199e 78124. 54769. 65510. 30852. 61855. 1524. 12558. -16267. 3263. 1775. 9c;37. 
28131:le 24b69e 18172. 11337. 139. 10515. -3027. 9259. 6328. 8354. b849. 185'il. 
-15729. -4146. -15642. -11264. -34890. -15471. -398. 24421· 18353. 28509. 12102. 32231. 
-seoo1. -25261 • -34994· -33247. -40916. -35797. 2098. 16941. 24613. 21258. 2465b. 2511,s. 
2 8~43. 309b5 • 30734· 2'1410. -354'18. -70737. 4672. 17389. 15394· 18931. -1sa15. -37C27o 
4i1331· 48J45 • 4836be 47810. -41057. -54138. 4214· 8318· 358. -1155. -20974. -4152'i. 
" w 
TABLE XXXII 
COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - ALL CONDITIONS 
CONO 13- CONO l't- COND 15- COND 16- COND 17- COND 1.8-
COil l DC CON I OC CON IDC CON IDC CON IDC CON IDC 
CON PROD CON PIIOD CON PROD DEC PRCO DEC PROD DEC PROD 
INC RES CON RES OEC RES I~C RES CON RES DEC RES 
FC Sc FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
70720. 76031. 70720. 75603. 10120. 75875. 10120. 76377. 10120. 76243. 10120. 76394. 
0450 .... 68085 • 113559. 67712· 59332. 65508. 672190 71553. 66547. 70839. 63079. 69575. 
!>17 99 • 62519. 51212. 63653. 47659. 59418. 55160. 65196. 54936. 65987. 52295. 6263.t,. 
36559. 49091 • 445740 53287. 39621. 52333. 38950. 51254· 46907. 55012. 409'32. 5'o322. 
171680 28563. 32648. 410,1!7. 37Jl5e 40440. 15553. 20886. 31042. 34114. 35575. 3332c;. 
4u5o. 25572 • 26621. 37767. 35325. 43470. -5660. 14383 .• 16101. 25152. 26604. 3l86Co 
927be 2lb85. 213790 27459. -42627· -540520 5656.t,. 63930. 64509. 65676. 22022. -21c;2c. 
11659. 22001 o 13593. 176290 -4&719. -b2625. 70872. •' 775640 72043. 77473. -3699. -23428. 
21102. 2 57 82 • 10416. 12862. 10137. 15442. 3446Ce 34786. 25428. 25630. 12600. 311CE. 
29128. 23424 • 56930 5561. 5552. 10887. 38651. 38247. 24763. 27403. -32. 28f:37. 
1573 .... 24387. -1999. 184040 14741· 2!1929. 23172. 36543. 11205. 31354. 62330 36744. 
·s111. 6579 • 6056. 1622. 20722 • 26175. 6037. 11435. 9565. 7892. 9640. 27'if:4o 
-80&1. 3334 o 4504. 14052. 21185. 28122• -23135. -19768. -60060 -5201. 9037. 1863'i. 
-19191. -2220. 33590 15789. 20738. 32185. -391980 -2!1032. -11801. -5342. 7236. 191Cl. 
-9934. 10481 • 2209. 129'il. -572750 -75469. 475900 61086. 56975. 62020. -2110. -3980::!o 
-1437. l 1415 • 1892. 11640. -47188. -651670 66453· 769780 67157. 769640 -126640 -35'i4'io 
23759. 2380.l e 2793. 8727. 8469. lit 413. 31850. 33430. 15878. 21791. 7647. 27713. 
26121. 2832 ... -2352. 12758. 2769. 139390 43320. 455540 28060. 33840. 30~5. 317lf:o 
1909 .. ~ 13068 o 45070 5617. 133990 171130 299350 3'36740 189020 31764. 252. 32603. 
95350 9380 • 7650 • 33760 182420 200940 164440 19662. 13852. 10735. 9268. 21C84e 
-7990. 9961 o 4568. 105270 16943• 251740 -91920 47260 6602. 15630 7624. !95'l6o 
-J.739be -65340 437,,. 16000 18883. 210690 -32179. -18651. -67330 -109770 50920 115830 
-65590 9:1030 110. 81349. -43553. -62961. 52154. 621150 59146. 6li134e 4700 -3484'io 
81510 16940 • 3!1'17. 134370 -3541"· -552850 · 702960 73it93o 706800 733070 -17 51 Oo -350060 
245210 28180 o 290 l329lo 50430 161670 38301to 391920 19692. 25743· 76810 21355'lo 
21:;1 ... o 31605 o -813· 117990 2J.59o 132730 47249. 509080 29156. 368.410 -15q90 33247. 
220420 22'il4~ o 6318. 119650 131890 141930 3741330 432020 21521. 33629. 111140 29C7le 
120930 13969 • 10012. 71900 20744'0 223380 33129. 27073. 26185. 110170 174910 261920 
-134020 10333· 4050. 38430 130990 193740 23970• 1'33200 127010 74490 !19500 202420 
-183650 65690 73180 15332. 19292. 22387. -22269. 40800 54300 77230 12526. 1614So 
-4493. . .1.19500 20060 13464. -3!!8190 -50618. 56372. 68795. 615490 68506. 58600 -29621:o 
6107. 22902 o 24640 209130 -36il46o -479070 67478. 779760 67786. 779240 -1!!9820 -32657. 
21160. 337980 -1957. 14538. 5590 125320 410620 49606. 247430 344830 9700 297640 
343300 32b97. 5794. 10()430 59310 !11650 528020 53975. 344590 38712. 13410 307880 
21297 o 293360 
-1296· 147900 7&72o 174160 419590 50410. 255840 382760 -4450 316C7o 
J.1!1340 23343 o 4199e 142380 132650 219730 355300' 372200 27784. 247470 131260 260560 
-32390 211790 37010 17240. 10981. 26415. 187870 371450 11!7 l5o 299640 84360 3zc;1:i. 
-16!>30. ·91900 32320 64010 16758 • 16880. -10960. 177090 9643. 88410 11580. 157'i5o 
-68500 17560· 203110 9703. -315010 -510960 611870 70667. 627100 688490 -279 • . -373270 
-....J ll't 75. 16.! 09 • -1160 -2619. -27733~ -523700 67500. · 71t677o 674800 74039. -192740 -416520 
.j:::, 
TABLE XXXI II 
COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - ALL CONDITIONS. 
cor.o 19- COND 20- CONO 21 CONO 22- COND 23- CO'ID 24-
OEC ·IDC DEC IDC DEC IOC DEC IOC DEC IDC DEC IDC 
INC PROD INC PROC INC PROD COt, PRCD CON PROO CON PROC 
I NC RES CON RES DEC RES INC RES CCN RES DEC RES 
FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
450•12. 51291 e 45092. 51085. 45092· 51844. 45092. 51856. 45092. 51706. 45092. 51E6Ce 
24!87. 20714. 23266. 20158. 20733. 19149. 24851. 20996. 24103. 20422. 2123 2 • l'lC77. 
28093. 33946 • 27835. 34595. 25835. 32639. 28388. 34039. 28063 • 34617. 25923. 32562. 
37265. .. 1121t. 42306. 49035. 38143 • 485380 3527 lo 43953. 39935. 46217. 36299. 45635. 
46242. 007 82 • 55746. 660280 57647. 65535. 313649. 532710 486550 60497. 51276. 60C'l5o 
61743 • 78491. 78336. 84684. 81521. ll6056. 51150. 64394. 67271. 7288.lo 734560 76563. 
963. 5033. 12697. 104870 -43739. -622580 -11332. -6417. 2039. .,.162. -48201. -63562 •. 
-31:>94. -21982 • -21965. -224380 -1eo11. -98566. -33989. -29636. -28803. -32129. -767990 -932110 
-1943. -3482 • ·-16615. -127810 -24297 • -14189. 7376. 4990. -5620. -4108. -122a3. -47?6o 
-16230. -19648 • -38790. -34090. -31476. -24667. -2308. -81020 -19726. -20863. -20417. -16132. 
-.1.1956. -.1.847!. -26530. -21a22. 185. 402 lo -4234. -2387e -16435. -5350. 24330 587€. 
~1999. 1010. -541. 69130 18907. 26 778. 114·9. 4703. l4lo 22350 19168. 24159. 
13446. 29081 • 21907. 3411,2. 36960. 50253. 11157. 26766. 17366. 32190. 32 6540 457480 
331l04. 54546 • 47779. 62556. 59139. 74822. 24123. 42687e 369290 53065. 50055. 67l'l2e 
-949oe· -4958. -485. -2526. -39708e -59337. -150810 -8873. -5804. -6639. -41073. -58863. 
-3035de 
-31130 • -24160. -3166be -602116 o -8076be -31094. -23652. -27103. -25484. -60420. -79669. 
155. -3280. -15725. -12733. -161920 -12 lObo 65170 8349. -663le -246. -7814e -1212. 
-12503. -15427 • -35267. -28170. -21101. -21091. -903. -538be -18462. -14375. -15102. -14557. 
-7527. -81!)3. -17845. -10210. 3197 • 6496. 1445. -2327. -7620. -6210. 5312· 41c;c. 
1943. 4791 e 32370 3063. 163'!80 159800 42430 3217. 25260 894. 14402. 147340 
l5b04e 333 36 • 23087 • 334230 29597 • 469770 10668. 31722. 16984. 315460 271)2. 4 3 051. 
28(161 e 46639. 42058. 52649. 47824· b)559e 199380 38643. 31579. 425820 4061 Bo 57187. 
-8&99. 
-6163 • -1951. -4212· -29el 3 • -47549. -1442 9. -10595. -9440. -10646. -32915. -49443. 
-25b58e 
-27820 • -22885. -25776. -49541· -66081. -23962. -22892. -23648· -230340 -413634. -65«;02. 
2240 -5749. -15719. -171120 -17435 • -17 84 7. 7276. 10495. -5414. 2942. -6641. 991. 
-11211. -11682. -338820 -23678. -12402. -12111. 608. -3230. -14826. -14277. -11238. -14357. 
-8on. -3766. -15921. -7892. 36670 5302. 2990. 3033. -5024. -lb57. 5496. 506Ce 
16100 1970. 4698. 667. 12002 • .1.5134. 3260. 4119. 2179 • 1083. 12343. 13354. 
J. 3783. 24b43. 237550 23626. 23987. 34015. 10572. 22649. 159170 19251. 23 213 • 3 l',', lo 
25778. 44614 o ' 39820. 52505. 3%53 • 549830 17485. 41192. 30309. 44245. 36256. 51852. 
-87Zl • -11929. -2482. -5412. -24365. -41562. -13307. -1481&. -8~97e -13407. -26563. -45134. 
-20968. -24254. -20348. -2152le -412550 -54823. -21512. -19749. -20891. -189800 -42 5150 -56691. 
-987. -7186. -14913. -20002. -14670. -J. 7't74. b 10.1.. 6515. -4368. -1929. -66590 -5676. 
-93lbe -12a42. -28156e -22997. -8154. -9694. 1863. -1510. -115490 -llb62. -9056. -11561. 
-5431. -111. 
-11472 • -3054. 4307. 875 le · 3156. 5827. -6187e 10690 4903. <;684. 
1939. 2622 • 1202. 23310 10114. 12473. 63090 7787. 3234. 50930 12204. 12531. 
1049be 23409. 19990. 26375. 17520. 2999 5 •. 8664. 21705. 12335. 2oe2s. 17716. 2B96Eo 
230980 37234· 33652 o 41659. 32315. ·42 55 7e 15520. 34588. 24904. 325960 29808. 40685~ 
-6266. -6936. -1601. -459be -18853. -31593. -12383. ·-64230 -6430. -10509. -22640. -357CCo 





COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING IDC 
CONO 25- CONO 26- CONO 27-
DEC ICC DEC IDC DEC IDC 
·DEC PROO DEC PROO DEC PROO 
INC RES CON RES DEC RES 
FC SE FC SE FC SE 
45C92e 52115 • 450920 52038. 45092. 52111. 
26533· 22971 o 25993. 225490 23491. 21688. 
30031- 353530 29858. \35702. 28231. 341300 
36381- 44963. 41086. 469570 37397. 467320 
376 780 48527 • /t756Co 56293. 50285 •. 5592 8. 
44814· 56941 o 59491 e 64462. 671330 689480 
267910 290690 36091. 307410 32900 -391430 
14052. 14486 o 16069. 144~30 -394230 -64627. 
123930 ll'tl7o 6028 o 53320 -51540 67100 
42390 689 • -5316. -65980 -25943 • -63060 
1012. 31qzo -68220 -3580 -106910 59350 
-573. 56480 14950 36310 3586· 200580 
-42400 90260 11944. 18219. l 9194• 4021 7 • 
47420 23790. 21525. 380940 37953. 596890 
201 73. 25211 o 26994. 259950 -7414. -34 765. 
115850 l lb51 • 12157 o 11685. -320500 -58783. 
1135119 14117 • 27010 78030 -59640 77860 
86280 4363 o -80 -21190 -J.6795. -61140 
67400 9d66o 7180 59540 .-9272 • 6824. 
6096. 6878 o 4863. 2211. 43b3o 1083 5o 
4b27o 26349. 14384. 251090 ld2.g4. 39 73 lo 
6867. 30076 • 21-967. 345800. 32499. 523SOo 
J. 7828. 22U76 • 22J.95o 219970 -7661. -308740 
10509· 11152 • 107650 110570 -31443. -510320 
139 280 169190 5668. 10327. -3324· 82900 
9dl2. 6502 • 1369. -5890 -17395 o -4 6010 
93650 125130 1874. 77680 -7326· 58090 
.l 1335. 9J.62e 8286. 42190 6020 o 112500 
10585. 24152 o 16766 • 186770 17705. 300710 
10022. 37710. 257680 400210 326900 490720 
16093 o l 7067 o 19072. 166610 -56180 · -306910 
8309. 9000. 84960 90030 -27428 • -45140· 
J.3996. J. 3939 • 75840 75890 -54780 3009. 
93120 1102. 2C93o 1315. -14830 o -36'1lo 
10997. 14354 o 43930 92120 -55720 70490 
146970 12715 o 117990 75360 8.:J70. 104770 
14816. 26675 o 1553Co 23,8720 138630 293620 
.1. 37 22 o 362&9 • 24996. 326560 28127. 40372 • 
171170 17<,r)bo 179650 166420 -7237. -24100. 




COMPARISON OF FULL COST· SUCC. EFFORTS· VARYING JDC 
C.ONO 1-- -CONO 10• COND 19- COND 2-- COND u- COND 20-
INC I DC CON ICC OEC IDC INC lDC CON IDC DEC ICC 
I PlC PROD INC PROD me PROD INC PROD INC PROO 1'4C PROD 
INC RES INC RES INC RES CON Rl:S CCN Rl:S COfl RES 
FC Si: FC Si! FC SI: FC: SE FC SE FC SE 
!12885. 73411. 10120. 75062· 45092. 51291. 82885. 732940 10120. 74770. 45092. 5lce5. 
9059<;. 91161 • 63't9lo 681 so. 24187,; 207140 893520 "903090 62332. 672050 23266. 201580 
36143. 44439. 509800 624350 280'130 339460 35408. 't5714o 504800 636690 278350 345t;5o 
5tl2Clo 18939 • 't062bo 553770 372!>50 471240 151980 22341. 4!19110 5Btl't3. 42306. 49035. 
-12~73. -332-.. 31261. 'tl865. 46242. 60782. 2178. 4572. 45ll5. 50811. 55748. 66CZE. 
-2723bo -10501. 20411. 46223. 61743. 78491. -7232. -3301. 42612. 5'H95. 78336. 8't6e4. 
-13233 o -61 lb o 23799. 335800 963. 50330 -80190 -1895. 34263. 402970 126'17. 104870 
-8772 o 4130 .12000. 30307 • -31594. -21982. -69590 -1195. 206100 289990 -219&5. -224:!Eo 
5520&. 509 30 • 120620 13382. -1943. -3482. 40336. 4171 lo -64010 -627. -166150 -12781. 
7 8669 o 667040 8060. 74070 -16230. -I'H,48o 54523. 731880 -22835. -138820 -38790. -3·4C9Co 
20591 o 13011 o 2160. -4640 -119560 -18471. 4177. 8637. -17834. -56190 -26530. -218220 
-12496. -32900 -4200 10836. -19990 70700 -8213- -6151. 37100 8629. -5410 6'H3• 
-2693!. -.1960.l o -17670 9144. 13446. ·290810 -13712. -1262Co 118630 19282. 21907 o 347't2o 
-35869. -239080 12990 19083. 338040 545460 -160470 -136220 241970 32988. 47779. 625560 
-235't7. -10345. -480 180550 -94960 -49580 -15(185. -7836. 124620 216120 -4850 --252l:o 
-13393. -7351 o -21410 109110 -30358. -31130. -10491,. -10182.' 6276. 8376. -24160. -316660 
560350 't9300o 108960 28550 .1550 -32ROo 364590 373'350 -13797. -139580 -15725. -12733. 
!17S92• d9625 • 47710 103770 -12503"1 -154270 58982. 74336. -32223. -104310 -35207. -2811c. 
31139. 23643. 302't~ 17120 -75270 -8103. 18144· 18985. -132300 -3sao. -17845. -1021c. 
-6't47. -J'tOl. 3615. 12173. 1943. 4791. -4'102. -78790 6066. 75790 3237. 3063. 
-30S54 • -18958. 32560 13602. 15604. 33336. -16764· -17189. 17023· 15865. 23087. 33423. 
-'tl994. -2675.L o U2cl. .12380. 28061. 48639. -209560 -20118. 24306. 20333. 42C5B. 5264'iie 
-28857. -l4't44• 2200. 169270 -8899. -6163. ·-21519. -13292. 12546. 18518. -1951. -4212. 
-14&9&. -6979 • 1s120 7338. -25658. -27820. -18900. -104000 3595. 6020. -22885. -257760 
601170 44906 • e257e -5004. 224. -5749. 34403. 28413. -21639. -2.r,192. -157190 -11112. 
lOM92. 95247. 2427. 15905. -112110 -11692· 703510 79530. -39230. -5378. -33832. -23-fle. 
23404. 2Bo8.lo -1047. 79910 -80710 -3766. 111.r,5. 23390. -17015. -1037. -15c;z1. -7E92o 
-7710. -3442. 7813. 9337. 1616· 19700 -6434· -4888. 13268. 7783. 't698• 667. 
-354llu -17457 • 11200 14863. 13783. 24643. -232180 -20116. 19009. i.r,339. 23755. 23626. 
-SOB41. -3070,.. 122. 150710 25718. 446l"t. -293270 -221210 26062. 26951. 39820. 525C5. 
-310650 -19!03. l't73. .1.7523. -8727 • -U929o -24886. -162400 14017. 24243. -21ta2. -S412. 
-15.ne. -7215. 2e90. 131020 -20968. -2425.!to -.190670 -7119.· ltl43. 16809. -20348. -21s21. 
o9S3't. 48817. 51400 •. -930 -997. -7786. 48357. 288'l6o -24232. -243370 -i4913. -2ooc2. 
116655. 965560 7601. 6642. -9316. -12842. 92434. 83423. -31977. -155550 -28156. -22c;c;1. 
361900 40132. 15240 125580 -5431. -111. 16869. 33832. -162670 3263. -U472o -3C54• 
-.l1768. -4336. -30270 9259. 1939. 2622. -134730 -8565. 632'8• 8354. 1202. 2331. 
-42741. 
-1975b • -3980 24421. 10't86. 23409. -33526. -19015. 18353. 28509. 19990. 26375. 
-54598. -30420. 20980 16941· 23098. 37 234. -36175. -283280 24613. 21258. 33652. 1tl65t;. 
-34722. -17232. 4672· 173890 -62660 -6938. -31013. -18921. 15394. 18931. -1601. -459fa 
-1698• .. 




COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING IDC 
C.ONO 3-- CONO 12- CONO 21- COND 4-- COND 13- C.DNO 22-
INC I DC CON IDC DEC IOC INC IDC CCN JDC O':C IOC 
INC PROO INC PROO INC PROO CON PRCO CON PROO CON PROC 
UEC. kES CEC RES DEC RES INC RES INC RES I"'lC RES 
FC ·sE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
8268!i o 739600 707200 757 890 45092. 51844· 628950 74188. 70720. 76031. 
450920 51656. 
05135. i3S30Zo 58466. 65't72o 20733. 19149. 915A6o 9lbl0o b4504o 666850 
24 857 o 20<;96o 
30'165. 40969 • 47111• 595940 25a35 o 32639. 37303. 443730 517990 625190 
283880 340:l'io 
79130 213700 423'tlo 579990 381430 it8538o 13570 126070 365590 't909lo 352710 
43<;53o 
51870 39160 481790 500290 576470 655350 -261560 -151350 171680 285630 
386490 532710 
-32210 -1602 o 470940 573120 815210 860560 -402990 -259150 40500 255720 
-511500 64394~ 
-b3669o -64989 o -393460 -529980 -437390 -t.22580 -224850 -108550 9276. 21685. 
-113320 -6'tll. 
-<t972bo -01755 o -52058. -722220 -780770 -98566. -1022. -23200 116590 220010 
-33989. -2983t. 
522960 S0d65 • -91620 9220 -242970 -14189. 667470 58588. 271020 257820 
73780 498Co 
74313. 672540 -109990 -12000 -314760 -246670 942810 966790 291280 234240 
-23080 -81c2. 
J. 82270 22583 o 112460 205970 1!35o 402 lo 324380 322160 1573'to 243870 
-4234. -2387. 
-365bo 71230 23t!l6o 33384. 189070 267780 -75060 -54040 51110 65790 11490 
47C3o 
-90080 -50200 29b6lo 37363. 369600 502530 -330820 -250840 -8061. 33340 lllfilo 
2676bo 
-127480 -7557 • 358290 467160 581390 748220 -534780 -402470 -191910 -22200 
241230 426e7o 
-74583. -a3lllh -545920 -75b8J.o -::t9708o -593370 -308140 -154430 -9934. 10481. 
-150810 -8873. 
-437510 -&2192 o -483320 -679970 -602860 -B076bo -122660 -750. -14370 21415. 
-310940 -236520 
59itl7o 541'101 o -69980 -405lo -lbl92o -121060 665540 62230. 23759. 238010 
65170 934<;. 
d5924o 91933 o -'97970 20790 -211010 -210910 1032910 1_025760 261270 283240 
-9030 -5386. 
192400 28a 530 61390 144790 31'17o 64960 442750 334790 190940 13068. 
14450 -2327. 
-Bt163o -41300 214450 232910 163880 159800 -10150 -51460 95350 93800 
42430 32170 
-2532'to -13438~ 233990 317020 295970 469770 -406000 -21'167. -79900 99610 
10668. 317220 
-J.'14670 -14140 o 339840 338980 47d24o 635590 -590030 -421t34o -173960 -65340 
199380 38643. 
-69.3940 -01926 0 -358880 -583280 -2c;,a13. -475490 -339570 -198300 -65590 98030 
-144290 -105'15. 
-350230 -~2000 o -3631.30 -557850 -495410 -060810 -7491 o 9250 81510 169400 
-239620 -22ee20 
067300 55u44 o -162080 :...136630 -174350 -178470 7SOO lo 7017oe 24521. 281800 
72160 10't'l5o 
1017440 97512 o -57530 10016. -12402. -121710 1225370 1087920 273140 
3H,05e 6080 -323Co 
50390 210400 34790 75980 36670 5302. 417050 43591 o 22042. 229430 
2990. 3C33. 
-l2ol5o -31700 190050 244350 120020 15134. -712 Oo 741. 120930 139690 
32600 4ll'lo 
-37968· -19695 o - 1924'1. 263200 239870 340150 -452260 -210400 -84020 103330 
105720 2264<;. 
-Z9dlt5o -24't52 o 2!!3940 308890 39b53o 549830 -655980 -379730 -183650 65&9. 
17485. 411,;;;. 
-512210 -772480 -269440 -412340 -243650 -415620 -326200 -246180 -44930 uc;,5oo 
-13 307. -148lt:o 
-Z3044o -419430 -313600 -413830 -41255. -54823. -78520 1460 61070 229020 
-215120 -1974<;0 
S233h blc;l80 o -J.709J.o -108890 -146700 -174740 867360 759870 217600 337980 
61010 65150 
1150450 101995. 12810 280 -81540 -96940 llt2209-o l2031t3o 31t330o 326'i7o 
1863. -1s1co 
56210 27't37 • 17750 9c;l37o 43070 87510 515790 5111500 212970 2Q336o 31560 58270 
-'t2b2oo -14711 o 681t9 .. 1!15''1• 10114· 124730. 847. 10120. 118340 233430 63090 
77870 
-56l811o -289160 127020 322310 17520. 299950 -416800 -21"66o -32390 211790 
86&4o 217050 
-34't75o -29953. 246560 2571t5o 323150 425570 -699450 -366780 -16530. 
91c;,oo 15 5200 3458eo 
-'t6o57o -70822· -168150 -370270 -188530 -315930 :-440440 -183380 -68500 17!i60o 
-123830. -6423. 





COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING IDC 
CONO 5-- CONO 14- CONO 23- CONO 6- CONO 15- CONO 24-
l NC I DC CON ICC DEC IOC INC IOC CON IOC .D!:C IOC 
CON PROO CON PROO CON PRCO CON PROO CON PROO CON PROD 
CON R!:S CON RES cor. RES DEC RES DEC RES DEC RES 
FC SE: FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
112685. 74069 • 7072Cl. 75803. 45cq2. 517'J6. 6288 5. 74039. 70720. 75875. 45092. 5l86C. 
90551. '10713. 63559. 67712. 24103. 20422· 85848. 88420. 59332. 65508. 21232. 19077. 
36487 • 45~18 • 5121,. · 63t.53. 2!1063. 34617. 31889. 40711. 47659. 59418. 25923. 32562. 
105111. 16<104 • 4457',. 53287. 39935. 46211. 3854. 15642. 38621. 52333. 36299. 45635. 
-10't07o -4129. 32b48e .. 1021. 486550 60497. -6166. -4574. 37015 • 40440. 51276. 60095. 
-21154. ... 166 35 • 26821 e ~7767. 67271· 72 881. -13514· -11954. 35325. 43470. 734560 7b58:!o 
-111011. -9',34 • 21379. 27459. 2039. -182. -65!44. -64087. -42627. -54052. -482'Jl. -63562. 
-1095tlo -6199 • 13593. 17629· -28803· -32129. -41348. -51838. -46719. -62625. -76799. -93211 o 
53571. 5132't • 10418. 128620 -5620. -4108. 66083. 59836. 10137. 15442. -12283. -473t. 
7 6b93. t:55 31 • 5693. 5561. -19726. -20863. 8387 o. 93795. 5552. 10887. -20417. -H,132• 
l 7b 17 o 263 31 • -1999. 1!34040 -16435. -5350. 22899. 31225. 14741. 28929. 2433. 587e. 
-54730 -96!>3 • 6056. 1622. 141· 2235. -6037. 1234. 20122. 26775. 18168. 2415<;. 
-19379. -1 7023 • 45040 14052. l 731,6 • 321900 -16070. -11933. 211850 28122. 32654. 4574eo 
-324260 -26547 • 33590 157890 369290 530&5. -250670 -18901. 207380 321850 50055. 671«;20 
-L 33 68. -14722. 2209. 12991. -5804. -6639. -74291. -82049. -57275. -75469. -41073. -56863. 
-14626. -4493 • 1892. 17640. -27.l03e --254!14. -41253. -58354. -47188. -65167. -60420. -7966<;. 
502 37 • 525 66 o 2793. 8727. -6631 o -2460 687960 648450 6469. l't413o -7614. -12720 
112250. 909 33 • -2352. 127580 -18462. -14875. 94688. 99035. 2769. 13939. -15102. -14557. 
32008. <!6738 • 4507. 5617. -7620. -6210. 213626. 33336. 13399. 171130 5312. 4nc. 
-1860. -10355. 7650. 3376. 2526. 894. -7913. -6187. 18242. 200940 14402. 14734. 
-25039. -21897 • 4566. 10527. 16984. 31546. -31098. -17855. 16943. 25174. 27132 • 43651. 
-37b46o 
-35342 • 437't. 1800. 31579. 42582. -332740 -25031. 18883. 21069. 40618. 57187. 
-30180. -20441. 1700 8849. -9440. -10646. -7494't. -83110. -43553. -62961. -32915. -4'l44 3. 
-l 7213. 
-2b68 • 38970 13437. -23648. -23034. -35162. -50832. -35414. -55285. -4'3634· -65'l0:2. 
52b 27. 5R974e 29. J.3291. -5414 o 2942. 77319. 70390. 5043. 16167. -6641· 991. 
'17'tl2o 91136 o -813· 11799. -14826. -14277. 110444. 101064· 2159. 13273. -112360 -14357. 
28b93 • 32il75. 6318. 11965. -5024. -1657. 22359. 31400. 13189. 14193. 54960 506Co 
-61200 
-4212 • 10012. 7190. 2179. 1083. -14587. 205. 20744. 22338. 12 343. 133540 
-29825. 
-27307 • 4050. 3843. 15917. 1q2si. -39656. -23590. 130990 19374. 23213. 314'tl. 
-405&9. -31346. 7318. 153320 303090 44245. -37934. -30195. 19292. 22387. 36256. 51852. 
-301l 33. -23364. 2006. 13464· -8597. -13407. -74497. -853710 -38819. -50618· -28563. -45134. 
-18374. -1004. 24640 ao913. -20691 o -189800 -34317. -50507. -368460 -479070 -42 515. -566'llo 
63441. 60862 • -1957. 14538. -4368. -19290 90324· 72827· 5590 12532· -6659. -567(:. 
11423110 9986J. • 5794. .l00't3o -J.1549. -11662. 123972. 1083560 5931 • 816Se -9056. -11561. 
2 Bb55. 42338 • -1296. 14790. -6187. 10&9. 213130 40973. 7672. 17416. 49'.l3o 968',. 
-3000. -698. 4199. 14238. 323't. 5093. -20605. -21460 132650 2197 3. 122'.l4o 12531-
-32885. -26706 o 3701. 172'10• 12335. 20825. -51003· -306040 10981. 26415. 17718. 28'l6ee 
-48403. -39793 • 32320 640le 24904. 32596. -47522. -36707. 16758. 168800 29806. 406e5. 
-389320 -23063. 2038. 9703. 
-6430 • -10509. -78250. -87471. -31501. -510960 -22640. -35700. 





COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING IDC 
CONO 7-- COND 16- COND 25- CON!l !!-
COND 17- COND 26-
INC 1 DC CON I CC. DEC IOC INC IDC 
CON IOC O!:C IOC 
DEC. PROO DEC PROO DEC PROD DEC PROD DEC 
PROD DEC PRCD 
1 NC RES INC RES INC RES CON RES 
CON RES C3N RES 
FC Sc FC SE FC SE FC SE 
FC SE FC SE 
82885, 74317 o 70720, 76377, 45092, 52115, 82885, 74209, 
70720, 76243, 45092, 52031:, 
9471ts, 94229 o 67219, 71553, 2 6533, 22971, 9398 lo 93582, 
66547, 70839, 25993, 2254'io 
4 ld21, 47370, 55160, 65196, 30031 o 35 353, 41563, 48316. 
54936, 65987, 29858, 357C2o 
31l70o t495J. o 38950 o 512 5'to 36381, 44963, 13014, 16821, 
46907. 55012, 410f!6o .r,6<;57, 
-27254, -21472, 15553, 20886, 31b18, 4852 7, -11674, -9817, 
31042, 34114, 475b0o 5629;, 
-4'1096, -34071:1, -5660, 14383, 44814, 56941, -30760, -26397, l61Clo 
25152, 5'1491, 64462, 
10915. 15002 o 56564 o 63930, 26791, 29089, 15b22, 16304, 
64509, 6567t>o 36091, 30741, 
2 9033, 2915'.:> o 70872 o 77564, 14052, 14486, 29162, 29026, 
72043, 77473, J.6069, 14'16;, 
696CIJ.o t.2279, 34460, 34786, 12393, 1141 7, 60820, 55992, 
25428, 25630, 6028, 5332, 
97057, 105510, 3 8651 o 38247, 4239, 6!19, a592 5, 99532~ 
24763, 27403, -5318, -659!!, 
3 37 60, 41316 o 23172, 36543, 1072, 3192, 23422, 37468, 
11205, 31354, -6822 o -35So 
. -6963, -15 '13 o 6037, 11435, -573, 5648, -5034, -4220, 
9565, 7892, 1'195, 3631, 
-39tl38, -37i>l5, -23135, -19768, -4240, 9026, -25747, -27620, 
-6006, -520.lo 6944, 1e21c;. 
-bl5l4o -540<17 o -39196, -28032, '1742, 23790, -38665, -37970, -11801. 
-5342, 2152 So 38C'l4o 
10227, .l 8361 o 47590, 61086, 20173, 25211, 1883 3, 19137, 
56975, 62020. 26994, 25'i95o 
3 3!>07, '336 88, 66453 • 76978, 11585, 1165 lo 33825, 33668, 67157, 
76964, 12157, 11685, 
71241, 66770 o 31850, 33't3Co 11358, 1411 7, 58928, 58531, 
15878, 21791, 270 lo 7eC3, 
1151132, 114444 o 43320, 45554, 8628, 4363, l 02494, 1052q0, 
28060, 33340, -8. -211 s. 
51251, 55:; 3C • 2q935, 3!lb74, 6740, 9666, 3'1637. 49837. 
18902, 317b4, 71 !le 595',o 
3540, 3741, 16444, 19662. 6096, b616o 413· -38'12, 13852, 
10735, 48(,3, 2211. 
-38649, -23184 • -9192 • 4726, 4627. 26349. -22tl91, -25516, 
6b02, 1583, 14384. 251cc;. 
-65131· -47637 • -32179, -18651, 6867, 30076, -4156"1, -41795, 
-6733, :..10977, 21%7. 3458C, 
! 3527 o 202 91 • 52!54, b2J.l5, 17828, 22076, 2167',, 
20277, 59146, 61834, 22195, 21 <;c;7, 
3'1135. 39607, 7029b. 73493. 10509. 11152, 39433, 39489, 
70680, 73307, l'J7(,5, 11C57. 
84032, 741l 12 o 3830'to. 39192. 13928, 16 91 9, b6b96, 64b3lo · 
19692, 25743, 5666, 10327, 
l38b3o, 122b9l o 4 7249, 50908, ?812, 6502, 121521, 110820, 
29156, 36841, l 3b9. -5ec;, 
57386, 622 64, 37483. 43202, 93b5, 12513, 3934C, 53452, 21521, 
33629, l 874, 7768, 
,.4.,23. 14916 o 33129, 27073, 11335, 9162, 6410. 5476, 26185. 
17017, 821!6. 42l'io 
-31064, -10919. 2397. .13320. 10585, 24152, -2080 'lo -20762. 
12701, 7449, 16766, 18877, 
-64572, -36028, -222b9e 4080, 1oc22. 3771 o. -37148, -33306. 
5430, 7723. 25768· 4CC2lo 
21281. 24675, 56372 • 68795, 16093. 17067. 27064, 24340. 
615'19, 68506, 19072 o 16861, 
41911, 44068. 67476, 77976, 8309, 9000, 42321, '14020, 
67786, 77924, 8496, <;C03, 
101254, 1)63b0 • 41062 • 49606, 139960 13 939, 86458. 73617, 24743. 34483, 
75~4. 758<;, 
156530, 1361195 o 52802 • 53975, 9312· 7702. 139219, 122688, · 
34459, 38712, 2093, 1315. 
74(j99. 76124· 41959. 50410. 109970 14359, 54769, 65510, 255840 38276. 
4393. c;212. 
2 8138 o 246b9 o 355300 37220, l4b97o 12715· 18172, 11337, 
277134. 24747, . 117'19, 753to 
-15729, -4146• t 8787. 37145, 1.4a16, 26675, -15842, -11264, 
16715, 299640 15530, 23f72, 
-58001, -25u,1. -109600 17709. 137 22, 36269, -34994. -33247, 
9643. 8841, 249'16, 32856, 
28843, 30'f65 • 61187, 70667. 17117, 17406, 30734, 294100 
627100 68849, 17965, 16642, 
<tA3 31, 48345, 67508, 74677, 77230 8462, 48366, 478100 




COMPARISON OF FULL COST - succ. EFFORTS - VARYING roe 
"CONO 9-- CONO 1e- COND 27-
lNC I CC car. I DC DEC IDC 
DEC PROO C':C PROD DEC PROD 
CEC ii.ES DEC RES O!:C RES 
FC s• FC SE FC SE 
d2695o 743€,10 o' 70720. 71,3 94. 45092. 5211 le 
901730 923 67 • 03079. 69575. 23491. 21698. 
382160 44412. 52295 • 62634· 282 31 e 341300 
63 S6e 17635. 409620 543:120 37397 o 46 7'32o 
-733le -10104. 35575. 333290 502650 55928. 
-213900 -21213· 260040 31660. 07133. 66948. 
-16606. -411440 220220 -21920. 3290. -39143. 
-20001. -2&397 e -3699. -234280 -39423. -646270 
555 l't• t,5605 • 12600. 311060 -51540 b710o 
72oe3o 1026030 -32. 28637. -25943. -63060 
23727o 40284 o 6233. 367440 -10691. 593 5o 
-4!">13o 7369. 9640· 279640 3586. 200580 
-19094• -179b7o 9037. 1S639e 191940 402170 
-29586. -27.>46. 7236. 19107. 37953. 59689. 
-25627. -55612 • -2110. -39883. -7414· -34 765. 
-23G55o -41667. -12664. -359490 -32050. -58733. 
53989. 692 Oo • 7647. 21113· -5964. 77860 
06135. 108949 • 3085 • 31716· -167950 -61140 
26935. 512040 252· 326C3o -9272. 6:1240 
-3bb5. 1957 • 9266. 210840 4363. 10635· 
-2 7758. -19tl82o 76240 195'16. 1 !1284 • 3973le 
-3BO!liio -323',9 o 5092· 115830 324990 52 360. 
-27032. -61011) • 4700 -34849· -76610 -30874. 
-31244• -43038 o -175100 -350060 -314430 -51032· 
603700 741730 76810 285590 -33240 112900 
98!>'.le o ll403't o -1598. 33247. -17395. -460lo 
242030 5091',o 18140 290710 -73260 58090 
-2)700 11076 o 174910 261920 60200 112500 
-310090 -17337. 89500 202420 17705. 3007 lo 
-370390 -345117 o 12526. 161480 326900 490720 
-252200· -66227 o 5660. -29626· -5t.18e -3089 lo 
C, -33142· _,, 7992 o -169820 -32657. -27428· -45140· 
6 72 58. 77668. 970. 29764. -5478. 3009. 
1112100 123'i33o 13'il o 307880 -l'i830 o -369 lo 
30i>52e olo55 o -'i45o 316070 -55720 70'i9o 
1390 10515. 13121>· 26056. 9070. 10477. 
-34ii90o -154710 84300 32973. 136830 293620 
-40916• -35797 o 1.1580. 157950 28127· 403720 
-35490. -70737· -2790 -373270 -1231. -241000 
-'tl057o -5413tlo -1'92740 -416520 -24632. -37t,97o 0::, 
1-' 
TABLE XL 
COMPARISON.OF FULL COST· SUCC. EFFORTS· VARYING PROD. 
CONO 1-- CONO 4-- CONO 1-- CCI\O 2-- co·No 5-- CONO R--
INC IDC INC I DC INC IOC INC JDC INC IDC INC IOC 
1 NC PROO CON PROD DEC PROD INC PRCD CCN PROO CEC PROC 
INC RES INC Rf;S INC RES CON RES CON RES CON RES 
FC Si: FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
02885, 73411. 821185. 74186. 82885. 74317. 82885. 73294. 82885. 74069. 828d5e 7420<;. 
90~99o 91161 o 915 86. 91610. 947l c3 o 9422 9. 89352. <;0309. 90551. 907130 939!11 o ,;3sa2. 
36143. 444 39 o 37303. 44373. 41021· 47370. 35408. 45714. 36487. 456100 415!>3. 493160 
5620, l !l9 39 o 1357. 12607 o 3870 o 1495 lo 15l'l8e 22341. 105180 16604. 130140 1ee21. 
-12573. -33240 -261560 -15135. -272540 -21472. 2178. 45720 -104070 -41290 -116740 -98110 
-272360 -10501. -402990 -25915. -49096. -346780 -7232. -33010 -211540 -166350 -307600 -26:!<;1o 
-l3233o -6.160 -22485. -108550 10915. 15602. -80190 -18'15. -17708. -'14340 15622. l63C',o 
-!l772o 413 o -70220 -2320. 290330 29153. -6959. -ll'l5. -10958. -61990 291620 29C21:. 
552000 5093:J o 66747. 585880 68691. 622790 403360 41717. 53571 o 51324. 6082 Co 55'1',2o 
7!l669o. il6704 o 94281. 966790 97057. 1055100 545230 73"1e80 766930 855310 85',25o 985320 
205910 130110 324380 322160 33760. 413160 41770 8637. 178170 263310 23't22o 374Ho 
·-12't96. -32 9.J o -7506. -54040 -6963. -1543. -6213. -6151. -54730 -96630 -50340 -422Co 
-26931. -l'lo'Jl o -33082. -250840 -39838. -37615. -13712. -,126200 -1'1379. -170230 -257470 -27t:2Co 
-350690 -239080 -534780 -402470 -615140 -540970 -16047. -13622. -32426. -265470 -3~665. -nc;1c. 
-235470 -10345. -3081', .. -15443. 10221. 18361. · -15085. -78360 -23368. -147220 18833. !9137. 
-133930 -735.i. • -! 226iu -750. 335C'.7 • 33688. -10484. -10182. -148280 -44930 33825. 336l:Eo 
56035. 4'13000 66554· 62230. 71241 • 6b770o 3645<;. 37395. 50237. 52566. 599280 5853lo 
tH!>92o il9b25 • 1032'11 • 102576. 115832 • 114444· 58'1620 743360 82250. '109330 1024940 1052'iEo 
311 39 o 23b4.3e 44275. 334790 51251. 55 930. 18144. 189850 32008. 2b738e 3983 7 o 4'l837. 
-6447. -3401 o -1015. -'H46o 3540. 374lo -4102. -76790 -18800 -103550 413. -3ec;20 
-305540 -189530 -4060Co -21967. -3864'1. -231840 -16764. -171!!90 -256390 -21897. -228910 -255lto 
-41994. -26751. -59C03. -42434. -65131. -478!17. -209560 -2011e. -376460 -353420 -415610 -41 H5o 
-l 8057 • -14444. -339570 -198 300 135270 20291. -21519. -132920 -30180. -204410 216740 20211. 
-l't696o -6979. -74970 925. 391350 396070 -1690Co -.L0400o -17213. -26080 39433. 394ec;. 
60!1 lo 44"106 • 75COlo· 701760 84032. 74812. 344030 28 413 o 52627. 589740 68696 • ,646310 
100i>'l2o 9~l47o 122537. 108792· 13f.1836o 122b9lo 70351. 79 530. 974120 9 ll3b. 121521. uo82c. 
234040 2Bo'llo 41705. 435'ilo 573~6. b22b4o 111450 233'i0o 286'13. 328750 393400 53452. 
-77 lOo -3442 o -1120. 741. 146230 14918. -64340 -4888. -6120. -42120 6410. 547f:o 
-354160 -17457 • -45221:Jo -210460 -310640 -.L0919. -23218. -20U6e -298250 -27307. -20809. -207620 
-50ti4lo -307040 -655980 -379730 -64572. -36028. -29327. -22121. -405690 -31346. -371480 -333C6o 
,-3 lo65 o -l'lllJ3o -32&2Ce -24618. 212Ble 24675. -248!16. -162400 -30833. -23364. 270640 2434Co 
-15)31:lo -72150 -7852. 146. 419110 440680 -190670 -7119· -18374. -1004. 4232 lo 44C2Ce 
695340 48bl7 o 86736• 75987. 101254. 66360. 49357. 288'16. 63441. 608620 86458~ 73l:l 7. 
ll6b55o 965560 142209. 120343. 159530. 1368950 c;2434. 834230 114238. '1'18610 1392190 122l:8Ee 
36190. 40132 • 51579 o 5Rl50e 748990 781240 1686<;. 338320 28655. 42338. 54 76'1o 6551Ce 
-117 6tle -4330. 847. 101200 28138 • 24669. -13473. -8565. -30000 -698. 19172. 11337. 
-42741. -1975:l e -416800 -21466. -15729. -41460 -335260 -19015. -32885. -267060 -158420 -112640 
-5't59Elo -3042bo -68945. -36678. -5800!· -252610 -36175.· -283280 -48403. -397'13. -34994. -.332470 
-.347220 -17232. 
-44044 • -193380 28843. 30965. -31013. -18921. -38932. -23063. 30734.. 2941Co 
-16984 o 
-7492 • -45ACo -2124· 4 !!331 o 483450 -22150. -18594., -251050 -150840 48366. 47€1Co 0) 
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TABLE XLI 
COMPARISON OF FULL COST~ SUCC. EFFORTS VARYING PROD. 
CONO 3-- cor.o 6-- CONO 'l- CONC 10- CONO 13- COND 16-
1 NC 1 DC INC 1 cc IIIC IDC car. IDC CCN IOC CON IDC 
i NC PROD CON PROC DEC PROD IIIIC PROD CON PROD CEC PROC 
DEC RES DEC RES DEC RES INC RES INC RES INC RES 
FC Si: FC SE FC SE FC Se FC SE FC SI: 
o2b!l5o 73960 • 82865. 74039. 82385. 74380. 70720. 75062. 70720. 76031. 70720. 76377. 
85135. 68302 • 65843. M420e 9•Jl73o 923670 63491. 68150. 645040 66685. 67219. 7i553o 
30965. 40969 o 318890 4Cl7 llo 38216. 444120 509900 62435. 51799. 625190 551600 65l'ito 
7913· 213 70 • 36540 15642. 63600 178350 40626. 55377. 365590 49091. 3a950o 5125'io 
5187 o 39130 -61660 -45 740 -7331. -11)7/J'to 312670 41865. 171660 285630 15553. 208860 
-3221 o -1602 o "'.'1351"0 -119540 -213960 -212130 20477. 462230 4050. 25572. -5660. 143830 
-t,3t,69o 
-b49'19 • -651440 -640870 -16808. -41144· 23799. 33580. 92760 21685. 56564. 6393Co 
-497200 -61755. -41348. -518380 -2 0007 o -.c.63!17o 120000 303070 .116590 22001. . 708720 77'5640 
522'160 5Cb65o 6601l3o 598360 555140 658050 120620 13382. 271020 257820 344600 3478te 
74313 • i,7254 o B3d70o 93 7'15. 728830 1026030 BC60o 74070 291260 23424. 38651. 382470 
l 8227 o 2 25113 • 22d99o 31225. 23727 • 402ll4. 2160. -4640 15734· 243870 231720 365.t; 3. 
-3656. 7123 o -6037 • 1234· -4513· 73690 -420. 108360 51 ll. 6579. 6037. 11435. 
-9006. -5020. -16070. -U933o -19094. -17%7. -1767. 9144. -8061. 3334. -23135. -l'n6e. 
-127460 -7557. -25067. -18907. -295!16 o -27346. 1299. 19083. -191910 -22200 -39198. 
-28032· 
-74583. -b31 l6 • -742'110 -820490 -25627. -55612. -480 180550 -99340 104810 4 7590. 6lCBt:o 
-'t375lo -62192 • -41253. -58354. -23055. -416670 -2141· 10911 o -1437. 214150 66453. 76'i7f. 
59417 • 54801 • 68796. b4845o 53989. 692080 10896. 2855. 237590 23801. 316500 3343Co 
t1'5924o 91933 o 94688. 990350 86135• 108949. 4771. 10377. 26127. 28324. 4332 o. .t;555'io 
l 9246. 2 9<i53 o 286260 333360' 269350 512Cl4o 3024. 17120 19094. 13068. 29935. 38fl4o 
-BE:.63 • -'i130 • -7913. -61870 -3U65 • 19570 3615. 121730 9535. 9380. 16444· l96t2. 
-2 5324. -l 34 31, o -31098. -17&55o -277580 -1'1882. ?256. 13602. -7990. 9961. -91920 'i726o 
-19467. -14140. -33274. -25031. -36088. -32349. 11280 !2380. -173960 -6534. -32179. -18t5lo 
-c,9394. 
-81926. -74944. -83110. -27o32o -610B3o 2200. 16927. -65590 9803. 52154. 621150 
-35023. -52000 • -35162. -50832. -31244 o -43038. 1612. 7338. 815lo 169400 702960 731,,;3. 
66730. 55044. 773190 703900 60370. 74173. 18257. -5004. 2452lo 261800 38304. 3'1l'i2. 
101744. 97512 • 110444• ·101064· 99508. 114034. 2427. 159050 273140 31605. 47 249. 509Ce. 
5G39o 210400 22359. 31400. 24203. 509140 -1047. 79910 22042· 22943. 37'tH3o 432c2. 
-22615. -31 70 • -14587 a· 205. -2370. 11076. 7613. ,9337. 12093. 139690 331290 27C7:?o 
-37968. -1'1695. -3'1656. -23590. -31009. -17337. 1120. 148630 -f!402. 103330 23970 l832Co 
-298450 -24452. -37934 • ~30195. -370390 -34587. 122. 15071· -18365. 65690 -22269. 4Cec. 
-57221. 
-77248 • -74497. -85311. -25220· -66227. 14730 17523. -4493. 119500 56 372 • 68795. 
-23v44o -41943. -34317. -50.507. -33142. -479'12. 28'10. 131020 6107. 22902 • 67471lo 77'i76. 
d233lo 619 BO• 9032.t;. 12a210 67258. 77668. 5140. -93. 2176Co 33796. 41062. 496Ct. 
115045. 101995. 123972. 108356. 111210. 123433. 7b0lo 66420 34330. 326970 52802. 53ns. 
56210 274 37 o 213130 40973. 308520 61 ass. 1524. 12558. 21297. 29336. 41959 • 5041Ce 
-426200 -147110 -20605. -21460 .l39o .105150 -3027. 9259. 11834. 23343. 35530. 3722Ce 
-56:1 ea. -2'39lbe -510030 -30604. -348'10. -154710 -3980 24421. -3239. 211790 lEI 78 7 o 37145. 
-34't75. 
-29953 • -47522. -36707. -409160 -357'17. 2C9Be 16941· -16530. 9190. -11)960. 1 nc,;. 
-46657. -70:l 22 • -782500 -d747lo -354980 -70737. 4672. 17389· -6B5Ce 175600 61137. 70t6lo 




COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING PROD. 
C.Ol,D 11- cm,w 11t- COND 1 7- CONC 12- COND 15- C'JND 18-CON ICC CON ICC CON ICC car-. IDC CON ICC CDN IDC I NC PROD CON PROO DEC PROD INC PRCD CCN PRCD DEC PRCC CON kES CON RES CON RES DEC RES DEC RES DEC RES 
FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
7072(.J. 74770 • 70720. 758CJo 10120. 76243. 10120. 757990 70720. 75875. 10120. 763'i4e o2'.":13Z • b 720:, • 635'i9. b7712o 1>6547. 70839. 5846 a. 65472. 59332. b5508o b3C79. (;;9575. 50480. 631,69 • 51212. 63053. 5493t.. 659.q 1. 47111. 59594. 471,59. 59418. 522'?5. 62(;;~4. 4 B<; ll o 58843 • 4457', • 53297. · 41>907. s5012. 42341 o 579e9o 3Bb2lo 52333. 40932 o 543220 't 511 So 50811 • 32b48o 410270 310420 34114. '16179. 500290 37015. 40440. 35 57 5o 3332r;o 42c.12. 55195 • 266210 37767. lblOlo 251520 470940 57312. 35325. 434700 26604 • 3lef:Co . J4263o 












-b27. 10418. 128620 25428 • 25630. 
-9162. 9220 101370 15442. 12600. 311Ce. 
-22635. 
-13862. 5693. 55610 247630 274030 
-1096 9. 




-1999. J.3404. ll205o 31354. 11246. 205970 14741. 289290 6233. 367'14. 3710. 8 ... 29 o 60560 1622. 95650 7 8920 238160 33384. 20122. 2677 5. 9640. 27'i6'1. 11863. 19282 • 45040 1'1052. 
-6006. 
-5201. 296610 37 363. 21185. 28122. 'l037. 18l:3'io 24197. 32988 • 3359. 157e9. 
-11ao1. 













-1 3958 • 27930 '.1727. 15878. 21791. 
-b998o 
-4051. '141>9. 14413. 7b47. 2:1113. 
-32223. 
-10431. 
-23520 12758. 280b0o 338400 
-9797 • 20790 2769. 13939. 3085 • 3171t. -13230. 
-35 so• 4507 o 5bl7o 18902 • 31764. 61390 14479. 1~3990 17113. 252. 32l:C3o 606£.o 7!> 79 • 7b5Go 33760 138520 10735. 21445. 23291. 18242. 20J94o Q2b8o 21G!!4o i1-:.23. 15865 • 45680 105 27. 6602 • 1583. 23399. 31702. lb9't3o 251 74. 762'to 1959l:o t4::: 060 20333. 43740 11100. 
-!>733.o 












-24l92o 29. J.32910 196920 25743. 
-i6208. 
-13663. 5043. 161!,7. 76:ll. 21155c; •. 
-39230. 
-5378. 
-813. 11799. 29151> o 36841. 
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-19570 145380' 24743. 34483. 
-17091. 
-108!!9. 5590 125320 970. 2976'1. 
-31977. 
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COMPARISON OF FULL COST .. SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING PROD. 
COND 19- CONO 22- CONO 25- C'IND 20- COND 23- C':l!'.0 2€::.. 
DEC I DC. DEC IDC DEC IDC CEC l!JC DEC IDC G!:C IJC 
INC PROD CON PRGC O!:C PRCO I:IIC PRCO CCt-. PRCO CEC PRCO 
lNC RES INC ~ES INC RES CON Ii.ES CON RES CON RES 
FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE FC SE 
45092 • 51291. 45092. 516560 4 5092 o 521150 45092. 510850 450920 5170b. 450920 52C3S. 
24187. 20714 • 248570 209960 265330 2297 lo 23266. 201560 24103. 204220 25'l93. 2254'>. 
2 8093 o 3394b o 28388 • 34039. 300310 353530 278350 345950 21!063. 34617. 298580 357C2. 
372650 471240 352710 439530 36381 e 449b3o 423060 490350 39'l35. 46211· 41036. 46'l51. 
46242. 607 82 o 386490 532 7 .l. 37b76o 48 52 7 o 557480 600260 48b55. 60497. 475bCo 56293. 
017430 78491 o 511500 b4394o 448140 5b94l e 7833 6 o 846840 b727lo 72tlSle 594910 E:4462 • 
963. 5033 o -'11332. -b417o 267'Ho 2908 9. 126970 10't87o 2039. -1s20 360910 3C74l. 
-31594. -219920 -339890 -29o3bo 14052 o 14486. -219650 -224380 -288030 -321290 16069. 14463. 
-19430 -3482 o 73780 49800 12393. 1141 70 - lb6l 5o -1278.lo -56200 -4.1080 6C2Bo 53;2. 
-.162300 -19o4ao -23000 -a1020 42390 c.99. -3879Co -34090. -1Q726o -20363. -53180 -t:59 e. 
-119560 -18471 o -423't. -23670 1012. 3l'l2o -265300 -218220 -164350 -53500 -6622. -?5 Eo 
-19990 7070 • 1149. 47030 -5730 56480 -541 o 69130 1410 22350 14'l5o 3631. 
13446 • 29081 o 11157. 267660 -42400 90260 219070 34742· 173660 32.190. 69440 1A2l'>o 
336040 545460 241230 't2bB7o 47420 23 79 o. 477790 625560 36929. 530650 2152 5 o 38C9'io 
-94'l6o -4953 o -15CBlo -83730 20173. 25 211. -4850 -2526. -58040 -6b39. 2/J 9~4. 25<;95. 
-3'l356o -) ll 3C. o -3109'to -236520 115~50 11651. -24160. -3166be -271030 -25464. 1215 7 o ll be~ o 
155 • -32800 6517. 83490 113580 141170 -157250 -127330 -6631 o -246. 2101. 78C3 • 
-125030 -15427 o -9030 -5386. 9628. 4363. -352670 -28i7Co -184620 -148750 -0. -211 <; • 
-7:,27 o -Bl 03 o 14450 -23270 67400 98660 -178450 -102100 -7620. -62100 7180 5954. 
19430 4791 o 42430 3217. 60960 68780 32370 30630 25260 894. 4863. 2211. 
15604, 33336 o 10668. 317220 4b27 o 263490 23087. 334230 169940 31546. 14 33 4 o 2510',. 
2806lo it9639o 199:Ja. 38b43. 68670 30076. 420580 5264"io 315790 42582. 219670 3458Co 
-Bd99o -6163 • -14429. -105950 178280 220760 -1951. -42120 -94400 -10646. 221950 21'> <;7. 
-2 Sb 5e o -2 7820 o -239620 -228820 105090 111520 -228650 -25 7760 -236480 -23034. 101;,50 llC57. 
22'to -5749 o 72700 104950 139280 169190 -157190 -171120 -5'tl4o 29420 56b8o 10327. 
-112110 -11682 o 6080 -32300 9812~ 65020 -33882, -23678. -14826. -14277. l 3b9o -sec;. 
-8u7l o -37 66 o 29900 30330 93650 12 5130 -J.59210 -78920 -50240 -16570 l 8740 77680 
lbH,o 1970 • 32600 41190 113350 91620 46980 667. 2179. 10630 3236. 421c;. 
13783. 240430 10572. 226490 1ossso 241520· 237550 23626. 15917. 192510 l676bo 18877. 
2577do 44014 o l 7'4850 411920 100220 377100 3'l820o 525050 303090 't4245o 257680 40C2lo 
-01210 -119290 -13307. -146160 160930 170670 -24820 -5412. -85970 -134070 1907 2o 168f:lo 
-.l0968o -242 54 o -21512 o -i9749o 83:l9o 90000 -203480 -215210 -208910 -18980. !!4960 9CC3e 
-9870 -77 86 o blOlo 65150 139960 139390 -149130 -20002. -43680 -19290 75S4o 1sec;. 
-93 lbo -12642 o 1863. -15100 9312 •. 77020 -281560 -22997. -115490 -116620 2093. 131 5 • 
-54310 -171 o 315bo 58270 109970 143590 -1147 2o -30540 -61B7o 1069. 43'l3o c; 212 • 
19390 2622 • 63090 77870 146970 127150 72020 2331. 32340 50930 !!799. 7~3f:. 
,0486o 23409 o 86640 217050 !48160 266750 199900 26375. 123350 20825. 15530. 238720 
230960 372340 15520· 345880 13722 o 362690 3365Zo 416590 249040 325960 249960 32E5co 
-62660 -693do -12383. -6423. 111170 l 74'lbo -160 lo -459be -6430. -l'J509o 179650 16642. 





COMPARISON OF FULL COST - SUCC. EFFORTS - VARYING PROD. 
CONO 21- COND 24- CDND 27-
DEC lDC CEC ICC DEC ICC 
INC PROO CON PROO DEC PROO 
DEC RES DEC RES DEC RES 
FC Sc FC SE FC SE 
45oq2 o 51844· 45092· 51860. 45092. 5211 lo 
20733. 19149 • 21232 o 19077. z34q1. 21688. 
25d 350 32639. 25923. 32562. 28231· 34130· 
38143. 4853de 362990 45635. 37397. 46 732· 
57b47 • 655 35 • 512760 60095. 50285. 55 92 a. 
01521· 8605b • 734 5bo 7b583o b7133o 6894 80 
-437390 -6225il • -482010 -63562. 3290. -39143. 
-non .. -9P,566o -76799 o -932110 -39423· -64.6270 
-24297. -141890 -1228Jo -47360 -51540 67100 
-314760 -24b67 o -204170 
. 
-161320 -259430 -6 3060 
1 as. 4021 o 2433· 58780 -106910 5935. 
189070 Zb178 o 18160 o 24! 590 35f3bo 200580 
369600 50253 • 326540 457480 191'140 402170 
58139. 74il2Z o 50C55o 671920 379530 596890 
-3970do -593370 -410730 -588630 -74140 -347650 
-602860 -807660 -604200 -7966'io -32050. -58783. 
· -J.6J.92o ·-.l2J.06o -78140 -12720 -59640 7786. 
-211010 -21091 • -151020 -14557. -16795. -61140 
31970 649b • 5312 o 4790. -9272 o 6824· 
16388. 15980 • 14402. 14734· 4363. 10835. 
295970 46977 • 27132 • 43651. l82'.l4o 3'H3J.o 
47cl24o 635590 406liio 571870 324990 .523800 
-29i:il3o -4 7549 o -32915. -494430 -76610 -3oaH. 
-495410 -66081 • -486340 -65902. -314430 -51032. 
-174350 -l 7d47 o -66410 9910 -33240 13290. 
'-1240.? o -12171 o -11238. -143570 -.17395. -46'.l J.o 
36670 5302 o 5490. 50600 -7326· 5609. 
12002. 15134 • 12343. 133540 6020 o 112500 
239370 340150 23213 o 314410 l 7705 o 300710 
396530 54983 o 3625oe 518520 326900 4907 2o 
-243650 -41562 o -28563. -45.1340 -56180 -31)6':>lo 
-412550 -54i123 o .,-425150 -566910 -214i00 -451400 
-14i,70o -174740 -66590 -5676. -5478 o 30090 
-8154· -96940 -9056. -11561. -14830. -369le 
43070 8751 o 49030 q684e -55720 70490 
J.0.ll4o 12473· 12204. 125310 80700 104770 
175200 29995 • 177180 269680 l3B~3o 293620 
323150 42557 o 298060 406850 2e121. 40372. 
-18-~53o -315930 -226400 -357000 -72370 -24100· 
-332000 -44d95 o -35343 o -477640 -24t>32 o -376q7o 0:, 
O"I 
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In summary, the timing difference means as presented in the tables 
of this chapter offer some very interesting results. In particular, 
these results show that reversals will occur in most of the conditions 
when deferred taxes are accrued on the basis of comprehensive inter-
period tax allocation. Yet there appears to be enough variation that no 
blanket statements about the comprehensive tax allocation can be made, 
patterns similar to the grouping of conditions presented in Tables 
XXI, XXII, and XXII I. Therefore, the observations noted for the 1 atter 
at least with regards to the timing differences that arise from 
intangible drilling and development costs. Table XLV groups the con-
ditions on the basis of the number of reversals that occurred. These 
results are different from what was expected to occur given the results 




GROUPING OF CONDITIONS BY NUMBER OF REVERSALS 
All FC SE 
No reversa 1 s 
10 25 
25 
1 to 4 reversals 
14 17 10 
17 25 13 








10 to 14 reversals 
7 7 7 
8 8 8 
11 11 11 




15 to 19 reversals 
12 12 21 
21 21 22 
22 24 24 
24 
27 
20 to 24 reversals 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 
9 9 9 
19 19 19 
20 20 20 
23 23 23 
27 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The majority of studies that pertain to deferred taxes payable 
and comprehensive interperiod tax allocation showed that the likeli-
hood of reversals occurring over time with any great frequency was 
minimal. Davidson (1958) concluded from his simulation study that, as 
long as a firm's asset expenditure pattern in each year was equal to 
or greater than the previous year's asset expenditures, the deferred 
taxes payable would continue to grow since reversals would not occur 
in enough numbers to cause a decrease. Livingstone (1967, 1969) took 
Davidson's study a step further by imposing a cyclical pattern on the 
asset expenditure pattern since he felt that such a pattern was more 
indicative of what actually occurred in business. Even with the impo-
sition of a cyclical pattern, Livingstone's simulation found that the 
likelihood of reversals was minimal. Livingstone concluded that the 
key to the reversals or nonreversals was dependent strictly on the 
asset expenditure pattern and recommended that comprehensive inter-
period tax allocation and the deferred method be eliminated. 
Subsequent studies seemed to reinforce the conclusions of these two 
studies. 
The purpose of this study was to determine if these conclusions 
and the lack of reversals, in total, would be valid for the timing 
differences that arose in oil and gas firms from the expenditures of 
intangible drilling and development costs. Thus, using the conclusions 
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of these previous studies as a basis, it was hypothesized that 
reversals would not occur over time regardless of the IDC expenditure 
pattern employed. Yet, reversals not only occurred but they occurred 
with great frequency in many of the cases examined in this study. The 
purpose of this chapter is to analyze the results and to explain by 
illustration why the reversals as well as other aspects noted in the 
results occurred. 
Given the belief that the results were not expected to yield 
reversals or that, if reversals did occur, they would be few in number 
and inconsequential in amount, why did the reversals occur in as great 
a number and dollar amount that they did for so many of the 
conditions? In analyzing these timing difference means, the answer 
relates to how the three variables of IDC, production, and reserves 
interacted with one another given the particular pattern assumption 
(increasing, decreasing, and constant). That is, no one variable or 
pattern alone contributed to or caused the timing difference to 
reverse. Rather, it depended on (1) where the IDC expenditure was in 
its pattern of the sine wave cycle when the cycle was imposed, (2) if 
a cycle was imposed, and (3) how production was moving in relation to 
the movement of the estimated reserves. 
In discussing the research problem, it was noted that it was this 
interaction of IDC, production, and reserves that affected the 
corresponding timing differences. Livingstone (1967) had noted that 
the timing difference that arose from the use of accelerated depre-
ciation methods for tax purposes versus straight-line depreciation for 
financial accounting purposes was a function of the asset expenditures 
for the current and preceding years. In effect, Livingstone formulated 
91 
the timing difference in an algebraic form as follows: 
Dt = (SYD rate x P) - (SL rate x P) 
where Dt was the timing difference in year t and P was the pattern of 
asset expenditures over time (i.e., the sum of current year and prior 
years' asset expenditures). By factoring out P, the algebraic model 
becomes 
Dt = (SYD rate-SL rate) x P 
where SYD rate-SL rate can be expressed as a vector of constants 
thereby making the timing difference dependent on Palone, i.e., on 
the pattern of asset expenditures over time. Livingstone found that 
even the addition of a sine wave cycle did not cause the timing dif-
ferences to reverse. However, this relationship where the timing dif-
ference is so heavily dependent on the asset expenditure pattern does 
not hold for the timing difference generated as a result of IDC expen-
ditures. The timing difference computed as a result of IDC costs 
would be as follows: 
Dt = Pt - [(utfrt) x ( Pt-1)] 
where Pt was the current year's IDC expenditures deducted for tax pur-
poses, utlrt was the amortization rate (production/estimated 
reserves), and Pt-1 is the sum of all prior years• IDC expenditures. 
As can be seen, no one variable or combination of variables can be 
isolated to have a dominating effect as was the case in the depre-
ciation timing difference model. Instead, the timing difference fs 
really dependent on (1) Pt, the current year's IDC expenditures, (2) 
Ut, the current year's production and how ft is moving in relation to 
rt, the current year's reserves to create the amortization rate, 
utfrt, and (3) how long a single year's IDC expenditure remains as a 
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part of the summation total used to compute the financial amortization 
expense. Some simple numerical examples will help to illustrate how 
these interrelationships worked to yield the results that this simula-
tion generated. These examples should also explain what caused the 
reversals to occur. 
Assume that an oil and gas finn spends $100,000 each year on IDC 
expenditures and that this $100,000 is deducted 100% for income tax 
purposes. In keeping with the assumptions used in this study, assume 
that the wells for which the IDC is expended are determined to be pro-
ductive in the year following the expenditure and that the financial 
amortization expense is based on the unamortized IDC. Also, assume 
for this illustration that the amortization rate remains at 20% per 
year. The result can be seen in Table XLVI. 
Notice in this example, that even though nothing changed as far as 
IDC, reserves, and production were concerned, the timing difference 
continually decreased until it reached zero. If the example were con-
tinued indefinitely, no further additions or deletions, in total, 
would be made to deferred taxes payable, although reversals would 
occur on an individual basis. Yet, it can be seen that the summation 
of prior years' expenditures that make up the base for purposes of 
calculating the financial amortization expense continued to grow each 
year. Only the fact that, after Year 5, the same dollar amounts were 
added and subtracted prevented having reversals. In this study, the 
constant assumption imposed no cycle but also did not use the same 
dollar amount each year. Instead, the amounts were allowed to vary 
around a base amount within set limits. Thus, any of the conditions 
in which IDC was simulated under the constant assumption have fewer 































reversals than either the increasing !DC conditions or the decreasing 
IDC conditions. The randomness of the changes could affect the addi-
tions to the base and therefore affect the reversals as well. 
However, it must be noted that the !DC expenditure simulated under the 
constant assumption did not in and of itself prevent or reduce the 
number of reversals. Otherwise, all conditions with the constant !DC 
would have had few or no reversals, yet a review of those conditions 
indicates that such was not the case. Rather, another aspect of the 
interrelationship helped to cause some of those reversals within the 
constant !DC conditions. That other aspect is how production was 
moving in relation to the estimated reserves. 
To illustrate, taking the above example, assume that the amor-
tization rate starts at 10% and increases 5% each year until a maximum 
of 30% is reached at which time the rate cycles back down at a rate of 
5% until 10% is reached. Again, the !DC expenditure will be fully 
amortized after 5 years and then be removed from the bases. The 
result can be seen in Table XLVII. 
As can be seen from this example, reversals occurred because (1) 
the financial base grew and (2) the amortization rate increased as the 
base grew. Even once the base leveled off at $500,000, reversals would 
occur as long as the amortization rate was more than 20%. Thus, in this 
illustration, it was the increasing amortization rate that contributed 
primarily to the occurrence of reversals. But what would cause an 
increase in the amortization rate? An increase in the amortization rate 
will occur whenever the production (numerator) is either increasing at 
a rate faster than the reserves or production is moving in a positive 
direction opposite to the direction of the reserves. In this study, 





































production would be increasing at a faster rate than reserves when the 
production was simulated under the increasing assumption while the 
reserves were simulated under the constant assumption, or production was 
constant while the reserves were decreasing. Production would be moving 
positively and opposite to that of the reserves when production was 
increasing while the reserves were decreasing. Therefore, those con-
ditions that combined the increasing production/constant reserves, 
constant production/ decreasing reserves, and increasing 
production/decreasing reserves generally exhibited a large number of 
reversals, even when IDC was assumed to be relatively constant. 
Conversely, those conditions in which reserves were increasing at a rate 
faster than production exhibited few reversals. That is, when the amor-
tization rate was computed with constant production/increasing reserves, 
decreasing production/ constant reserves, and decreasing 
production/increasing reserves, few, and in some cases, no reversals 
occurred. This fact occurs because the rate is decreasing as the deno-
minator increases and the numerator either does not change or it 
decreases. With a decreasing amortization rate, the likelihood of 
reversals occurring decreases also. However, what about those con-
ditions in which production and reserves are moving in similar direc-
tions (increasing/increasing, constant/constant, and 
decreasing/decreasing)? When production and reserves moved in similar 
directions, the amortization rate becomes an almost constant rate with 
few fluctuations from year to year. Therefore, the amortization rate 
enters into a situation similar to depreciation where the depreciation 
rates were reduced to a vector of constants and the timing difference 
was dependent on the asset expenditure pattern. This fact is reinforced 
by the first numerical example in which the amortization rate was 
assumed to be 20% per year. 
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Livingstone (1967) concluded that the cyclical patterns had little, 
if any, effect on the timing differences simulated. However, in the 
present study, the cycles that were imposed had a very definite impact 
on the results of the simulation. It has already been noted in Chapter 
3 that the dollar amounts exhibited a pattern similar to the sine wave 
pattern imposed on the increasing assumption (up 2 years, down 4 years, 
and up 2 years) and on the decreasing assumption (down 2 years, up 4 
years, and down 2 years). A numerical example will serve to illustrate 
the effect of the cycle on the timing difference. Assume that $100,000 
is spent on !DC in Year 1. Subsequent expenditures will follow the 
sine wave pattern used with the increasing assumption. Each year the 
dollar amount of the change will be $25,000. Also, the amortization 
rate will remain constant at 20% per year with full amortization of an 
!DC expenditure occurring after 5 years. Table XLVIII shows the results. 
Reversals occur as the !DC expenditures deducted for tax purposes 
decrease and the base used for the financial amortization increases. 
Even keeping the amortization rate constant could not prevent rever-
sals from occurring. Only as the tax !DC increases while the earlier 
peak amounts reach full amortization and are eliminated from the base 
do the positve timing differences begin to resurface. Therefore, the 
cycle definitely affects the occurrence of the timing differences as 
well as the dollar amounts, at least where different bases are used 
for computing the deductions for tax and accounting purposes. A simi-
lar effect could be seen if the decreasing sine wave pattern were 
used, except that the first reversal would occur later since the down 
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sides of the cycle occur later. Therefore, in those conditions in 
which the production and reserves were moving in similar directions, 
the reversals occurred in cycles of 3 to 5 years, and occurred, on the 
average, 50% of the time. However, it should be noted that when the 
production and reserves were related but where reserves were 
increasing faster than production, lower amortization rates occurred. 
In this case, the cycles by themselves could not generate reversals. 
For example, assume that a maximum rate of 20% occurs in Year 2 and 
decreases by 3% per year. Also, the cycle used for the IDC expen-
diture pattern will be the same as the one used previously. The 
results are shown in Table XLIX. 
The combination of the cycle and the decreasing amortization rate 
affected the timing differences and the reversals (or lack of 
reversals). Conversely, if the amortization rate were allowed to 
increase over time, the reversals would be greater in number as well 
as in dollar amount. Having shown what the cycles and amortization 
rates can do individually, it should be clear as to what the cycles 
and moving amortization rates would do. As the cycle moves down and 
the rates move up, reversals will occur. As the cycle moves up and 
the rates decrease, there will be additions to the deferred taxes 
payable. 
While the above illustrations give a general explanation of what 
could cause or prevent reversals in different situations, how do these 
illustrations relate to the results that were presented in Chapter 3? 
Those results will now be reviewed. 
The results of the simulation presented the timing difference 
means that are computed from the simulated data. The computed timing 
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difference means were grouped into various combinations of twenty-
seven conditions. These groupings of the means resulted in four 
general sets of tables. 
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The first grouping of tables presented the twenty-seven conditions 
in a numerical order that corresponded to the hypotheses listing. 
This grouping allowed the reserves to vary while holding IDC and pro-
duction constant. The second grouping of tables presented com-
binations of the twenty-seven conditions in which production and 
reserves were held constant and IDC was allowed to vary. The third 
grouping of tables presented combinations of the twenty-seven con-
ditions in a manner similar to the second grouping except that IDC and 
reserves were held constant and production was allowed to vary. The 
last grouping of tables compared the means of the successful efforts 
companies to full costing companies. Also, within each set of these 
tables, the conditions were formatted into sets of three to allow one 
of the three variables to vary given the three pattern assumptions 
while the other two variables were held constant. It was from these 
four groupings of tables that several points were noted and discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
Within the first grouping of tables, it was noted that the first 
nine conditions (Condition 1 through Condition 9) exhibited a reason-
ably substantial number of reversals. The number of reversals for 
these nine conditions ranged from a high of 24 reversals (Conditions 
1, 4, 5, and 6) to a low of 11 reversals (Condition 2). In addition, 
it was noted that the dollar amounts in the first nine conditions 
exhibited a pattern similar to the sine wave cycle imposed on the 
increasing IDC assumption. The pattern of the reversals was also 
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affected by the sine wave cycle in that the reversals began during the 
downside of the sine wave cycle. In all nine conditions, the rever-
sals usually began in the fifth or sixth year of the 8-year cycle. 
Once the reversals began, there were clusterings of reversals of four 
or five years in duration. Only as the patterns of expenditures began 
to move on the up side of the cycle did the positive timing differen-
ces surface. 
With regard to the second nine conditions (Condition 10 through 
Condition 18), it was noted that there were several differences from 
the results of the first nine conditions. Seven of the nine con-
ditions had 10 or fewer reversals. Only Condition 11 with 13 reversal 
and Condition 12 with 16 reversals had more. In fact, it was noted 
that Condition 10 had no reversals, Condition 14 had only one rever-
sal occuring in Year 40, and Condition 17 had only three reversals. 
Also, it was noted that when a reversal did occur it was considerably 
smaller than the positive timing differences. There were also a lack 
of the sine wave pattern with these conditions. This lack of the pat-
tern was expected, however, since all nine of the conditions were com-
binations of the nine amortization rates with constant IDC. In 
simulating the constant assumption no cycle was imposed. Rather, any 
variations in the !DC expenditure from year to year was due to the use 
of the Monte Carlo method. 
For the last set of nine conditions (Condition 19 through 
Condition 27), it was noted that these conditions exhibited many of 
the same characteristics noted for the first nine conditions. The 
principal difference was that the timing differences for these nine 
conditions related to the decreasing !DC expenditure patterns. As 
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with the first nine conditions, most of these last nine also had a 
substantial number of reversals, except for Condition 25 (no 
reversals) and Condition 26 (three reversals). The sine wave pattern 
was once again in evidence in the same manner as the first nine con-
ditions except that the decreasing pattern was a mirror image of the 
increasing pattern. 
All twenty-seven conditions were grouped in sets of three for pur-
poses of allowing reserves to change while !DC and production were 
constant. From these groupings of three, it was noted that as the 
reserve number changed, there were substantial variations in the dollar 
amount across the three conditions. Since the IDC tax expenditure was 
unchanged, the only thing that could cause such variations were the 
changes in the amortization rates. Seven of the first nine conditions 
have large numbers of reversals. Only Condition 7 and Condition 8 had 
substantially fewer reversals. For the second nine conditions, it was 
noted that in the first grouping of three (Conditions 10, 11 and 12), 
Condition 10 had no reversals while Condition 11 had 13 reversals and 
Condition 12 had 16 reversals. In the second set (Conditions 13, 14, 
and 15), Condition 13 and 14 had only 5 reversals and 1 reversals, 
respectively while Condition 15 had 10 reversals. A similar pattern 
emerged with the last set of these conditions. For the last nine con-
ditions, the patterns were similar to the first nine conditions, in 
that the first two sets of three had little variation. However, in 
the third set (Conditions 25, 26, and 27), Condition 25 had zero 
reversals and Condition 26 had 3 reversals while Condition 27 had 18 
reversals. 
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The second grouping of tables was similar to the first grouping 
except that production and reserves were held constant while IDC was 
allowed to vary. It was noted for the first set of conditions that 
the increasing IDC and decreasing IDC had few differences in the 
number of reversals. Only the constant IDC number, in comparison, had 
a substantial drop in the number of reversals. For the last three 
sets of conditions only the third set (Conditions 9, 18, and 27) exhib-
ited similarity to the first six sets. The other two sets 
(Conditions 7, 16, and 25 and Conditions 8, 17, and 26), showed that 
only the increasing IDC had more than 10 reversals while both the 
decreasing and constant IDC conditions had virtually no reversals, or 
few reversals of any consequence. Also, the increasing IDC mean had a 
substantial drop in the number of reversals from those of other 
conditions. 
The third grouping of tables were constructed so that IDC and 
reserves were held constant while production was allowed to vary. In 
examining the first three sets, it was noted that the conditions that 
corresponded to the increasing and constant production numbers had a 
high number of reversals. The decreasing production in the first two 
sets had half as many reversals as the increasing and constant produc-
tion numbers but almost as many in the third set. For the second set 
of three conditions, Conditions 10, 13, 14, 16, and 17 had 5 or fewer 
reversals. Only Condition 11 has as many as 13 reversals. However, 
in the third set (Conditions 12, 15, and 18) of conditions, each had 
more reversals with Condition 12 having 16 reversals {increasing 
production) but the constant (Condition 15) and decreasing {Condition 
18) having 10 and 9 reversals, respectively. For the last three sets, 
the decreasing production, only the condition in the third set 
(Condition 27) had a high number of reversals. The first two sets 
(with Conditions 25 and 26) had zero reversals and three reversals. 
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The fourth grouping of tables were constructed to compare the full 
costing means and successful efforts means. It was noted that means 
of the differences were exhibited. Overall, there did not appear to 
be any effect on the timing differences means due to the fact that one 
group was based on full cost and that the other group was based on 
successful efforts. 
With these results from Chapter 3 in mind then, what caused or did 
not cause the reversals? The answer to this question depends upon 
which condition is being examined. From the numerical illustrations 
in this chapter, it could be seen that reversals or lack of reversals 
could be affected by 
1. the !DC expenditure patterns and cycles 
2. the movement of production in relation to the reserves 
yielding the amortization rate (production/reserves) 
3. an interaction between the expenditure cycle and the 
amortization rate. 
Thus for the twenty-seven conditions, any of the three areas could 
affect the reversals or lack of reversals, depending upon the 
conditions examined. 
For example, the first nine conditions (Condition 1 through 
Condition 9) yield timing differences that related to the increasing 
IDC and the nine different amortization rates. All nine conditions 
exhibited patterns that corresponded to the sine wave cycle imposed on 




As Illustration 3 demonstrated, this sine wave cycle would cause 
reversals in clusters if there were no or little variation in the 
amortization rate. With little variation or a constant rate, then the 
amount of the timing difference would be extremely dependent on the 
patterns of the IDC expenditure. However, none of these conditions 
had a constant rate as did Illustration 3, so more than just the cycle 
caused reversals. As Illustration 4 showed, where the amortization 
rate is decreasing, the likelihood of reversals decreases. 
Conversely, if the amortization rate increases, as in Illustration 2, 
the likelihood of reversals increases. In both illustrations, there 
had to be a sufficient change in the rate to override the effect of 
the expenditure pattern. Therefore, if Conditions 1 through 9 had 
constant rates, reversals would be entirely dependent on the expen-
diture pattern. Since a constant rate was not present, in a strict 
sense, the reversals would be caused primarily by the cycle in con-
junction with significant variations in the amortization rates. 
Fluctuations in rates would be caused by the movement of produc-
tion to reserves. If the movement is in similar directions (Condition 
1 - Increasing production/Increasing reserves, Condition 5 - Constant 
production/Constant reserves, and Condition 9 - Decreasing 
production/Decreasing reserves), the changes in rates from year to 
year would probably not be sufficient enough to always override the 
effect of the cycle. Thus, all three of the conditions had substan-
tial reversals (Condition 1 - 24 reversals, Condition 5 - 24 rever-
sals, and Condition 9 - 21 reversals). If the production is 
increasing while the reserves were constant or decreasing or produc-
tion is constant while reserves are decreasing, then the likelihood of 
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reversals would increase. Thus, Condition 2 (Increasing production/ 
Constant reserve), Condition 3 (Increasing production/Decreasing 
reserves), and Condition 6 (Constant production/Decreasing reserves) all 
had a large number of reversals with 23 reversals, 22 reversals, and 24 
reversals, respectively. If production is decreasing while the reserves 
are increasing or constant, then the likelihood of reversals decreases. 
Therefore, Condition 7 (Decreasing production/Increasing reserves) and 
Condition 8 (Decreasing production/Constant reserves) had only 11 rever-
sals and 12 reversals respectively. 
Looking at these first nine conditions, it would be easy to conclude 
that the timing differences were affected more by the relationship of 
production to reserves than by the increasing cycle. However, if this 
were true, then the constant IDC timing difference should exhibit 
substantial reversals, too. Yet, in scanning Conditions 10 through 18, 
only Conditions 11 and 12 showed more than 25% of reversals. And, in 
relation to Conditions 1 through 9, there were fewer reversals. 
Therefore, the amortization rate changes alone do not affect reversals. 
Illustration 1 showed that if there were a constant amortization rate, 
no reversals would occur. Now, none of these nine conditions were 
strictly constant but had some variation from year to year because of 
the Monte Carlo simulation technique. Therefore, if a constant rate 
were applied, some reversals might be expected to occur depending on the 
size of the fluctuation. With some variation in the rates, additional 
reversals could be expected. As noted, when production and reserves 
move in a similar direction, there would probably be little variation in 
the rate from year to year. Therefore, Condition 10 (increasing/ 
Increasing) had no reversals and Condition 14 (Constant/Constant) had 1 
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reversal. Only Condition 18 (Decreasing/Decreasing) did not hold to 
this pattern. It had nine reversals. However, with further thought, 
such a change is not as inconsistent as it may first appear. Since the 
reserve amounts are usually significantly larger than the production 
amounts, changes in the reserves could have more impact on the amor-
tization rate. In addition, the reserves are the denominator in the 
computation. Thus, if the reserves are decreasing at a rate faster than 
production is decreasing, then the effect would increase over time in 
the rates. It would seem that such is the case here. Reserves must 
have decreased faster than production enough times to cause some rever-
sals. 
Condition 16 (Decreasing/Increasing) and Condition 17 (Decreasing/ 
Constant) would be similar to Conditions 7 and 8. Therefore, fewer 
reversals would be expected in conjunction with the constant assump-
tions. Condition 16 had 5 reversals only as did Condition 17. 
Condition 13 (Constant/Increasing) would be a situation where fewer 
reversals would be expected assuming the reserves were increasing at a 
sufficiently higher rate than any variation in the constant produc-
tion. Thus, this condition had only 5 reversals. 
Condition 11 (Increasing/Constant) and Condition 12 (Increasing/ 
Decreasing) would have expected more reversals and such was the case. 
However, in conjunction with the constant IDC assumption, there were 
fewer reversals than with the increasing IDC. This would indicated 
that the cycle did have some effect on the number and occurrence of 
reversals. Condition 15 (Constant/Decreasing) had 10 reversals. With 
the decreasing reserves, reversals would be expected but are fewer in 
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number than the increasing !DC counterpart. Again, this would indi-
cate that the increasing cycle did have some effect on the number and 
occurrence of reversals. 
Conditions 19 through 27 corresponded to using decreasing !DC with 
the nine amortization rates. Since the decreasing !DC was a mirror 
image of the increasing !DC, most of the conclusions regarding the 
increasing !DC increasing holds. Again, this would indicate that the 
increasing cycle did have some effect on the number and occurrence of 
reversals. 
Therefore, Condition 19 (Increasing/Increasing}, Condition 25 
(Constant/Constant}, and Condition 27 (Decreasing/Decreasing} all had 
a substantial number of reversals with 21 reversals, 21 reversals, and 
18 reversals, respectively. Similarly, the conditions that related to 
increasing production/decreasing reserves (Condition 21} and 
increasing production/constant reserves (Condition 20} had 18 rever-
sals and 21 reversals, respectively. This reinforces that idea of the 
effect of the movement of production in relation to reserves. Also, 
Condition 25 (Decreasing/Increasing} had zero reversals and Condition 
26 (Decreasing/Constant} had 3 reversals which would be expected. In 
addition, it seems strange, at first glance, that the decreasing !DC 
means had fewer total reversals than the increasing. If anything, it 
would mean that the opposite would be true, particularly in light of 
the conclusions of previous studies. Further analysis indicates that 
there may not be much of a difference. For example, by shifting the 
cycle from Year 1 to a start in Year 5, the same pattern as that 
imposed by the increasing !DC begins to emerge. The four years of the 
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downside of the cycle starts later than with the increasing assump-
tion. Therefore, the effect of the downside, as seen in Illustration 
2, starts later and, thus, the reversals start later. 
It can be seen from the above discussion how important the rela-
tionship of the reserves and production can be. But this relationship 
is not the only factor. Rather, the cycle or lack of a cycle has an 
effect also. This idea is particularly apparent in Figure 4 of 
Chapter 3. This figure was a histogram of varying IDC. From the 
figure, it can be seen that those conditions that had a cycle and 
either similar production/reserve movements, (Conditions 1, 5, 9, 10, 
23, and 27) increasing production/(Conditions 2, 3, 20, and 21) 
decreasing or constant reserve or constant production/decreasing 
reserves (Conditions 6 and 24) all had substantial numbers of 
reversals. Yet, the constant !DC in each case had substantially fewer 
reversals. This would indicate that the pattern or lack of pattern 
would have an effect since in each grouping and conditioning the amor-
tization rate was the same. The only exceptions occurred when produc-
tion was decreasing and the reserves were increasing. In these 
groupings, the decreasing !DC (Conditions 25 and 26) had very few 
reversals. Thus, the varying amortization rates were able to override 
the effect of the cycle. 
Finally, the reasons as to why there were few differences between 
full costing and successful efforts firms should be noted. There is 
no difference because the method in which amortization is done (units 
of production) is the same for both types of firms. The primary dif-
ference between full costing and successful efforts in the way in 
which dry hole costs are treated. A full costing firm capitalizes all 
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IDC costs while a successful efforts capitalizes only those IDC costs 
associated with a producing well. In both instances, the amortization 
rate is dependent on those wells that are productive. Only the dollar 
amounts being amortized will be affected by the choice of method. 
Since the rate is a critical factor in the reversals, the fact that 
costs are capitalized in one case and not capitalized in the other 
case is immaterial • 
Summary 
Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 11 set the standard 
for using the deferred method to account for income taxes using 
comprehensive interperiod income tax allocation. All subsequent 
opinions issued by the APB or standards issued by the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regarding deferred income taxes 
referred to APB 11 and generally required adherence to its standards. 
Such was the case with FASB 19 and FASB 25 which required the use of 
the deferred method for accounting for intangible drilling and devel-
opment costs deducted for tax purposes •. Yet, despite the adherence 
by the standard setting bodies to APB 11, the theoretical soundness of 
the deferred method and comprehensive interperiod income tax alloca-
tion has been frequently challenged. Most of the previous studies 
done in this area showed that APB 11 was not on strong theoretical 
grounds and put forth suggestions for replacing the deferred method as 
well as comprehensive interperiod tax allocation. In fact, the FASB 
is currently considering the deferred tax question. 
This study tested the theoretical soundness of the deferred method 
with regards to its application in the oil and gas industry. IDC 
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costs were simulated via the Monte Carlo method. In addition, produc-
tion and reserves were simulated as well since it was believed that 
any tax deferrals would be a function of the three variables working 
in relation to one another. It was assumed that the patterns of 
variable changes would be cyclical and that each variable would be 
either increasing, decreasing, or constant. Then, given the 27 
possible combinations of !DC, production, and reserves, timing dif-
ferences were computed from data simulated for 25 full costing firms 
and 25 successful efforts firms. From these combinations, it was 
hoped that the results would indicate which combinations of IDC, pro-
duction, and reserves, if any, would lead to reversals over a period 
of 40 years. The results showed that a substantial number of reversals 
did occur in many of the conditions. It was seen from the above 
discussion that the reversals did occur or did not occur, depending 
upon how IDC, production, and reserves interrelated. In some cases, 
the pattern of IDC predominated while in other cases, the movement of 
production in relation to the estimated reserves affected the 
occurrence of reversals. Overall, it cannot be said that any one 
variable in and of itself caused or prevented a reversal. Therefore, 
from the above analyses, the following conclusions are drawn from the 
results: 
1. If the IDC expenditure and the amortization rates remain rela-
tively constant, the likelihood of reversals is diminished although 
not necessarily eliminated. (Conditions 10 through 18) 
2. The cycle of IDC expenditures can have an effect due to the 
manner in which a timing difference occurs. !DC costs are 100% 
expensed for tax purposes while they are amortized on the basis of 
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units of production for financial accounting purposes. Therefore, 
unlike the timing difference that arises from depreciation which is 
computed on the same asset base for tax and financial accounting pur-
poses, the timing differences that arise due to IDC expenditures are 
not computed on the same basis. Rather, the financial accounting 
expense is computed on a base that is the sum of prior years' expen-
ditures that are unamortized. Therefore, as that base builds and the 
current year's expenditure decreases {the down side of the sine wave 
cycle), the likelihood of reversals increases and is almost a surety 
if the amortization rate is increasing while the IDC expenditure is 
decreasing. {Conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
and 27) 
3. If production is increasing at a rate faster than the reserves 
or is increasing while the reserves are decreasing, the likelihood of 
reversals increases as well {Conditions 2, 3, 11, 12, 20, and 21). 
Conversely, if production is decreasing at a faster rate than reserves 
or decreasing while reserves are increasing, the likelihood of rever-
sals decreases {Conditions 7, 8, 25, and 26). It would seem from the 
results and analysis of this study that no blanket statement regarding 
deferred taxes arising from IDC expenditures can be made. Rather, it 
would appear that the deferring of income taxes for timing differences 
arising from IDC expenditures should be done on a case by case basis. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
With the issuance of Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 
11, the APB hoped to quell the controversies that existed with regards 
to the use of the deferred method of handling interperiod income tax 
allocations. Since that time, accounting researchers have shown concern 
about APB Opinion No. 11. Specifically, these researchers criticized 
the use of comprehensive interperiod tax allocation and the deferred 
method. It was their contention that reversals would not occur in the 
aggregate over time for a going concern. Rather, the timing differences 
generated from using accelerated methods of depreciation for tax pur-
poses and straight-line depreciation for financial accounting purposes 
would cause the deferred taxes payable account to grow each year. This 
account, that was called a payable, did not really represent a liability 
since it was owed to no one. At best, it was a contingent liability. 
Because of this belief that decreases in the credit account would not 
occur as long as the tax deduction, in the aggregate, exceeded the 
financial deduction, in the aggregate, researchers concentrated on 
showing that the payable account did indeed continue to grow seemingly 
unabated. Of course, these researchers did admit that reversals did 
occur with individual assets. However, since financial statement 
users would not see the individual turnarounds, but would only see the 
ll4 
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continual growth in the deferred taxes payable account, such individual 
reversals were considered inconsequential and meaningless. 
The results of these previous studies helped to support those oppo-
nents of APB Opinion No. 11. Davidson (1958) showed that as long as 
a firm maintained or exceeded its capital asset expenditures, rever-
sals would not occur. Livingstone (1967) further confirmed Davidson's 
findings by simulating the asset expenditure pattern of real com-
panies. He found that reversals or the lack of reversals was depen-
dent entirely on the asset expenditure pattern. Harwood (1961) found 
that even in the worst conditions, the use of interperiod tax alloca-
tion for depreciation would lead to the continual increase of the 
deferred tax account. Price Waterhouse and Company (1967) showed that 
for a 12-year period, dollar reduction accounted for only $20 million 
while dollar additions to deferred credits amounted to $950 million. 
Voss (1968) found little difference in the likelihood of reversals 
between large and small firms. Most of the remaining studies sup-
ported these conclusions. Therefore, given this background of 
results, it was reasonable to assume and thereby hypothesize that such 
results would be consistent with those of the present study. 
The purpose of this study was to determine if such a lack of 
reversals would be found to exist in the oil and gas industry ·with 
regard to intangible drilling and development costs. Timing differen-
ces arise from IDC costs when they are allowed to be expensed when 
incurred for tax purposes but are written off on the basis of units of 
production for financial accounting purposes. The timing difference 
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results from the 100% tax deduction versus a less than 100% deduction 
for financial accounting purposes. Therefore, the IDC tax deduction 
would appear to be simply another form of accelerated depreciation and 
the results of previous studies done on accelerated depreciation seem 
to have application here. Thus, it was hypothesized that reversals 
would never occur regardless of the conditions that would give rise 
to the timing difference. Yet, it was believed that these previous 
conclusions might not hold in this case. 
The IDC deductions are different from other accelerated depre-
ciation methods used for tax purposes in that the tax deduction is a 
function of current year expenditures only and not a function of the 
expenditures of several preceding years. The timing difference for 
depreciable assets can be computed as follows: 
Dt=(SYD rate x P}-(SL rate x P} 
where Dt is the timing difference in year t and Pis the pattern of 
asset expenditures over time. By factoring out P, the equation redu-
ces to (SYD rate-SL rate} x P. SYD rate-SL rate can be expressed as a 
vector of constants thereby making the depreciation timing difference 
dependent on Palone. This relationship does not hold with regards to 
IDC costs. The timing difference, in this case, is computed as follows: 
Dt=Pt-[(Utlrtlx(Pt-ll] 
where Pt is the current year's IDC expenditure deducted for tax pur-
poses, Utlrt is the amortization rate (production/estimated reserves}, 
and Pt-1 is the sum of all prior years' expenditures. It is obvious 
from this equation that the timing difference is not dependent on the 
stream of asset expenditures only, but rather it is dependent on the 
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IDC expenditures, production, and estimated reserves. This study was 
conducted to see what effect, if any, this difference would have on 
reversals or lack of reversals of the deferred credits arising from 
the timing differences. 
To test this timing difference model, data was generated for the 
IDC expenditures, production, and reserves via computer simulation. 
The simulation approach was chosen for several reasons. The most 
important stemmed from the fact that there was a lack of adequate 
historical data available to do an effective empirical study. In 
addition, if adherence to historical data had been chosen, the data 
would have been restricted by the historical patterns of the data. 
Also, since the timing differences contribute to deferred credits that 
are long-term in nature, and since it was believed to be more logical 
to examine what might occur in the future over a long period of time, 
a simulation model was chosen. The simulation also allowed the impo-
sition of a pattern on the data. In this study, three possible pat-
terns of change were examined as follows: 
1. increasing (positive growth) 
2. decreasing (negative growth) 
3. constant (no real growth or decline) 
The simulation was done for 50 oil and gas firms (25 full costing 
firms and 25 successful efforts firms chosen at random) for a period 
of 40 years. The choice of 40 years was made so that five full 
cycles of sine wave patterns could be examined. With the increasing 
and decreasing assumptions, a cycle resembling a sine wave pattern was 
imposed for each 8 year period. The cycle was imposed since it was 
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believed that the likelihood of strictly linear patterns was remote. 
Once the data was simulated for the 50 firms, the IDC, production, and 
reserves were mixed together into 27 possible combinations of the 
three pattern assumptions. From these 27 conditions, an analysis was 
performed of the timing differences and reversals. 
The results of the simulation were the opposite of what had been 
hypothesized. In most of the 27 conditions large numbers of reversals 
occurred. Only in those conditions in which the IDC was relatively 
constant or in which production was decreasing while reserves were 
constant or decreasing was there a lack of substantial reversals. 
Overall, the results of this study showed that, at least in this case, 
there was some theoretical justification for the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) requiring the use of comprehensive interperiod 
tax allocation as stipulated in FASB No. 19 and FASB No. 25. However, 
since there was no unanimity in the results for all 27 conditions, it 
would be difficult to justify blanket use of comprehensive interperiod 
tax allocation. Rather, an analysis of how the IDC expenditures, pro-
duction, and reserves interrelate with one another would be needed on 
a case by case basis, to see if deferrals are necessary. 
Policy Implications of the Results 
The FASB is currently considering the question of deferred income 
taxes and the theoretical soundness of its use in the application of 
comprehensive interperiod tax allocation. Certainly, the results of 
previous studies would indicate such a consideration is necessary. In 
fact, the results of previous studies indicate that the deferred 
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method should be eliminated entirely. However, the implications of 
the results of this study are that there do exist some cases in spe-
cial industries in which there may be some theoretical basis for the 
use of the deferred method. It would appear that the FASB was correct 
in requiring the application of APB Opinion No. 11 for the IDC timing 
differences, particularly since the book/tax interaction was eliminated 
However, it should be noted that blanket application of APB Opinion No. 
11 is not the solution either. Certainly, the results showed enough 
cases here where reversals did not occur and when they did occur, they 
were few in number and insignificant in amount. The implication would 
be to consider some other allocation than comprehensive allocation. 
Opponents would argue that interperiod tax allocation is never 
appropriate. The results of this study show at least one case in 
which tax allocation could be appropriate. The question become 
whether partial allocation or comprehensive allocation is appropriate. 
Under comprehensive allocation, income tax expense includes the tax 
effects of transactions entering into the determination of pretax 
accounting income even though some transactions may affect the deter-
mination of taxes payable in a different period. This view recognizes 
that the amount of income taxes payable for a given period does not 
necessarily measure the appropriate income tax expense related to 
transactions for that period. Those who support comprehensive alloca-
tion believe that the tax effects of timing differences should be 
recognized and that the tax effects should be matched with or allo-
cated to those periods in which the differences reverse. Therefore, 
it is believed that comprehensive allocation results in a more 
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thorough and consistent association in the matching of revenues and 
expenses. On the other hand, partial allocation presumes that the 
income tax expense of a period for financial accounting purposes 
should be the tax payable for the period. Holders of this view 
believe that when recurring differences between taxable income and 
pretax accounting income give rise to an indefinite postponement of an 
amount of tax payments or to continuing tax reductions, tax allocation 
is not required for these differences. In this view, tax allocation 
is applicable only when the deferred amounts are reasonably certain to 
affect the flow of resources used to pay taxes in the near future. 
Comprehensive allocation requires showing the effects of all 
timing differences when the timing differences occur regardless of 
whether or not an indefinite postponement would occur. Under partial 
allocation, the tax effects of many timing differences would not be 
recognized unless payment (or reversals) is reasonable in the near 
future. The results of this study would seem to offer support for 
both positions. 
However, when the results are considered in relation to those 
results of previous studies, it is difficult to embrace comprehensive 
allocation exclusively. To do so would be emphasizing form over 
substance. Considering the emphasis that is often given to substance 
over form, such an acceptance of comprehensive allocation is unaccep-
table. Rather the fact that the results do present an interesting 
mixture of conditions where reversals occur in great numbers and con-
ditions in which reversals do not occur would indicate that the appli-
cation of some form of partial allocation should be adopted using the 
deferral method. Partial allocation would be more amenable to dif-
ferent situations and industries. 
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It is recommended that the type of partial allocation adopted be 
one similar to that followed by the Chartered Accountants in Great 
Britain. In their standard, time becomes a factor. Timing differen-
ces are analyzed on a yearly basis. If this analysis indicated that 
the likelihood of reversals will occur within a three year period, 
then the deferred tax credit is recorded as a current liability. If 
the deferral does not occur within three years or if there appears to 
be an indefinite postponement of the tax liability, then no book entry 
is made. Rather, the "deferred taxes" are simply disclosed in the 
footnotes. Such an application of partial allocation would seem to be 
the case for many of the conditions in this study. On the other hand, 
when there seems to be an indefinite postponement, as previous studies 
have shown, no recording of the deferral would be made. The deferrals 
would, however, be disclosed in the footnotes. Such a procedure 
appears to be much closer to reality and emphasizes substance over 
form. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
The results of this study show that the questions of deferred 
taxes are far from settled. Research in the future could concentrate 
on those items that cause timing differences other than dpreciation. 
In addition, it would be interesting to look at IDC expenditures, pro-
duction, and reserves in ten years to see how close the simulation was 
in predicting the likelihood of reversals. Finally, future studies 
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could concentrate on the effect on net income of using a form of par-
tial allocation versus comprehensive allocation and see how close the 
two types come to predicting and handling actual reversals. 
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